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Tex Atchison: 

Chicago's National Barn Dance 

Fiddler And Hollywood's Star 

of Radio, Screen, and Stage 

By Wayne W Daniel 

During most of the 1930s, Tex Atchison, a member of the 

popular Prairie Ramblers string band, was a household name to 

listener of the National Barn Dance and other radio programs 

broadcast over Chicago's WLS. During the 1940s and 1950s, he 

was one of the best known country fiddlers in Hollywood. 

Tex Atchison's entertainment career was wide-ranging, 

both geographically and artistically. His show business resume 

reflects not only his work in the Midwest and on the West Coast, 

but includes an entertainment stint on the East Coast as well. In 
addition to his success as a fiddler, Atchison became well known 

among fans and professionals in the field of country music as a 

songwriter, vocalist, and band leader. His performance venues 

encompassed radio, television, stage, and screen. 
Shelby David "Tex" Atchison, one of eleven children, was 

born February 5, 1912, near Rosine, Kentucky. According to Tex, 

he was born "way back out in the hills" on land adjoining the farm 

that was home to young Bill Monroe, a mandolin player who grew 

up to become known as the father of bluegrass music. Tex attended 

school in Rosine with Bill Monroe who was only a few months 

older than he was. Music came naturally to Tex who, at the age 

of eight, began to play the fiddle, an instrument he learned to love 

from listening to his father's playing. In addition to the fiddle, Tex 

learned to play saxophone, clarinet, guitar, banjo, and mandolin. 

An older brother, Birtie, who played banjo, was the only other one 
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of the Atchison children who played music. 

By the time Tex was 14 years old he was working during the 

day in the coal mines around McHenry, Kentucky, and playing 

fiddle, saxophone and clarinet at night in a band that combined 

old-time country music and Dixieland jazz. He made three dollars 

on his first paying job as a musician while his wage at the mine 

was $2.56 a day. Tex opted for a career in music. 

Tex Atchison was a left-handed fiddler. While many left

handed fiddlers re-string their instruments for greater convenience 

and ease of playing, Tex always played a regulation, right-handed 

fiddle strung exactly like the fiddles of right-handed players. In 

Tex's case left-handedness was an acquired trait. He was born 

right-handed, but began using his left hand after breaking his right 

arm early in life. 

While Tex is an unlikely nickname for a native Kentuckian, 

Atchison acquired the moniker for good reason. He assumed 

the name early in his career while working as an entertainer in 

Iowa. "A man there named Oklahoma Jack gave me the name," 

Tex recalled in later years. "He said Shelby wasn't commercial 

enough and started calling me 'Tex'." Little did Tex know at the 

time how well his new name would fit the western-oriented image 

he would build for himself during the remainder of his career as 

an entertainer. 

In 1928 Tex made the first of many decisive moves to further 

his musical ambitions. He teamed up with fellow Kentucky 

natives Floyd "Salty" Holmes, who played harmonica, jug, and 

guitar; Charles "Chick" Hurt, mandala player and banjoist; and 

Jack Taylor, guitarist and bass player. They called their group 

the Kentucky Ramblers and soon began performing on radio at 

WOC in Davenport, Iowa. Their repertoire and performance style 

at the time were typical Southeastern string-band fare. In 1932 

the Kentucky Ramblers attracted the attention of George Biggar, 

program director and talent scout at Chicago's powerful radio 

station WLS, and later that year at Biggar's behest, they moved 

to the Windy City. There they joined the cast of the National 
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Barn Dance and began appearing on other programs on WLS, the 

station that had been broadcasting folk, hillbilly, western, and pop 

music since 1924. 

At WLS the Kentucky Ramblers underwent artistic and 

image changes that helped the group achieve considerable success 

as radio, stage, and recording artists. As the first step in this make

over, WLS management convinced the foursome to discard the 

name Kentucky Ramblers in favor of the less provincial Prairie 

Ramblers. The new name was an appropriate one, considering 

the fact that WLS was owned by The Prairie Farmer, a highly 

popular agricultural newspaper read by farmers throughout the 

Midwest. As the Kentucky Ramblers, Tex and his cohorts had 

been accustomed to a wardrobe for stage appearances consisting 

of bib overalls, chambray shirts, red bandannas, and work shoes. 

Such rustic apparel was not compatible with the image that WLS 

had in mind for the Prairie Ramblers. Consequently, the four guys 

from the bluegrass state who, allegedly, had all been born in log 

cabins, found themselves sporting white shirts, white dress pants, 

neckties, and two-tone black and white dress shoes. To complete 

the group's gentrification, station management paired them with 

a ballroom-gowned female pop vocalist named Dixie Mason, 

known around Chicago as a singer with dance bands at the upscale 

Edgewater Beach Hotel. 

By the time the Ramblers arrived at WLS, Tex had developed 

into a handsome young man who stood six feet tall and weighed 

158 pounds. "He has sandy blond hair, blue eyes, and a grin that 

spreads from ear to ear," gushed a writer for a WLS fan magazine. 

A reporter for another publication assured readers that, "if you 

know Tex, you know he's tall, broad and handsome, and above 

all - what a personality." Rusty Gill, who later became a member 

of the Prairie Ramblers, remembered Tex from those early years 

at WLS. "He was a well-dressed guy who seemed to take pride in 

the way he looked, and was always a ladies man," Rusty recalled. 

"He was a very good soloist and for a while he had a solo spot 

on the morning shows." On March 6, 1934, Tex married Dolly 
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Good who, with her sister Millie, performed on WLS as the Girls 

of the Golden West, an act that had joined the station's roster of 

entertainers in the spring of 1933. 

The Prairie Ramblers soon established themselves as one 

of the more popular acts at WLS, and except for a hiatus of 

about a year, they would remain at the station until 1949. Tex, 

however, left the group before then. The Prairie Rambler/Dixie 

Mason pairing was short lived. She moved to one of the many 

other WLS programs and in 1933 was replaced by Patsy Montana 

as the Rambler's female vocalist. Patsy brought to the group a 

western-flavored repertoire, complete with intricate yodeling, and 

an enthusiasm for the cowboy/cowgirl image that was becoming a 

popular entertainment genre. By early 1934, the Prairie Ramblers 

and Patsy Montana were making personal appearances with 

such other WLS western-oriented artists as Gene Autry, Smiley 

Burnette, and the Girls of the Golden West. 

In September 1934 the Ramblers and Patsy, along with WLS 

announcer Hal O'Halloran, headed east where they spent a year 

in the New York City area. They found work at various radio 

stations, including WOR in Newark, New Jersey, and WMCA in 

New York City. During their stay in the big city, the Ramblers and 

Patsy, in the spring and summer of 1935, recorded some 40 sides 

for the American Record Company. Prior to leaving Chicago they 

had recorded 14 sides for the Victor label. It was during the 1935 

sessions in New York that the Prairie Ramblers recorded their 

first songs under the name Sweet Violet Boys, an alias they used 

extensively during their pre-World War II career to record risque 

material. The Sweet Violet Boys records were made especially 

for the jukebox and home entertainment markets. According to 

WLS artist Rusty Gill, the songs recorded under that name were 

never sung on the air or on personal appearances. Most fans of the 

Prairie Ramblers never knew that they were also the Sweet Violet 

Boys. During their stay in New York the Prairie Ramblers served 

as backup band on several Gene Autry recordings, including his 

original version of the hit, "Ridin' Down the Canyon." 
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The Prairie Ramblers returned to WLS in October 1935, 

and station management gave them a slot on the popular daily 

"Smile-a-While" program that aired at 5:30 a.m. and again at 

9:00 a.m. They were also given a spot on the Saturday night 

National Barn Dance. According to WLS publicity, they provided 

listeners with "bright cheerful songs, lots of laughs, and sweet 

music." The Ramblers' return to WLS coincided with the station's 

need for an act to satisfy listeners' cravings for things western, a 

fad that was sweeping the country like a prairie fire. Americans 

were becoming addicted to western movies starring Gene Autry 

and other Saturday matinee idols dressed in ten-gallon hats, sharp

toed riding boots, and other cowboy attire augmented with gun 

belts and holsters housing pearl-handled six guns. Newsstands 

overflowed with vividly illustrated pulp magazines bearing such 

titles as Exciting Western, Texas Rangers, and Ranch Romances. 

After-school radio programs held millions of youngsters 

spellbound until dinner time with thrilling adventures of the likes 

of Tom Mix and the Lone Ranger, who busied themselves keeping 

folks west of the Pecos safe from cattle rustlers and assorted con 

artists. The Prairie Ramblers were at the right place at the right 

time to become a part of the trend. 

Atchison, discussing this juncture in the Ramblers' career, 

once stated that, "We left Chicago as an old-time string band, and 

we came back from New York as a cowboy band." Pictures of 

the Ramblers and Patsy dressed in western garb sitting astride 

rented horses and "warming" their hands at faux campfires began 

to appear in WLS publications designed for the listener market. 

Accompanying text portrayed the Ramblers as purveyors of 

"cowboy and novelty numbers." The cover of the group's 1937 

song folio featured a western scene as background for photographs 

of the artists attired in cowboy hats and other western regalia. 

The book's contents included such songs as "Broken Hearted 

Cowboy," "I Want To Be A Cowboy's Sweetheart," "The Land 

of the Beautiful West," and "Silver Prairie Moon." The Ramblers 

adopted "Ridin' Down the Canyon" as their theme song. 
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The hype paid off. The Prairie Ramblers and Patsy Montana 
became extremely popular fixtures at WLS. Listener polls 
conducted during the 1930s consistently found them among the 
station's top ten favorite acts, and frequently they were voted 
number one. Tex, speaking of Patsy Montana, once said "that 
was the greatest addition we ever made to the group." He also 
felt that Chick Hurt's instrument was an important part of the 
band. "I believe the mandala was what gave us a different sound 
from the other country groups," he said. "It's a size larger than a 
mandolin. It wasn't hardly as shrill [as a mandolin]." All four of the 
Ramblers, as well as Patsy, were singers, and this made for great 
flexibility in their vocal renditions. "We had two or three different 
types of trios," Tex said. Sometimes Patsy would be a part of a 
trio, and sometimes the trio would consist of only the males in 
the group. "When we [the males] did a trio, Jack would sing lead, 
I sang baritone, and Chick tenor," he said. "When we'd do the 
quartets Salty would be on bass." Tex couldn't remember who had 
the idea to create the Sweet Violet Boys, but he did recall that Art 
Satherley, the American Record Company executive who oversaw 
the Ramblers' recording sessions, liked drinking songs, a genre 
included in the Sweet Violet Boys repertoire. On occasion, in the 
recording studio, the Prairie Ramblers supplemented their vocal 
and instrumental talents with guest artists. On some sides they 
included a piano or clarinet. "It was my idea to add the clarinet," 
Tex said. "After prohibition ended, honky-tonks came up all over, 
and juke boxes really went into effect. Our records [were] not 
loud enough for juke boxes. I said, 'We've got to get something 
in there to get the attention'." Roland Gaines, another Kentuckian 
who was working on a different Chicago radio station, made guest 
appearances as vocalist. Record company officials "wanted us 
to do some pop songs," Tex said, "and we got Roland Gaines to 
come in and do [the vocals on some of the pop material]." For 
some of the Sweet Violet Boys recordings, "we brought in Lucille 
Overstake, and she did 'Chiselin' Daddy,"' Tex continued. "That 
was no song for Patsy Montana." Overstake, who also worked at 
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WLS, later achieved considerable fame as a recmding artist and 
composer using the name Jenny Lou Carson. 

Although they didn't know it at the time, the Prairie Ramblers, 
early on, were pioneers of the bluegrass music sound. "We were 
definitely the first bluegrass group," Tex asserted. "If you [listen 
to] those old numbers like "Shady Grove," "Gonna Have a Feast 
Here Tonight," and a lot of that, you'll see what I mean. Course 
Bill Monroe gets credit. We changed because we couldn't sell that 
type of music. We switched over and started s_elling records. We
[ were] in the business to sell records, and we did sell records, and 
we'd go in any direction to do it." 

Tex Atchison became the first of the original Prairie Ramblers 
to leave the fold. The April 23, 1938, issue of Standby, the weekly 
magazine published for WLS fans, announced that Tex had "�eft 
recently for his home in Kentucky to take an extended vacat10n 
which he feels he needs." Before the year was up he was back with 
the Ramblers, but only for a short while. By the end of the year he 
was gone for good. 

Following his departure from WLS and the Prairie Ramblers, 
Tex, for a while, worked on various radio stations in the Midwest. 
Sometime in 1942 he headed for the West Coast to begin what 
would become a twenty-two year gig. During his sojourn in 
California he performed with many of the well-known western acts 
who were working there at the time. They included the Riders of 
the Purple Sage, Jimmy Wakely, Johnny Bond, Merle Travis, Dick 
Rinehart, Deuce Spriggins, and Ray Whitley. For a couple of years 
he worked in a band headed by Jimmie Davis, one-time governor 
of Louisiana and popularizer of the country music classic, "You 
Are My Sunshine." 

Atchison was not solely a sideman during his stay on the 
West Coast. On several occasions he organized and led his own 
bands, including one called the Saddle Kings that consisted of 
Tex on fiddle and sidemen playing guitar and bass. His groups 
found work at the many night clubs and dance halls in the Los 
Angeles area. W hen Tex put together a group to record for the 
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Victory label in August 1945, he called the combo Tex Atchison 

and His Santa Fe Boys. "We were recording right at the minute 

that they announced VJ [Victory in Japan] day," Tex recalled. 

The four songs they recorded were "He Was Your Friend and 

Mine," "Riding Over the Sage Brush Plains," "Oh, Come, My 

Love," and "If You Must Cry Over Someone." A Billboard 

magazine's record reviewer stated that "In down-to-earth manner 

Tex Atchison's easy warbling pleases in 'He Was Your Friend,' a 

heartfelt vocal dedication to the memory and deeds of Franklin 

D. Roosevelt. Flipover is soothing in its simplicity, treating the

joys of 'Riding Over the Sage Brush.' Santa Fe Boys whose

fiddle and guitars accompany Atchison thruout, blend voices in

a slow-packed ballad, 'My Love.' Reverse, a routine love ditty,

takes a moderate beat."

In summary, the reviewer opined that, "Rural music boxes 

may find platter profit here, with varied locations showing 

friendliness to 'Your Friend."' 

The November 1946 issue of a local entertainment magazine 

reported that, "Tex Atchison, long-time favorite with radio 

audiences, has signed a new recording contract with King Records 

of Cincinnati. Tex has already cut eight sides, which are due to 

be released during the coming year." One of the King releases, 

"Somebody's Rose"/"You Don't Do Right By Me Anymore," 

was reviewed in Billboard in January of 1947. According to the 

reviewer, "This spinner is Western style singing with string band 

accompaniment, which uses an after-beat shuffle rhythm. On 

Somebody's Rose there is an electric guitar solo with eight bars of 

solo piano followed by eight bars of solo guitar and into the vocal 

with an accordion noodling around the melody. You Don't Do 

Right by Me Anymore on the other side is set in the same 'umchaw' 

rhythm, which is very danceable. 

The reviewer concludes that the record is "Not for sophisticates 

or jitterbugs, but alright for most folks." While in California, Tex, 

as the featured artist, recorded for other labels including Beltone, 

Deluxe, Federal, Crystal, Imperial, Sage, and Vicca. He was also 
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• demand as a free-lance fiddler for recording sessions and stage
m 

appearances with other bands.

When he wasn't in the recording studio or on a dance-hall or 

night club stage, Tex was making movies and appearing on radio.

He was one of the artists featured on the Cavalcade of Western 

Music that made its debut on September 29, 1945, over KFI in 

Los Angeles. Sponsored by the then new Palisade Ballroom in 

Santa Monica and emceed by western swing artist Hank Penny, 

the program also featured the music of other popular country 

artists such as Deuce Spriggins, Carolina Cotton, the Plainsmen 

Trio, and Merle Travis. Tales of the old and new West were 

incorporated into the program. Tex also, at one time, appeared 

on a mid-day program broadcast by Hollywood's KXLA. The 

show's fan mail came from eleven western states, Canada, Alaska, 

Hawaii, and from sailors on ships at sea. In the mid-1940's Tex's 

fiddling was also heard on the Saturday night Hollywood Barn 

Dance originating from KNX and fed to member stations of the 

CBS Pacific Network. Described as "Western entertainment at its 

rollicking best," the thirty-minute show, it was said, "rock[ed] to 

the rhythm of fiddle-paced hoedowns." At one time or another 

the Hollywood Barn Dance featured, in addition to Tex, such 

talent as Cottonseed Clark, Foy Willing and Riders of the Purple 

Sage, Johnny Bond, Cliffie Stone, Jimmy Wakely, Merle Travis, 

comedian Ken Card, and Colleen Summers, who later became 

famous as the female half of the Les Paul and Mary Ford duo. 

Other West Coast radio programs on which Tex appeared include 

the Western Stars program on KFWB and a show called Hollywood 

Roundup that was transcribed for the Armed Forces Radio Service. 

When television came along Tex took advantage of opportunities 

to perform in the new medium, appearing on the small screen with 

Foy Willing and Jimmy Wakely. 

As a member of Deuce Spriggins' band, Tex appeared in 

movies starring B-western actor Ken Curtis during 1945 and 1946. 

In the 1946 Lum and Abner movie, "Partners in Time," Tex is a 

member of a band that plays for a square dance, a part for which 
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he was well qualified. Tex had roles in two 1949 movies, "Gun 

Law Justice" and "Gun Runner," featuring Jimmy Wakely. Tex 

can be seen in the 1950 motion picture "Square Dance Katy" that 

starred Jimmie Davis. In this movie, Tex is the fiddler in Davis's 

Sunshine Band playing "With the Bases Loaded I Struck Out" and 

"Take Me Back to Tulsa." 

Besides being a highly regarded fiddler, Tex was known 

among his peers as a songwriter of considerable talent. More than 

130 songs credited to Tex (some with shared credit) are currently 

licensed by BMI. Among his best-known compositions are the 

bluegrass standard, "Sleepy Eyed John," recorded by country 

singer Johnny Horton and by bluegrass artists Jim and Jesse 

McReynolds; "Sick, Sober, and Sorry," recorded by Lefty Frizzell 

and Johnny Bond; and "Honky Tonk Hardwood Floor," recorded 

by Jess Willard. Many others of his songs have been recorded by 

other artists. 

When Tex decided to retire from show business in the 1960s, 

he chose to return to his native Kentucky where he spent the 

remainder of his life making music when it suited him, reflecting 

on his long and varied career, and basking in the adulation of fans 

who had been inspired and entertained by his music. In 1980 he 

was honored by the annual Musician Homecoming at Miller Lakes 

in western Daviess County, Kentucky, a county that adjoins Ohio 

County in which Rosine is located. That year the event included 

a tribute to Tex when some 50 musicians from four states came to 

pay him homage. "They had a big Tex Atchison Day here over the 

Labor Day holidays over at Owensboro," Tex told an interviewer. 

"There were four or five thousand people here. It was in honor 

of me, and it was really something, and I appreciate it. I've been 

playing fifty-four years." 

Nashville's Country Music Hall of Fame, in May of 1982, 

recognized Tex for his contribution to western swing music. A 

year earlier Tex had donated his 1884 Knopf fiddle to the Hall 

of Fame. It was the instrument he had used on the early Prairie 

Ramblers records. 
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Tex Atchison died on August 4, 1982, at St. Elizabeth Hospital 

in Granite City, Illinois. He lies at rest in Mt. Pleasant Cemetery 

near Rosine, Kentucky, beside his brother Birtie. A fiddle and 

banjo engraved on their shared headstone tells, in part, the story 

of their lives. 
Acknowledgments: For their help during the research I 

conducted for this story, I wish to thank the following: Kevin 

Coffey, Rusty Gill, Bob Healy, Dick Hill, Nancy Hurt Perrigo, 

and Bill Tonneson. 
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Bluegrass Generati�ns: 

An Historical Perspective 

By Fred Bartenstein 

Introduction 

Bluegrass music, in more than sixty years since becoming a 

definable genre, has attracted hundreds of performers who have 

reached a level of proficiency and popularity to become nation

ally distributed recording artists. The word "generation" has long 

been used in pubUcations such as Bluegrass Unlimited and album 

liner notes to loosely categorize these musicians and their evolv

ing styles. However, as yet the descriptions have lacked precision 

and collective data on the generations have not been systemati

cally analyzed. 

In 2005, Fred Bartenstein and his collaborators, Mary Jo Leet 

and Ed Renner, collected basic biographical information on 680 

professional musicians whose recordings have been nationally 

distributed and for whom sufficient data could be found. This pa

per is a summary and analysis of research originally presented at 

the Bluegrass Music Symposium at Western Kentucky University. 

The author proposes for use by future writers and researchers 

a classification of five generations, along with an additional gen

eration of artists who preceded and influenced them. Each genera

tion has distinct characteristics and has played a unique artistic 

role in the unfolding of the bluegrass form. This paper summa

rizes other interesting patterns emerging from the data, including 

changes over time in the choice of instruments, booms and busts 

in the supply of professional bluegrass musicians, growing par

ticipation of women, the role of Bill Monroe's Blue Grass Boys 

and Doyle Lawson's Quicksilver as training grounds, and trends 
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in band leadership. 

Author Fred Bartenstein, a native of Virginia and resident of 

Ohio, has participated in bluegrass music for more than half a cen

tury as a magazine editor, broadcaster, musician, festival emcee, 

talent director, scholar, and consultant. Between 2002 and 2008, 

he produced an Internet/satellite/radio program on the history of 

bluegrass music for the International Bluegrass Music Museum. 

Methodology 

The term "bluegrass" wasn't used to describe a musical genre 

until approximately 1955. It is highly unlikely that during the 

1940s and early 1950s either artists or audiences made a categori

cal distinction between what we today call "bluegrass" and other 

"hot" acoustic string band contemporaries. For the purposes of 

this research project, artists whose biographical data were includ

ed were those who 

1. played - or sang accompanied by any combination of - the

following string instruments: fiddle (violin), acoustic gui

tar, banjo, mandolin, Dobro/resonator guitar, and acoustic

or electric bass

2. were professionally compensated for their live and recorded

performances

3. performed in styles that could be recognized within the

( considerably lengthened) shadows of artists whose music

was first categorized as bluegrass

4. contributed before 1955 to a common repertoire that has

since been played by bluegrass musicians, or after 1955 -

when the term "bluegrass" came into common use - would

have been considered to be bluegrass musicians by the

genre's other artists, knowledgeable producers, wholesalers,

retailers and devotees of the genre, and

5. made recordings which were distributed nationally.

A coding sheet was used to record the following data ( and 
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documentation of its source) for each eligible artist: 

1. Name (last, first, "nickname")

2. Birth year

3. Death year

4. Birth state

5. Gender

6. Year of first commercial recording

7. Year oflast commercial recording

8. Primary instrument

9. Primary vocal part

1 O. Ever a member of Bill Monroe & the Blue Grass Boys?

11. Ever a bandleader?

12. Primary recording genre other than bluegrass

Coders made a few educated guesses about some of this in

formation. When sources disagreed about a fact, the author made 

a judgment call. Unless reasonably credible data could be readily 

obtained on a minimum of four data points: name, birth year, birth 

state, and year of first recording, the individual was dropped from 

the study. 

All information compiled by this study is available on the 

Internet, where it has since been slightly updated at www.fred

bartenstein.com/bluegen.html. Two large notebooks containing all 

the coding sheets and notation of a source for each element of data 

are in the library at the International Bluegrass Music Museum in 

Owensboro, Kentucky. 

The 680 data records included in the study represent a sig

nificant proportion of an unknown total number of artists, which 

undoubtedly exceeds 1,000 but probably does not exceed 2,000 

individuals. Because the analysis of generations one through four 

rests on a large number of cases, further data would be unlikely to 

significantly change those conclusions. Much more tentative are 

the findings concerning generation five, musicians who are still 

in the early to middle stages of their recording careers. When the 
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study was conducted, data could be found for only 1 7 members of 
that generation. 

Potential sources of error include the following: 
1. Incorrect information. Numerous errors were found in

source documents that were not, for the most part, prepared
for scholarly purposes nor carefully edited. Coding mistakes
and suppositions, where data was missing or conflicting,
could have caused other errors.

2. Incomplete information. Some fairly well-known artists
were not included because too many of their data points
were unavailable in the cited sources. The sources' selection
criteria is perhaps biased toward older artists (as their data
has had more time to filter into the media), American artists,
and by the compilers' stylistic or geographic preferences

3. Interpretation. The single greatest imposition of the author's
judgment was the classification of 680 artists into six gen
erations. Others may reach different conclusions on this and
other interpretations suggested in this paper. The complete
data set is readily available to both researchers and casual
readers on the Internet.

Scholarly Conceptions of Generations 

A succinct explanation of the concept of generational cohort 
appears in a research highlight published by The Sloan Center on 
Aging & Work at Boston College: 

The term "generation" refers to a group of people who are 
approximately the same age. Key societal experiences (such as 
economic circumstances, historical events, and dominant cultural 
values) have the potential to affect the many ways that a majority 
of the members of these groups view the world and find meaning 
in their experiences. Generations are typically defined by birth 
cohorts, thus making the connection to age obvious. One straight
forward way to make the distinctions between age groups and 
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generations is to consider whether people from different genera

tions have similar or different experiences when they were all the 

same age. 
(Pitt-Catsouphes, Matz-Costa and Besen, p. 2) 
Important conceptual work on generational cohorts done 

by Auguste Comte (1923), Jose Ortega y Gasset (1923), Karl 

Mannheim (1928), and Julian Marias (1967) underlies the com
prehensive and influential book Generations: The History o( 
America's Future, 1584 to 2069 by William Strauss and Neil
Howe (1991). Strauss and Howe suggest that a human generation 
is roughly 22 years, but could vary by a few years in either direc
tion depending on social conditions (p. 84). 

Previous Conceptions of Generations in Bluegrass 

Over the years, a few ideas about generations have emerged 
and become prominent in bluegrass literature and common 
conversation. 

l ."First generation" is commonly used to describe anyone
who played professionally or recorded before 1955.

2. "Second generation" is used to connote departure from con
vention and expansion of bluegrass into non-southern and
urban markets. For example, "second generation" is used to
describe the Country Gentlemen (Washington, DC, 1958-
2004), the Greenbriar Boys (New York, NY, 1959-1968),
and the Dillards (Los Angeles, CA, 1962-2012).

3. "Third generation" is often used to describe talented, then
young musicians who emerged in the 1970s, including Tony
Rice, Ricky Skaggs, and Marty Stuart.

These concepts were never codified or sharply defined. They 
are based more on a musician's historical era or performance style 
than his or her generational cohort. They miss important nuances 
and are inadequate as tools for understanding how bluegrass de
veloped as a distinctive genre and how it evolved. They are also 
fixed in historical time, not addressing emerging subsequent gen-
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erations. Finally, they are insufficient to construct a model that is
analytical and perhaps even predictive.

A Proposed Generational Scheme for Bluegrass 

Analysis began by placing all 680 records in ascending order
by birth year and initially organizing them according to Strauss
and Howe's generational cohorts. The author's knowledge of blue
grass music's evolving history and style caused him to modify the
starting and ending years of certain generations. Listed in Table A
are the caption name and span of birth years chosen for six distinct
generational classifications, followed by Strauss and Howe's cap
tion name and span.

Bartenstein Strauss and Howe 

0. Ancestors, 1868-1900 Lost, I 883-1 900 
1 . Pioneers, I 901-1924 G.I., 1901-1924 
2. Builders, 1925-194 J Silent, 1925- l 942 
3. Innovators, 1942-1962 Boom, 1943-1960 
4. Conservators, 1963-1976 Thirteenth, 1961-1981 
5. Explorers, 1977-1992 Millennial, 1982-2003 

Table A 
The Explorers generation will doubtless extend to additional

years, since its youngest member was only 12 years old when the
study was conducted in 2005.

Generation 0: The Ancestors (Born 1868-1900) 

To gain some perspective on patterns affecting early blue
grass musicians, it is useful to consider a cohort of 30 artists
whose careers preceded, but had an influence on, the development
of bluegrass. Although the Ancestors' birth dates span almost two
generations, only Fiddlin' John Carson's and Uncle Dave Ma
con's predate 1883. Included in this generation are early recording
ensembles such as the Skillet Lickers and the North Carolina
Ramblers; elder members of the Carter Family and Mainer's
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tvi untaineers; and indjvidual a.rti t such as Jimmie Rodger ,
y·�dlin' Arthur Smith and Bradley Kincaid. 

1 

ommon life experiences of the Ancestors included the intro-
auction of elec�icity, the_ autom_obile and indoor �lumbing. Ph�-
ograph recordmgs and live radio perfonnances of country music

:ere al o novelties this generation introduced. Most leamed their
musical skills in community contexts. All were born in the South
(27 percent in Virginia I 7 pe�·cent in Tennessee, 13 perce�t in
Georgia and JO percent each m Kentucky and North Carolina). 
Because centralization of the collntry music industry bad yet to
occur during their most active years, most of the Ancestors re
mained in the general region of their birth. 

While none played or sang in styles that would later be recog
nized as bluegrass, they played instruments later used in bluegrass
(37 percent fiddle, 30 percent guitar, 17 percent banjo, 3 percent
Dobro/resonator guitar). They also recorded a significant share of
the instrumental and vocal numbers that remain in the bluegrass
repertoire. 

Unlike later generations, none of the Ancestors' 30 members
chose the mandolin and bass as primary instruments, and most
were older at the age of their first recording- a median of 33 years
old in median year 1927 - than the 25 years median age at first
recording of the next five generations combined. This discrepancy
may be because recording technology was still emerging in their
early performing years. Several of the Ancestors (most notably
Ernest V and Hattie Stoneman) had children who became profes
sional bluegrass musicians. 

A number of the Ancestors generation spent much of their
adult lives as full-time professional musicians. Their collective
artistic role was to preserve and update nineteenth-century music
- including country dance music, Victorian parlor songs, ballads,
and elements of both African-American and ersatz African-Amer
ican minstrel show music. 

A listener is struck by the conservative musical approach
es and worldview reflected in the repertoire of the Ancestors
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(Jimmie Rodgers and Clayton McMichen are notable exceptions). 
Although highly influential in contemporary American popular 
music and culture, the Jazz Age -which spanned from the 1920s 
to the Great Depression -appears not to have interested most of 
this cohort. The Ancestors and their record companies preferred to 
present music that would have been familiar to their parents and 
grandparents. 

Generation 1: The Pioneers ( (Born 1901-1924) 

Establishing conceptual boundaries for including or exclud
ing musicians born between 1901 and 1924 was difficult. Since 
what is generally considered the first complete bluegrass band did 
not record until the very youngest of the Pioneers turned 21 in 
1945, most of the Pioneers performed in styles that pre-dated blue
grass, at least in the early stages of their careers. For the sake of 
rich analysis, the study included people born during those years 
who played bluegrass music at some point during their career 
as well as those who didn't but could be said to have influenced 
later bluegrass music, and any other string musician whose then
contemporary audiences might have linked with the type of mu
sic played by Bill Monroe, the Stanley Brothers, and/or Flatt and 
Scruggs. 

All the members of this cohort would have recognized each 
other, and been recognized by their audiences, as stylistic rela
tives, playing music known as "country," "hillbilly," "moun
tain," or "string music," on instruments commonly found in 
a bluegrass ensemble. Many prominent bluegrass musicians 
played in bands with the non-bluegrass "near relatives" includ
ed among the Pioneers. 

The Pioneers grew up fully aware of radio and phonograph 
records and their power to build the careers of professional en
tertainers. They were the first generation to draw upon recorded 
sources for their repertoires and for learning instrumental and vo
cal skills. It is no wonder that they synthesized the wide range of 
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styles and virtuoso techniques to which they h�d access, or that 
they held themselves to high standards of performance. 

Like their business contemporaries during the war and post
war years, the Pioneers were highly innovative and entrepreneur
· al applying new technologies and communication channels to
�uild mass audiences their forebears could not have imagined. Al
though World War II interrupted many of their musical careers, the 
war also exposed them to musicians from other parts of the United 
States and to music from other parts of the world. 

The collective artistic role of the Pioneer generation was to 
create distinctive and evolutionary styles from the rich American 
strains - white and black, folk and composed -that they grew up 
hearing. These new styles within country and traditional mountain 
music -branches from the tree if you will-heavily influenced lat
er practitioners and audiences. From the perspective of this study, 
the most significant of these branches was bluegrass itself, appear
ing relatively late in the life of the generation. 

Other branches of country music initiated by the Pioneers in
clude the following: 

1. Brother Duets: Blue Sky Boys, Callahan Brothers, Carlisle
Brothers, Delmore Brothers, Homer & Jethro, Karl & Har
ty, Lilly Brothers, Lonzo & Oscar, Mac and Bob, Monroe
Brothers, Morris Brothers

2. Mountain String/Vocal Ensembles: Roy Acuff's Crazy
Tennesseans and Smokey Mountain Boys, the Coon Creek
Girls, Wilma Lee & Stoney Cooper & the Clinch Mountain
Clan, Roy Hall & his Blue Ridge Entertainers, Johnnie &
Jack and the Tennessee Mountain Boys, the Hired Hands,
Grandpa Jones & Ramona, Mainer's Mountaineers, Charlie
Monroe & the Kentucky Partners

3. Religious/Sentimental Ensembles: Bailes Brothers, Brown's
Ferry Four, Shannon Grayson, Lulu Belle and Scotty,
Masters Family, Molly O'Day
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4. Western Swing: Prairie Ramblers, Bob Wills.

All the musicians in the prototypical bluegrass band (Bill
Monroe, Lester Flatt, Earl Scruggs, Howard Watts, and Chubby
Wise) were members of the Pioneer generation, as were those in
prior versions of the Blue Grass Boys (David Akeman, Howard
and Wilene "Sally'' Fon-ester, Clyde Moody, Pete Pyle, Carl Story,
Wilbur Wesbrooks, and Art Wooten). Seventeen (14 percent) of
the members of this generational cohort spent time as members of
Monroe's band.

Viewing Bill Monroe within the context of his generation, the
Pioneers, it is easy to understand why he tended to view his style
as proprietary and his emulators as copiers or poachers. The emer
gence of bluegrass as a genre was to be the project of the next
generation, the Builders.

A number of the Pioneers were transitional figures who
played a variety of styles in their youth; however, they were later
viewed as elders of the bluegrass genre as it evolved in the fif
ties, sixties, and seventies. Among these were Charlie and Dan
ny Bailey, Claude Boone, Hylo Brown, Alex Campbell and Ola
Belle Reed, Ezra and Curly Ray Cline, Jim Eanes, Leslie Keith,
Pee Wee Lambert, Pop Lewis, Vernon "Boatwhistle" McIntyre,
Carl Sauceman, Curly Seckler, Jim Shumate, Benny Sims, Toby
Stroud, Jake Tullock, Paul Warren, Doc Watson, and Johnnie
Whisnant. Indeed, Bill Monroe himself enjoyed a notable career
with a brother duet (The Monroe Brothers) prior to his role in
initiating the bluegrass genre.

The mandolin and bass first emerged in the Pioneer genera
tion as primary instruments of choice, by 15 and 9 percent respec
tively. The Dobro/resonator guitar became somewhat more promi
nent (6 percent) among the already popular guitar (33 percent),
fiddle (19 percent) and banjo ( 11 percent). The Pioneers' median
first recording was made in 1946, at the median age of 27. Most
members of this generation are now deceased; the youngest were
80 years old when the study was conducted in 2005.
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Birth states of the Pioneers cluster in the Appalachian region: 
North Carolina (30 perc�nt�, _Kentucky (19 percent), Ten�essee 

(l9 percent) and West Vrrg1111a (13 perc�nt). One �f the b1�gest 
ysteries that emerged from the study 1s the relative dea1th of 

�irginian among the Pi?neers (3 percent)·_ they are m�ch �ore 
. 1n.inently represented mall other generahon . Perhaps wai and 

p
io

·twar industrial occupations in Virginia competed more per-pos 
1 · · 

uasively for talented young people. Perhaps_ the _ c�l�·,a stlgma
against country mu�ic op�rated more strongly i� Virgima s scho?ls 
and prominent radio stations than elsewhere m the South durmg 
this era. 

Generation 2: The Builders (Born 1925-1941) 

Bluegrass acquired its name as a style in the mid-1950s, 
though it had been established a decade earlier. The Builders were 
the first generation to define themselves and become popul�rly 
known as bluegrass musicians. Thus it makes sense to pay particu
larly close attention to a group of 200 artists wh� ':ere be_tween 3 
and 22 years old in 1945, the year Earl Scruggs Jomed Bill Mon
roe, Lester Flatt, Chubby Wise, and Howard Watts to complete t�e 
classic edition of the Blue Grass Boys. Because bluegrass took its 
name in the mid-1950s, when many of these artists were record
ing, it was conceptually easier to include and exclude members of 
the Builder cohort than it was to classify the Pioneers. The study 
eliminated those who wouldn't have considered themselves "blue
grass musicians" or who audiences would have been e�trem�ly 
unlikely to consider "bluegrass musicians." This cl�ss1ficat10n 
rule produced a few anomalies at the border bet�een P10n�ers and 
Builders (e.g., including as a Pioneer Ira Louvm, born m 192�, 
but excluding as a Builder his brother and musical partner Charlie 
Louvin, born in 1927). . Members of the Builder generation, 63 to 80 years old m 
2005, are now less active as performing musicians and a num
ber are deceased. They comprised 69 percent of the 36 Bluegrass 
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Hall of Fame members as of 2005. The Builders' collective artisticfunction wa to explore and flesh out dimensions of the new style.They recorded much of the classic repertoire and established coretechnique on aU the bluegrass instruments and vocal configurations. Examples of the second-generation builders of what is knowtoday as standard bluegrass include the following musicians: Bands (cla sic versions): Clinch Mountain Boys, CountryGentlemen Seldom Scene, Sunny Mountain Boys, Tennessee ut-up 
Guitar: Norman Blake, Dan Crary, Jimmy Martin, Bill Napier,Charlie Waller 
Banjo: Eddie Adcock, J.D. Crowe, Bill Keith, Sonny Osborne,Don Reno 
Fiddle: Kenny Baker, Vassar Clements, Bobby Hicks, BennyMartin, Scotty Stoneman 
Mandolin: Buzz Busby, John Duffey, Jesse McReynolds, RedRector, Frank Wakefield 
Bass: Jack Cooke, Tom Gray, John Palmer, George Shuffler,Bill Yates 
Dobro/Resonator Gujtar: Mike Auldridge, Josh Graves Lead Vocals: Jimmy Martin, Del McCoury, Red Smiley, Carter Stanley, Mac Wiseman 
Tenor Vocals: Hazel Dickens, Bobby Osborne, Jim McReynolds, Ralph Stanley, Paul Williams 
Baritone Vocals: Eddie Adcock, J.D. Crowe, Curly Lambert,Don McHan, Sonny Osborne 
Bass Vocals: Ed Ferris, John Palmer, George Shuffler, TaterTate, Gordon Terry.

Eighty-three percent of members of the Builder generation
were born in the southern - mostly Appalachian - states ( 18 per
cent Virginia, 14 percent North Carolina, 13 percent Kentucky, 1 O
percent Tennessee, 6 percent each Alabama and West Virginia).
They lived in an era of vast migration from rural to urban areas
and from the South to the North; large numbers of this generation
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.-enced such migrations a children or a young adults. AIexpeu

l mo t were too young to fight in Wor1d Wa'r ll a number oft11oug 1 
t1,ero served in the Korean confli�t. . _. Ln their formative year , tlus generation expenence� blue-

. a part of the genre and industry of country music. Theg1as a 
. . . . 1 t St members had already established their musJCa tas esyounge · · b · · fi Elvis Presley rock 'n' roll, and the (later) Bnt1s mvas10nbe ore ' · · · 1955 swamped most other forms of popular music, _begm�m� m . .

The Builders began their musical careers dunng artistically nch
but financially trying years for bluegrass. . Musicians who were at the median age of 25 m 19 59 �ade
h median first recordings in this generation. Few achieved

�:ch financial success, and many _ work�d in caree1:s other
than music, even while they were bemg widel� recogmzed for
their bluegrass artistry. Bill Monroe cast a wide s_hadow over
the Builders; 23 percent of them spent part of their careers as
members of his band. Those who recorded in other gen�es made
primarily country, folk, and gospel records. (�ndeed, a�tlsts such

the Osborne Brothers and Jim & Jesse achieved their greatest� . h . commercial success as country performers.) Late m t eir ca-
reers, the Builders were the generation to initiate and first ben
efit from burgeoning bluegrass festivals.

Generation 3: The Innovators (Born 1942-1962) 

Not surprisingly, the baby boom generation ac�ounts for the
largest cohort (246 members) in the study. By the time the oldest
of this generation reached adulthood in the early 1960s, m�mbers
of the Pioneer and Builder generations had already occupied key
niches in the bluegrass genre. The Innovators grew up in an era
of rock 'n' roll and postwar prosperity when bluegrass was be
ginning to emerge from a decade of decline, thanks in_ part to the
popularity of television's Beverly Hillbillies and movies such as
Bonnie and Clyde and Deliverance. They were better-educ_ated
and exposed to more career options (musical and non-musical)
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than their parents or grandparents had been. Many were second or 
third-generation members of families who had migrated to urban 
areas, and few considered agriculture a viable career choice. Their 
first recordings were made in the median year 1978, at the median 
musician age of 25. In 2005, the Innovators ranged in age from 42 
to 63, still active but at mature stages in their careers. 

Perhaps the largest single influence on the Innovators gen
eration was the folk music boom that swept America between 
the late 1950s and the mid-1970s. Interest in acoustic and tra
ditional musical forms, including bluegrass, made large num
bers of string instruments available in places where they weren't 
formerly common. In addition, folk music created new audi
ences and countless performance opportunities in community, 
school, and college settings. Cultural conflicts surrounding the 
Vietnam War and youth lifestyles made the occupation of itiner
ant musician attractive to young people from white and blue
collar classes who previously might not have resisted family 
opposition to such a choice. 

The collective artistic role of the Innovators was to challenge 
existing conventions and to synthesize bluegrass with music of 
other genres - especially folk, rock, jazz, blues, and world music. 
Many members of the generation had careers in several genres, 
some leaving bluegrass for good, some coming back to it, and 
some (such as Peter Rowan, David Grisman, and Bela Fleck) 
balancing bluegrass and non-bluegrass activities. 

There was a push-and-pull dimension to the generation's 
eclecticism. To the extent that previous generations solidly held 
the most visible and lucrative roles in bluegrass, the Innovators 
were pushed to explore and flourish at the edges. Because the In
novators feared stagnation and decline if bluegrass failed to appeal 
to new audiences (a lesson that the Builders had learned), they 
actively sought to pull bluegrass in new directions. 

A number of the Innovators, however, (including Audie Blay
lock, Roy Lee Centers, David Davis, and Dave Evans) were com
pletely traditional in their approach, and would have fit well with 
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previous generations. Bill Monroe's Blue Grass Boys remained 

active until 1996, but only five percent of the Innovators appren

ticed in that band.

Examples of pathbreaking Innovators include the following 

performers: 
1. Groups: Ilnd Generation, Bluegrass Cardinals, the

Dillards, Lonesome River Band, New Grass Revival
2. Guitarists: David Grier, Jim Hurst, Tony Rice, Larry

Sparks, Tim Stafford
3. Banjo Players: Jimmy Arnold, Bela Fleck, Alan Munde,

Sammy Shelor, Tony Trischka
4. Fiddlers: Byron Berline, Glen Duncan, Richard Greene,

Mark O'Connor, Rickie Simpkins
5. Mandolin Players: Sam Bush, Jimmy Gaudreau, David

Grisman, Doyle Lawson, Dempsey Young
6. Bassists: T. Michael Coleman, Roy Huskey, Jr., Todd

Phillips, Missy Raines, Mark Schatz
7. Dobro/Resonator GuitaI Players: Jerry Douglas, Phil

Leadbetter
8. Vocalists: Ronnie Bowman, John Cowan, Laurie Lewis,

Claire Lynch, Peter Rowan.

Of all the bluegrass generations, the Innovators had the most 
widespread geographic origins. Only 56% were from the South. 
Eighteen percent were born in the Midwest, 13% in the Northeast, 
and 10% in the West. States contributing the most members were 
Virginia (15%); North Carolina (11 %); Ohio (9%); Kentucky and 
Tennessee ( each 8%); California (7%); and New York, New Jersey 
and Connecticut ( combined, 10% ). Four percent were born out
side the United States. At 12 percent, women were represented in 
significantly higher proportions than they had been in any of the 
three previous generations. 

The mix of primary instruments in the Innovators genera
tion was fairly typical, except that fiddlers represented only 8 
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percent, compared to an average of 14 percent across all genera
tions - 1 7 percent in the preceding (Builders) generation and 16 
percent in the succeeding (Conservators) generation. This may 
be attributed to the lack of role-model fiddlers in some of the 
most influential acts at the time Innovators were choosing an in
strument (e.g., Country Gentlemen, Dillards, Greenbriar Boys, 
Osborne Brothers). 

Generation 4: The Conservators (Born 1963-1976) 

Strauss and Howe (p. 63) assert that a new generation assumes 
a different character and role from that of its predecessor; signs 
of this difference are indicators that a new generation is emerg
ing. By the time the oldest members of bluegrass music's fourth 
generation entered adolescence in the mid-1970s, bluegrass festi
vals were already established as the primary venue, and the genre 
had emerged in the consciousness of musicians and audiences as 
separate from its previous close identification with country and 
folk music. Record labels specializing in bluegrass were becom
ing dominant for new releases; the best-known major labels had 
dropped most of their bluegrass artists. Most of the classic reper
toire had gone out of print as cassettes and then CDs replaced the 
familiar vinyl long-playing album. 

All these factors, plus the inevitable aging and dying of the 
patriarchs (and perhaps a national cultural shift toward conserva
tism and fundamentalism) worked together to create a hunger for 
the classic bluegrass sounds of the 1940s and 1950s and a sense 
that if core techniques of the Pioneers and Builders were to sur
vive, they needed to be passed to younger musicians. 

Alison Brown, Sammy Shelor, Scott Vestal and Rhonda Vin
cent, all born in 1962, were among the last of the Innovators. Re
placing them - beginning in 1963 and 1964 with Russell Moore, 
Alan Bibey, Mike Bub, and Stuart Duncan - were the Conserva
tors, a small ( 69 members) and short ( 13 years) generation that 
played a unique function in the evolution of bluegrass music. 
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These artists preserved and technically perfected classic instru-
ental and vocal styles, performing them for a· large and loyal 

:Uctience of fans who had already gained their appreciation for 
bluegrass music in earlier eras. Conservators who performed these 
roles with notable skill include the following examples: 

Group (majority of the members): Blue Highway, Blue 
Ridge, Del McCoury Band, Quicksilver, Hird Tyme Out 

Guitarists: Jeff Autry, Clay Jones, Russell Moore, Wyatt 
Rice, Kenny Smith 

Banjo Players: Steve Dilling, Rob McCoury, Jim Mills, Joe 
Mullins, Don Wayne Reno 

Fiddlers: Jason Carter, Stuart Duncan, Aubrey Haynie, 
Ronnie Stewart 

Mandolin Player : Alan Bibey, Shawn Lane, Ronnie 
McCoury, John Rigsby, Adam Steffey 

Bassists: Mike Anglin, Barry Bales, Mike Bub, Bob Dick 
Dobro/Resonator Guitar Players: Rob Ickes 
Vocalists: Suzanne Cox, Jamie Dailey, Alison Krauss, 

Russell Moore, Valerie Smith, Dan Tyminski. 

Most of the Conservators think of themselves as bluegrass 
musicians. Only a handful have crossed genres or achieved their 
greatest success outside bluegrass (Alison Krauss and the mem
bers of her Union Station ensemble are notable exceptions, with 
huge sales and visibility both in and outside the genre). Twenty 
percent are women, more than in any earlier generation. 

Conservators learned their musical trade in a variety of ways. 
Three percent apprenticed with the Blue Grass Boys, nine percent 
apprenticed with Doyle Lawson and Quicksilver (a group that has 
emerged as the new "school of bluegrass"), and a number have 
attended higher education programs specializing in bluegrass, in
cluding those at East Tennessee State University and South Plains 
College in Texas. Quite a few come from families where parents 
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or older siblings are bluegrass musicians; the author counts 12 (17 
ercent) from his personal knowledge - there are likely more. As 

�f 2005, members of this cohort were 28 to 42 years old. 
The Conservators started recording in the median year of 

1991 at the median age of 23. Sixty-two percent were born in the 
South; 18 percent in the Midwest; 9 percent each were from the 
Northeast and the West. States contributing the largest numbers 
of members were California (20 percent), North Carolina (14 per
cent), Tennessee (12 percent), Indiana (10 percent), Kentucky and 
Virginia (9 percent each), and Georgia (6 percent). 

As might be expected from a generation captioned "the Con
servators," individuals chose instruments much as did earlier 
generations, although slightly fewer chose guitar ( at 20 percent, 
9 percent below the all-generation average) and banjo (at 32 per
cent, 9 percent above the general figure). Since the guitar category 
includes both lead and rhythm players, it is possible that this gen
eration is unusually drawn to the technical challenge of lead in
struments and less interested in rhythm guitar. 

If one were to hypothesize the future direction of bluegrass 
from the Conservators, it would appear that the genre was evolv
ing, like chamber music, into an ever-more technically proficient 
but somewhat stagnant form. But that hypothesis would not ac
count for the trend-shifting roles of emerging generations, or the 
unique character of the Explorers. 

Generation 5: The Explorers (Born 1977-1992) 

Although bluegrass music's fifth generation had barely had 
time to produce a cohort of nationally distributed recording musi
cians, much less get their pertinent biographical data into pub
lished sources, by the time of the 2005 study, the temptation to 
find the character and role of the emerging generation is too great 
to ignore. The sample of 17 artists is too small and too heavily 
weighted toward child prodigies to support the confident conclu
sions reached about earlier generations, but some generalizations 
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are possible. . . . Our sample of Explorers made their first rec_ordmg m the me-
dian year of 1998 ( only seven years after that

. 
bf th� Conserva

tors), at the median age of 18. Their choice of pnmary mstruments 
somewhat echoes the patterns of their great-great grandparents, 
the Ancestors (see Table B). 

J11str11mellf &cp/orers Ancestor�· 

Guitar 29% 30% 

Banjo 6% 17% 

Fiddle 41% 37% 

Mandolin 18% 0% 

Bass 6% 0% 

Dobro/Resonator Guitar 0% 3% 

Table B 

It is tempting to hypothesize that the Explorers echo the An
cestors in other ways. Both were the first musical generation to 
come of age in a new century. Some evidence exists showing that 
the Explorers are absorbing, synthesizing, and reinterpreting styles 
and repertoire of the twentieth century - once startlingly novel -
that must all seem to them rooted in the past. These styles include 
Scott Joplin's ragtime, Clayton McMichen's fiddling, Bill Mon
roe's mandolin instrumentals, and Bela Fleck's banjo inventions. 

Both generations pioneered the use of new technology. For 
the Ancestors it was radio and the phonograph. For the Explorers 
it is mp3 file-sharing, YouTube, and MySpace. As the Ancestors 
learned music in community contexts, a surprising number of the 
Explorers (at least 59 percent, by the author's count) grew up in 
families with other bluegrass musicians. 

Who are these artists? 

Groups: The Chapmans, Nickel Creek 
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Guitarists: John Chapman, Ralph Stanley II, Brandon 
Rickman, Sean Watkins, Josh Williams 

Banjo Players: Ryan Holladay 
Fiddlers: Michael Cleveland, David Crow, Andy Leftwich, 

Sara Watkins, Gabe Witcher 
Mandolin Player : Jeremy Chapman, Chris Thile 
Bassists: Jason Chapman 
Vocalists: Bethany Dick, Brandon Rickman, Ralph Stanley II, 

Josh Williams 
For the first time, more were born outside the South (59 per

cent) than in the South ( 41 percent). Prominent states of origin in
clude California (24 percent), and Colorado and Tennessee (both 
18 percent). Twenty-four percent are women, more than in any 
previous generation. As of 2005, the Explorers were between 12 
and 28 years old. 

Like the Innovators, a number of the Explorers (notably mem
bers of Nickel Creek, Andy Leftwich, Ralph Stanley II, and Gabe 
Witcher) resist genre boundaries and have created recordings that 
echo many influences and seek to establish a personal voice. Were 
it not for the staunch traditionalists in the Explorer generation 
( e.g., Michael Cleveland) or the strong commitment their elder 
siblings and parents the Conservators made to the bluegrass form 
and label, one could wonder whether the genre's boundary might 
loosen or even dissipate in the early 21st century. 

Observations Across the Generations 

The succession of generations should not be considered an 
evolutionary process leading to improvement or perfection of 
bluegrass as an artistic form. While creative people tend to be 
aware of and build upon what has gone before, there are other 
forces at work. These include changing public tastes, which affect 
the demand for certain types and styles of music; artists' desire 
for an individual and personal expression different from what has 
gone before; competition between emerging talent and from other 
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artistic genres and occupational pursuits; an� cyclical, �e�etitive
attems such as economic expansion/contraction and art1st1c con-

p . ;· . 
servatton mnovatlon. 

There appears to be a cycle that alternates between conserva-
t· on of earlier musical material (albeit newly interpreted) and in-1 

. 1 novation of new music. Not every individual in a mus1ca gene�a-
tion mirrors the trend of his or her generation, but trends are qmte 
apparent when viewing large cohorts of musicians. 

0. Ancestors (Conservation)

1. Pioneers (Innovation)

2. Builders (Conservation)

3. Innovators (Innovation)

4. Conservators (Conservation)

5. Explorers (Innovation)

Such a pattern suggests that long-standing tensions between 
bluegrass traditionalists and progressives could be reinterpreted as 
a generational debate. Welcomed and resisted change might better 
be described as a natural pattern of renewal than as a black-or
white dualism. 

In all the generations, musicians' interest in bluegrass appears 
to arise in adolescence, followed by a decade or so of apprentice
ship and a recording career that stretches in the musicians' age 
from the twenties into at least the fifties. The study found the me
dian first recording was made at age 25 and median last recording 
at 53. The median length of a completed recording career - of 
those 267 musicians who had died or retired by 2005 - is 24 years. 
And the first recording has come at earlier ages in each successive 
generation -Ancestors: 3 3, Pioneers: 2 7, Builders and Innovators: 
25, Conservators: 23, and Explorers: 18 (but members and data 
about the last two generations are still being generated, so their 
median ages are very likely to rise). 

The Ancestors, Builders and Conservators often brought 
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repertoire from other genres (notably American and British Isles 
fiddle tunes, American banjo tunes, American and British Isles 
ballads and folk songs, Victorian parlor music, minstrel show 
songs and tunes, old-time string bands, brother duets and oth
er small vocal ensembles, blues and rhythm and blues, country 
music, gospel music, and jazz and pop music) and rearranged it 
in bluegrass styles. The Pioneers, Innovators and Explorers of
ten took bluegrass techniques to other genres of music (notably 
country music, gospel music, modern folk music, rock and roll, 
and classical music). 

Choice of Instruments 

The study coded only a primary instrument for its 680 artists, 
though many are famous for their mastery of multiple instruments. 
Nevertheless, it is interesting to examine the frequency of primary 
instrument choice across the generations (see Table C): 

� .. , ..... , _{U •-wn 

�«!� 
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1-tc:&.UII 

Table C 

What can we make of these patterns? First, let us note but 
not place much weight on the radical shifts in instrument choice 
among the tiny sample of 17 Explorers. The mandolin and the bass 
did not appear at all among the 30 Ancestors; the other four blue
grass instruments have occurred across all six generations. Once 
the mandolin was established among the Pioneers, its frequency 
ranged between 13 and 15 percent in the next three generations. 
Likewise, after its introduction among the Pioneers, 11 and 16 
percent of members of the next three generations chose the bass. 
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The Dobro/resonator guitar was a less popular but equally stable 
choice of between two and six percent of the Ancestors and the 

first four bluegrass generations. Top instrument choice was the 

fiddle among Ancestors (37 percent) and Explorers (41 percent); 

the guitar among Pioneers (35 percent), Builders (27 percent), and 

Innovators (31 percent); and the banjo among Conservators (32 
percent). One of the most striking observations was the growth in 

banjo players among generations two, three, and four, and the low 
frequency of fiddlers among the Innovators - at 8 percent, half the 
rate of the preceding and following generations. 

What Brought Musicians Into Bluegrass? 

The 650 professional recording artists documented in the first 
five generations of bluegrass (Ancestors excluded) represent a rich 
data set for deducing what factors might have attracted individu
als to the field and what factors may have dampened its growth at 
certain periods of time. Many people form attachments to a musi
cal style and a particular instrument around the onset of adoles
cence. Dividing the years 1932-1981 into ten five-year spans, we 
find "peak" periods when more than 60 of the study's individuals 
turned 12 (underlined) and "trough" periods when fewer than 60 
individuals turned 12 (See Table D). 

1t turned l:! 5 -J'C'(//'/lel"ioc/ Ccn1tcm1Jm·m·v mrt\·ical phe1uJmc110 
40 1932-1936 Cowboy music Movie musicals 
54 1937-1941 Brothel' ducts. Big Bands/Swing 
61 1942-1946 Fi,st and classic eel.it ions of'thc Illuc Grass Bovs 
70 1947-195] Bluegrass music 1s '"Uolden Era" 
41 l 952-1956 Elvis P1eskv. Rockabilly 
57 1957-196] Elvis P1cslcv. Doo-Wo\J 
59 l'J62-19GG Beatles, Folk boom 
69 1967-197] "Bonnie & Clvdc "early blu�gmss fcs1i�uls 
49 1972-1976 fke1vy Metal 
33 1977-1981 Uisco 

Table D 
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What Influenced Choice of Instruments? 

Looking for patterns in choice of instrument, the study found 
a striking grouping among banjo players. In the four years from 
1936 to 1939, 28 banjo players were born. They comprise 18 per
cent of all 157 banjo players in the 680-musician database. Banjo 
players represented an astounding 53 percent of all the study's 
54 musicians born during those four years, more than double the 
overall 23 percent of banjoists found in the entire database. These 
performers included some of the most popular and influential ban
jo players in the history of bluegrass, including Eddie Adcock, 
J.D. Crowe, Doug Dillard, Ben Eldridge, Bill Emerson, Walter
Hensley, Bill Keith, Sonny Osborne, Allen Shelton, Roni Stone
man, Bobby Thompson, and Eric Weissberg.

What might explain this four-year boom in banjo play
ers? Between 1948 and 1953, nine to 17 years after they were 
born, these individuals were in their peak years for choosing 
and learning an instrument. This is exactly when Earl Scruggs 
released his first seven recordings of banjo instrumentals in the 
three-finger style. 

A similar concentration was found among 22 mandolin play
ers who were 9 to 15 years old when Bill Monroe's first record
ings with the Blue Grass Boys were released in 1940-1941 (22 
percent of all 102 mandolin players in the database), including 
Buzz Busby, John Duffey, Curley Lambert, Jesse McReynolds, 
Bobby Osborne, Red Rector, Ralph Rinzler, Herschel Sizemore, 
Donna Stoneman, Earl Taylor, Buck White, Jimmy Williams, Paul 
Williams, Vern Williams, and Wayne Yates. 

A third but less concentrated pattern was identified among 
the 71 guitar players (34 percent of all 206 guitar players in the 
database) who were 15 or younger in the decade 1960-1969 when 
bluegrass lead guitar first came into prominence (rock 'n' roll lead 
guitar styles were also blossoming during this decade). These in
cluded Russ Barenberg, Curtis Burch, Vince Gill, Jim Hurst, Steve 
Kaufman, Jack Lawrence, Scott Nygaard, Tony Rice, Charles 
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Sawtelle, James Alan Shelton, La1Ty Sp�rks, Tim Stafford, Jody

Stecher, Merle Watson, and Clarence White.

Supply of and Demand For Professional 

Bluegrass Musicians 

As the market for bluegrass undergoes periodic expansions,

Portunities are created for new musicians to enter the profes-
op · · · bl t sion. Conversely, in periods of contraction, 1t 1s reasona e o as-

me that lower sales of recordings and an existing supply of es-
su . . . 
tablished artists reduce the demand for new recordmg mus1cia

_
ns. 

These patterns can be demonstrated by dividing the first recordmg

dates of 573 artists (84 percent of the database; the others first

recorded before 1945, after 1994, or the date cannot be ascer

tained) into five-year periods that can be characterized as record

ing "booms" and "busts" (See Table E).

�,·c11r JJl!f'/{Jd lJt)(Jnt cir li11.�1 Num/wr of artl.v/I 111aki1rn their first 1'1!c,mli11J1 

I </4)-1949 BOUAI 66 

1950-1954 1100,\/ (J4 

\955-\959 !JUST 36 

1960-1964 BOOM 72 

1965-\969 111;sr 50 

1970-\974 IJ()(),\[ 68 

1975-1979 !JOO/vi 66 

1980-1984 BUST 48 

1985-1989 /lL'ST 34 

1990-1994 /3()(),\4 r,9 

Table E 

In "boom" five-year periods for bluegrass, not less than

64 musicians began their recording careers. In ''bust" five-year

periods, not more than 50 artists started recording. 
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Participation of Women 

Men have always outnumbered women among the five gen
erations of professional recording bluegrass artists and the An
cestor generation which preceded them. However, women have 
participate? in all the generations and their share has consistently
mcreased m the last three, especially among lead instrumental
ists. The percentage of women among all musicians and among all 
performers on each primary instrument is described in Table F (the 
Explorers' sample size is too small for the proportions to be mean
ingful). None of the 75 women included in the study were Dobro/ 
resonator guitarists, so that instrument is eliminated in the table. 
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Across six decades, from the 1940s through the 1990s, Bill 
Monroe's Blue Grass Boys were active. The number and percent
age of musicians from the various generations who played profes
sionally with Bill Monroe were as described in Table G. 
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- Generation Played with :Pill Monroe 
� All Generations 76 (11%) 
- 0. Ancestors 0 (0%) 
- 1. Pioneers 16 (14%) 

2. Builders 46 (23%) 
- 3. Innovators 12 ( 5%) 

4. Conservators 2 (3%) 
5. Explorers 0 (0%) 

Table G 

Doyle Lawson's Quicksilver is playing a similar role in later 
generations; five percent of the Innovators and nine percent of the 
Conservators have played in his band. 

Band Leadership 

Continuing the exploration of stages in a professional career, 
data on whether the individual had ever led a professional band is 
analyzed. The number and percentage of band leaders by genera
tion is as shown in Table H. 

Generation Led a band 
All Generations 229 (34%)) 
0. Ancestors 18 (55%) 
I. Pioneers 43 (34%) 
2. Builders 81 (40%) 
3. Innovators 76 (32%) 
4. Conservators 8 (12%) 
5. Explorers 3 (19%) 

Table H 
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There are three explanations for the declining rate of band 
leadership (and, by deduction, band formation). First, the Build
er generation established prominent and long-standing bluegrass 
organizations against which it was difficult for new bands to 
form and compete, particularly in periods of industry contrac
tion. Second, it is common for bluegrass musicians to serve a 
period of apprenticeship before leading a band; one would there
fore expect leaders to continue to emerge from the Conservator 
and Explorer generations. Third, a pattern of no-leader "democ
racies" began_ to emerge in the late 1950s (notably the Country 
Gentlemen and the Greenbriar Boys), continuing and increasing 
in subsequent decades. 

Implications for Further Research 

It would be valuable to continue and expand the sample and 
cohort analysis of nationally distributed professional recording 
bluegrass musicians, particularly among the Explorers and sub
sequent generations. Will patterns identified in this study hold, 
especially the apparent alternation of conservation and innova
tion, expanding participation of women, and broadening geo
graphic origins? 

It would be interesting to compare these findings with par
allel populations of amateur and regional bluegrass musicians, 
bluegrass musicians outside the United States, other genres of 
music, and other occupational groups in and apart from the arts. 
If one could identify which occupations attract those leaving pro
fessional bluegrass careers, that might suggest weaknesses of the 
bluegrass career (such as constant travel, boom and bust cycles, 
and low wages), as well as suggest a dynamic model of movement 
between professions as conditions change. 

Many of the hypotheses in this study could be tested (and ad
ditional ideas for multi-generational analysis developed) through 
individual interviews with musicians, former musicians, and sur
viving friends and relatives of deceased musicians. 
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Expanding a e of the lnt�m�t wiJJ _n�t only �reate a veh�

for preserving and dissemmatmg e 1stmg data·( uch a_s th1 
cle

d but will also ase the ta k of future researchers seeking to
tu Y · · Thi 

1 I• large amounts of information on bluegrass musicians. s
gat1e . · · bli 
• .i: nation is currently cattered among articles m pnnt pu ca-
1n1on · t O th . which are poorly indexed and difficult to aggrega e. n e
t1ons · · · 'dl k' ob 

h hand diaital di tribution of mu 1c 1s rap1 y ma mg 
ot er ' o· . . . din ' d 

1 te the distinctions of' nationally d1stnbuted recor gs an 
so e 

. h' d 
, professional mu icians that underlie t 1s stu y. 
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Georgia Old-Tim.e 

Fiddlers Conventions: 

One of the Places Where 

Country Music Had Its Start 

By Wayne W Daniel and Barbara Panter-Connah 

Writing for the Journal of American Folklore, the late Archie 

Green, folklorist and authority on early country music, stated that 

an Atlanta fiddlers' convention was one of five places where coun

try music (then called hillbilly music) had its beginning. (1) Dr. 

Green was referring to the Georgia Old-Time Fiddlers Conven

tions that were held annually in Atlanta from 1913 to 193 5. These 

conventions were planned and managed by the Georgia Old-Time 

Fiddlers Association that was created by a group of Georgia fid

dlers who met at the end of a Georgia fiddlers convention and 

contest held in Atlanta during the first week of April 1913. 

Like the convention held in 1913, all future Georgia Old

Time Fiddlers Conventions were held in the Atlanta City Audi

torium. The building, with a seating capacity of more than 5,000, 

was completed in 1909. 

Each of the annual fiddlers conventions lasted from two to 

four days and nights. They drew large audiences, often filling the 

auditorium to near capacity. In addition to the fiddling contest that 

took place on the final night, there were evening exhibition per

formances and often daily matinees. Although fiddlers, banjoists, 

and musicians playing other string-instruments prevailed, audi

ences, over the years, were entertained by a variety of other types 

of performers, such as comedians, dancers, chanters, singers, child 

prodigies, vaudeville artists, orators, and classical violinists. 

Based on contemporary newspaper coverage of the conventions, 
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one must conclude that most of the conventions ' contestants came
from the northern part of Georgia. This is not surprising, given the
fact that the northern part of Georgia lies within the Appalachian
region, an area noted for the predominant type of music that was
performed at the conventions. 

When not performing at the City Auditorium, the fiddlers
were often putting on programs at various places and functions

around the city - the Federal Prison, civic meetings, schools,
women's clubs, and alleys and side streets where impromptu jam
sessions frequently materialized. An Atlanta newspaper estimated
that during the 1915 convention the fiddlers reached a total of 30,
000 persons. 

The programs at the City Auditorium required the skills of a
master of ceremonies, a position that was filled by several people 

during the life of the conventions. The most picturesque, and the 

most frequent of these emcees, was a man known to the musicians 

and audiences as Alec Smart. He held the job during at least 14 of
the 23 conventions. It is suspected that Alex Smart was an alias.
Efforts of several researchers have failed to uncover his presumed
real name. Although his real name may not have been known,
newspaper reporters provided ample information about the man. 

Readers were told that Smart came from the Cove, near
Woodbury, in Meriwether County, approximately 60 miles south
of Atlanta. It was from this home base, wrote the reporters, that he 

traveled around the state, conducting singing schools, giving les
sons on elocution, and organizing county branches of the Georgia
Old-Time Fiddlers Association. 

According to reporters, Smart was a quaint character with
long hair and a long neck. He wore a tall silk hat, a frock coat from
another era, and gold-rimmed spectacles. He played an instrument
called a melodeon. To keep order on the big stage, Smart relied on
a cow bell and a megaphone. 

Throughout the tenure of the Georgia Old Time Fiddlers Con
ventions, three daily newspapers provided Atlantans with local,
national, and international news and human interest events. When
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F'ddlers Convention were in session reporters often focused
t11e 1 · . . . · · d · · · I 

b l ind-the-scenes act1v1t1es at the Aud1tonum an· vicmity. n
on e 1 · d 1 t 

•. search for dramatic copy they kept their eyes an ears a er 
theu · l · d 
for out-of-the-ordinary performer , controversia issues, an con-

tentions events. 

. 

. . . 
A reporter at the 1918 convent10n shared with

_ 
his re

_
aders a

description of a novelty home-made instrument with which one

erformer garnered profuse audience applause at one of the eve

�ing programs. The instrument wa called a broomaphone. lt c
_
on

sisted of one broomstick, one string attached to the broomstick,

and one cigar box. The performer coaxed a tune fro� the brooma-

phone by sliding the cigar box up and down tbe stnng. . . 
The 1913 convention, like many that followed came with its

bone of contention. At this first convention, the �ispute had to do

ith straw beating. A reporter on the scene explamed for the ben

:fit of his city dwelling readers that straw beating "is the gentle art

of keeping up an accompaniment to a fiddle. The fiddler handles

the bow while at his shoulder, keeping carefully out o_f the way

of the b;wing, stands the accompanist. His ins�rument is - or are

_ two slender wooden sticks, or straws, and with these he taps a

continual accompaniment upon the violin strings ne�r the �eek

of the instrument, very much as a xylophonist does his specialty

in vaudeville." (2) The issue at hand was two-fold: should straw

beating be allowed in the contest, or should it be ban�ed? The

speaker for a delegation from Rabun Gap, a settlement _ m one of

Georgia's northernmost counties, stated t�at ?e was raised u� t�
believe that straw beatin' was the most principal part of fiddlm_.

"Up my way," he said, "the first thing they learn a yo�ngste� is 

fiddlin' and the next is straw beatin' ." The folks from neighbonng

Habersham County held a different opinion. It was their convic

tion that straw beating was "a mere side issue, not to be confound

ed with fiddling." The outcome of the argument was an agreement

that straw beating would be allowed with the exhibition numbers,

but not with the tunes played in the competition. (3) . 
Perhaps the most quarrelsome dispute among the old-time
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fiddlers occurred at the 191 7 convention. The controversy erupted 
when a fiddler from Union County allowed that he would be play
ing a tune from a copy of sheet music that he had brought to the 
convention. According to a newspaper report, "two dozen fiddlers 
were on their feet in a moment, vigorously protesting against the 
introduction of any tune which ever had been printed and the ad
mission of any fiddler who pretended to be able to look at a lot of 
black spots on a ladder and play them on a fiddle." There arose 
considerable debate between the two groups -- those against the 
use of printed music and those who were brave enough to admit 
that they could convert to meaningful sound such erudite symbols 
as key signatures, flats, sharps, eighth notes, quarter notes, and 
whole notes. Alec Smart intervened with a compromise. Printed 
music could be used for exhibition purposes, but would not be al
lowed in the auditorium during the contest. ( 4) 

While the old-time fiddlers had their differences on many is
sues, they were of one accord on one matter -- the difference be
tween a violin and a fiddle. Regardless of the pedigree of their 
chosen instrument, it was always referred to as a fiddle - not a vio
lin. Likewise, one who played a fiddle was called a fiddler - not a 
violinist. A contestant named Tump Jackson from north Georgia's 
Townes County regaled reporters with his account of a previous 
experience with an early twentieth-century song catcher. 

"I had the pleasure of hearing one of these fancy violinists last 
year," said Mr. Jackson. "He came a pesterin' around through the

mountains on the trail of what he called folk music. He got three or 
four ofus fiddlers together and prevailed on us to play for him, and 
he put down little crooked notes in a black book. Every time I'd 
get good started on a tune, he'd stop me while he caught up, and 
then tell me to start over. When he got through I asked him to play 
us a tune and he took my fiddle and projected with it a little bit and 
then sawed the bow up and down and seemed to be huntin' around 
for something he never could find, and then he quit. Uncle Jim 
Watson asked him why he didn't go ahead and play something. 

'"Why, I've just played it,' this fellow said. But I don't know 
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but what he wa joking. If he played any tune whatsoever l clean 
issed it. ' (5) . · b 1Jl The Georgia Old-Time Fiddlers Conventions_ proved to . e

.1: t'le ground for future radio stations and recordrng com�arues 1er 1 
· · 1· · th stru Ollld soon became interested m capita izmg on e m -that w · . .c t l sounds and the vocal style that the Convent10n per1orrners 1nen a · 1 bad to offer. The music heard. a:t the convent10ns ear y on ca�e 

b known as hillbilly music. Notable among the Convent10n to e 
d' · 

erfonuers who later became famous radio and recor _mg artists
�ere Fiddlin' John arson, Gid Tanner, Clayton M�Mic�en, and 
Riley Puckett. Over a ten-year period these ?eorgia arhsts took 
advantage of the Conventions to perfect their styles. The� were 
unaware that they were priming their talents for future radio and 
recording careers. 

In 1913, Fiddlin' John Carson was present at that first Ge

�
r-

gia Old-Time Fiddlers' Convention. He appeared early at the City 
Auditorium to announce his intention to enter the contest to name 
the 1913 state fiddling champion. To the delight of thos_e pres

�
nt,

he removed his fiddle from its case and demonstrated his musical 
skills with enthusiastic renditions of "Soldier's Joy," "Arkansas 
Traveler," and "The Mockingbird." Carson becam

� 
a regular con

tender at the Georgia Old-Time Fiddlers Convent10ns. He some
times served as emcee, and newspaper reports and other sources 
show that he won the state championship several times and placed 
in the top five in other years. Carson's popularity among fello� 
performers and the Convention audiences was phenomenal. His 
showmanship was outstanding. The newspaper rep

�
rters love� 

him. He never failed to provide them with colorful qmps or comi
cal antics to liven up their stories. Carson was always one of the 

star attractions. Reports of his on-stage demeanor at the 1913 Con
vention reveal what future Convention attendees came to ex�ect 
from him. One reporter wrote that "From the time [he] first unlim
bered his awkward six feet of height on the platform, the �row_dcould not get enough of him ... he just natur�lly pla�ed with his
mind, soul and every inch of his body to the tips of his eyebrows. 
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He and his fiddle and the entire audience were one."(6) 
Off-stage, as well as on-stage, Carson managed to position 

himself at the center of attention. His arrival at the City Audito
rium for the 1914 Convention was typical. He had his fiddle under 
his arm, and in his hand was a plow line. The other end of the
plow line was attached to Old Trail. A reporter described Old Trail
as "the sorriest looking hound dog that ever bayed at the moon."
When the crowd around him had grown in size to Carson's satis
faction, he uncased bis :fiddle and proceeded to deliver his usually 
moving rendition of 'The Mockingbird." While Carson played, 
the dog raised its voice in song, and as the duet progressed "his 
master's playing became gradually a mere obligato to [Old Trail's] 
solo." Addressing the crowd he had attracted, Carson predicted 
that "If Old Trail will jes' sing that-a-way ... when the fiddlers' 
convention opens, I've done got the prize won. But I don't know, 
he's kinder shy of strangers, and I look for a crowd, but anyway 
I'll bring him along."(7) It is not known if Old Trail accompanied 
his master on stage during the contest, but we do know that Carson 
won first place that year.(8) 

On March 15, 1922, the South's first radio station, WSB, went 
on the air in Atlanta. A week later Fiddlin' John Carson made his 
debut on the station. His broadcast stardom was instantaneous, not 
only locally, but all across the country. In those days when the air
waves were less crowded, radio stations of modest power could be 
heard for thousands of miles. Carson appeared regularly on WSB 
into the early 1930s, and made intermittent guest appearances into 
the 1940s. 

In 1923 Carson added "recording artist" to his list of enter
tainment credentials. His debut recording of "The Little Old Log 
Cabin in the Lane" and "The Old Hen Cackled and the Rooster's 
Going to Crow" has been considered by eminent scholars as the 
first real country music record produced explicitly for a rural-ori
ented audience. 

Another star and first-place winner of the Georgia Old-Time 
Fiddlers Conventions was Gid Tanner. Like Fiddlin' John Carson, 
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id Tanner wa a con ummate showman � he �as a c,omedian a

� a fiddler and the leader of"The Skillet L1ckers one of the
s10ger, ' . · h 1 1

t Opular and in:fluent1a1 stnng bands of the 1920 . T e oca 
!l'l0S p . 

l C 
ress rep ited Tanner s prese;11ce at 18 of the 23 an�ua onven-

� Hi's fir t was in l 914. His performance that year was one not
tions. th a· 

to be forgotten. It established him a a crowd pl�aser at au. 1-

of future Conventions looked f01ward to seemg. According
ences f th 

1914 renort, Tanner was "perhaps the greatest novelty o e
toa -r •t1 .c: d 

· g " He was described as a husky youth w1 1 tan 1ace an 
evenm • . . 
l es roan hair a mouth a flexible as [a certam mmstrel show

S )0 , · , . . . 

�armer s] and a voice that ranged from a h1gh falsetto to a rum-
pet 1' ' ks B F h · " 
bling ba s. :le fiddled and sang 'Eve�body Wor . . ut a_t e1. 

A highlight of his tum consi ted of a senes of parodie m wh1ch he 

emulated a well-known public official and other local cbara�tei:s

that the audience readily recognized. Tanner was so enthusiasti

cally received, wrote a reporter, that "it was with difficulty the per

formance was permitted to proceed." In other words, he brought

down the house.(9) . 
Reporters covering the 1915 Convention devoted a consider-

able amount of ink to what they touted as a professional rivalry

between Carson and Tanner. These two showmen no doubt, re

ceived the news with great delight, as it provided them a chance to

show off an art in which they both were highly skilled. The 1915

Convention was a four evening affair. The morning after the first

evening's program, newspaper readers were told that it was hard

to tell who was more popular, Carson or Tanner. On Saturday af

ternoon before the evening's final program that would choose the

state champion, readers learned that betting was about_ even for the 

two. They had been running a close race for populanty all week,

and it seemed certain that one of them would win first place. Ap

parently, the judges felt that there was more to winning first place

than sheer popularity. In the end neither Carson nor Tanner won

first place. Sunday s papers reported that the judges had a tough 

time deciding third and fourth places between Carson and Tan

ner. After an hour and half of deliberation tbe two were brought
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back to the stage for a second try-out. At last the judges agreed to
award Carson third place and Tanner fourth.(10) By 1935, when
the Georgia Old-Time Fiddlers Conventions came to an end, GidTanner, like John Carson was a highly acclaimed countty music
recording artist. 

While Carson and Tanner basked in the limelight of favorite convention performers and media stardom, the fiddler that thelocal newspapers mentioned most often as the first place winnerat the Conventions was otherwise almost totally ignored by thelocal press. His name was Ahaz Augustus Gray, referred to asA. A. Gray by newspaper reporters. Gray was from Tallapoosa,Georgia, located due west of Atlanta in Haralson County near theAlabama state line. In 1934, following a rare interview, a journal
ist reported that Gray had won the state championship eight ornine times. Gray told the reporter that he thought it was nine times.Unlike Fiddlin' John Carson and Gid Tanner, A. A. Gray was not a
flamboyant showman seeking the center of attention. He is seldom
mentioned by the press except in published lists of contest win
ners. Like Carson and Tanner, Gray was fortunate enough to have
his fiddling captured on commercial records. Gray, however, did
not aggressively pursue a recording career. As a result his recorded
legacy is a modest one compared to those of Carson and Tanner. 

For the most part, men dominated the Georgia Old-Time Fid
dlers Conventions. Females occasionally appeared on stage as
singers, dancers, and banjo pickers, but few had the nerve to enter
the fiddling contests. When, in 1929, a woman made known her
desire to enter the competition, the male fiddlers were up in arms.
Impresario Alec Smart voiced his opinion of the matter. He's quot
ed as saying that "Personally, I have no objection. Looks like the
women are running the men out of every kind of job, from driving
cars to flying. But up in the mountain regions where most of our
fiddlers come from they have always figured that the place for a
woman is in the cabin, doing the cooking and looking after the
children, with some plowing and hoeing in season. And they cer
tainly are not used to women fiddlers. I reckon we '11 have to take
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a vote on it." (11) The only woman to win the sta_te championship
was Anita Sorrells Wheeler who had grown up m Cobb County,
near Atlanta. . Besides family members, only a few latter day old-time mu-
. enthusiasts have had the pleasure of knowing personally any�c . 
f the Georgia old-time fiddlers who attended the Conventions.

�oward the end of Ms. Wheeler's life Barbara Pa�ter-�onnah,
herself an accomplished fiddler and co-author of this article, be
came acquainted with her. By this time, Ms. Wheeler's first hus
band, J. P. Wheeler, had passed away, as had her second husband,
Bob Mathis.

Anita Sorralls Wheeler 

I, Barbara Panter-Connah, met Anita Sorrells (Wheeler)
Mathis in 1995 when she was 90 years old. A friend gave �e a lo
cal newsletter article about senior citizens who played music. Th_e
title read something like: "Ms. Anita would like to fiddle around if
she just had somebody to fiddle with ... " and I thought, "Well here
I am!" 

I called Ms. Anita at the assisted living home where she was a
resident and made an appointment to visit her the following Satur
day. When I arrived as planned, we had an immed�ate connection.
She had suffered a stroke and was in a wheelchair, but thanks to
physical therapy, she was able to get around slowly, but reason
ably well. Her son had had _her fiddle "fixed up," s�� said. "It's
over there behind the sofa, 1f you want to get 1t out. The fiddle
was beautiful and in fine shape, with new strings, nice bow, and
fine tuners. It had the date "1884" carved on the back. She said
that her grandfather made it and had given it to her when she was
8 years old. I told her that my grandfather had given me his fiddle
when I was 8 years old. 

I rosined up her bow and handed it and her fiddle to her. She
said, "Lord, Honey, I don't know whether I can play at all or even
remember how anything goes, but there's my list". In the bottom
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of her fiddle case was a list of her tunes titled, "The Tried anct 
True Forty-Two." 

I saw "Golden Slippers" on the first line, and r uggested that 
we play it. She said, "Well Honey you ll have to get me tarted. 
So I fiddled a bit of the tune, and she picked it up on about the 
fourth note and was off playing so fa t 1 c uld hardly keep up. l 
could tell that she had been a hot fiddler in ber p1ime. When we 
got to the end, she said, "Lord, I could play better n that when 
I was five year old." I looked through the list and picked out 
"Eighth of January", and "Soldi,er s Joy. Each time she would 
ask me to get her started, and then she would take off on the very 
next note. She did not have to start over from the top, and she 
alway played faster than J normally do. 

Over the next several weeks, her playing was getting tronger 
and clearer. She was Jes interested in talking and definitely more 
interested in playing. We'd select a tune and I'd start fiddling to 
try to tease the tune out from way back in her memory. Once she 
caught the thread she would be off like lightning and I would add 
a little harmony or maybe switch to a little guitar backup. After 
each session with her, she would say, "Now don't give up on me, 
Honey. You come back and play with me." I assured her I would 
be back. I was thrilled to be able to play with her. Occasionally, I 
would bring a friend along as well. 

I would sometimes be able to get her to tell me about the old 
days. She said she grew up near Lost Mountain, about 25 miles 
northwest of Atlanta. She told me her dad and uncles all fiddled or 
played guitar or banjo, and her brothers also fiddled and played, 
and her sister played mandolin. She said that everybody played. 
"You just had to play an instrument," she said. "You had to root 
hog or die". She said that she played for dances and house parties 
and sometimes just out in a clearing in the woods. "We'd start up 
around dusk," she recalled, "and not quit 'til the sun come up, and 
I'd be not one bit tired 'til I went to put up my fiddle." 

I asked her about the Fiddlers Conventions in Atlanta, 
and she said "Oh yeah, they didn't think a girl should play in the 
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t but when my brothers said, lf she don t play we don t ontes' 
fi 1k ·d c , and started to put their instnunents up, the contest o s sa1 , 

f!:i1 she's ju t a  girl. Lt won't hurt to let her play. Sbe won ec-
nd place that year. . . , 0 

When I asked Anita if she knew Fiddlm John Carson and 
bat he was like, she said, "Oh he was all right, I guess, b�t �ome-

� h wasJ·ust a big bag o' wind. He was the one hollerm more umes e 
than any of 'em to not let me play."_ In 1935 Anita joined an all-girl band called the Oklah

_
om,a

· ls "We were called the Oklahoma Cowgirls, and we didn tcowgir . 
d · know where Oklahoma was," she said. The group playe m even 

theaters in the South and Midwest, and even played on a cnnse 
ship to Hawaii, she said. 

Anita Sorrells Wheeler Mathis died on January 18, 19�8. 
Family and friends who had gathered at her grave�ide se1:1ce 
heard Barbara Panter-Connah bid goodbye to her fnend with a 
fiddle rendition of "Amazing Grace." 

End of Convention 

As the date for the 1934 annual Georgia Old-Time F
_
iddlers 

Convention approached, Professor Alec Smart was described
_ 
as 

scouting the highways and byways of Georgia and 1�eighbormg 
states in search of fiddlers to participate in the upcom1_ng contest. 
According to Smart, fiddling had been in a kind of eclipse for the 
last year or so. (12) 

The situation was even grimmer the followmg year, 19�5. 
Smart blamed it on the encroachment of phonographs and rad10s 
among the mountain and back country communities. "The co���
try folks ain't satisfied with the simple old fiddle _tu�es no more, 
Smart told a newspaper columnist. "They want this pzz band mu-
sic." (13) . . As far as can be determined, the last of the Georgia Old-Time 
Fiddlers Conventions was held in 1935. 
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Myrna Lorrie: A Cana_dian 

Country Music Pioneer 

By Linda J. Daniel 

Introduction 

Canadian country music singers such as Michelle Wright, 

TeITi Clark, Carolyn Dawn Johnson, and Shania Twain have been 

well-documented but the pioneer female hit-makers in Canada 

from a previous era of limited media exposure have received far 

less recognition (Delaney 8). Myrna L01Tie is one of those early 

artists. As an inaugural inductee into the Canadian Country Music 

Hall of Fame in 1989, Lorrie's significance is recognized by its 

founder Gary Buck: 

Canadian country music has experienced only one who com

manded the world's attention as a child-star and then went on to 

claim that same attention as an adult, Myrna Lorrie. This viva

cious super-talent came out of the north country of Thunder Bay, 

Ontario, to set the world humming to a song she co-wrote, "Are 

You Mine". In 1955, that single (sung with Buddy Deval), could be 

heard on every major radio station across Canada, United States, 

and Europe. (3 8) 

What follows is an account of Myrna Lorrie's musical ca

reer. One of the first notable Canadian women singers of country 

music, her contribution to the history of the genre in Canada is 

acknowledged. 

Growing Up 

Myrna Lorrie was born Myrna L01Taine Petrunka, named 

after her father's favourite American movie actress, Myrna Loy 
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(Everett 6-7), on August 6th, 1940 in Fort William, 1 Ontario 
Canada (Whitburn 245). The third of five children, Myrna lived 
with her family on a farm in Cloud Bay, a small northern Ontario 
community near the Minnesota border (Cobb 24), twenty-eight 
miles2 south of Thunder Bay (formerly known as Fort William and 
Port Arthur) (Carl 16). 

In a 2011 interview with Todd Everett, Lorrie describes her 
father as "an organic farmer and a woodsman .... Most of what we 
ate was out of our acre of garden - we sold our chickens and eggs" 
and her mother, a former nurse, as "the best cook, baker and floor 
shiner .... " (6). Jack Petrunka recognized his daughter's musical 
ability when she was only two years old and sang "You are My 
Sunshine" without missing a word. Interviewed by David Cobb in 
1970, Myrna recounts, "That day my father decided I should be a 
singer. .. and when I was 10 he decided I should be serious about it 
and bought me a guitar." She explains that her father was someone 
who hated "to see anything sloppily done." He insisted that Myrna 
practice playing the guitar from an instruction book in her room at 
least two hours a day and checked everything she did to make sure 
it was done right (24). 

Myrna was influenced greatly by both the playing and singing 
style of another Canadian, country music star Hank Snow: 

As soon as Hank Snow or Hank Williams got a new platter out, 
my father would bring them home. I got my guitar picking from 
Hank Snow records. I'd spend hours and days learning them all. I 
also went through Nick Manoloff's guitar book, a page at a time. 
I can do "Wildwood Flower" and "Tennessee Mountain Home"; 
some pretty good country pickin'. (Lorrie qtd. in Everett 7) 

When Myrna was nine, musicians would come out to the fam
ily farm on Sundays. Canadian saxophonist and bandleader Ray 
Coran had a music store and gave her accordion lessons. At 12, 
Myrna was playing on CKPR's radio program "School of the Air" 
in Fort William where she says, "I was the only country singer 
at the time" (Everett 7). It was hosted by Jack Masters (Cobb 
24) who later gave Lorrie her own radio show "Harmony Trails"
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("Keep an Eye ... "). 
Myrna remembers appearing with the Cowboy Copas show

at the fort William CJ:ardens _whe� she was 13: "My mot�er began

tout and embroider satm shirts for me .... In my mmd, I was
t cu · k' . h E 
thinldng beyond the mountains"

. 
(Everett 7). Spea mg w1� u-

ene Carl in 1973, she recalls bemg exposed only to country 3:1u

g_ growing up but on her own radio show at 12, she sang a vanety

:f songs. By the age of 15 Myrna had a telev�sion show where she

de cribes her repertoire as mainly country with a few added show

and pop tunes (16). 

Don Grashey Discovers Myrna 

Don Grashey3 was a local Fort William/Port Arthur (later 
called Thunder Bay) songwriting entrepreneur w�o became a_ Pro
ducer and Manager in the music business. In his self-published 
book My Rambling Heart, 4 co-authored with Joseph Mauro, 
Grashey relates the way in which he learned of Myrna Petrunka 
and his involvement with the initial stages of her career. Jack M�s
ters, the local radio announcer mentioned previously, �as_ cuttmg 
acetate demos for Grashey at station CKPR in Fort Wilham. �e 
encouraged Don to listen to a talented young singer p�rformmg 
at the Embassy Grill where the station broadcast a port10_n of h�r 
show live. Upon meeting her, Grashey asserts, "I knew immedi
ately that Myrna Petrunka had star potential: She ,�as pretty, per
sonable a fine musician and a very good smger (22). Through 
the pro�otion of Jack Masters and subsequent discovery by_ Don
Grashey, Myrna Petrunka's career as a singer had begun (Reid). 

Not only could Myrna Petrunka sing bu� both sh_e a�d her 
brother Dave could write. Grashey would dnve 30 miles south 
from w'here h� lived in Port Arthur to the Petrunka farm in Cloud 
Bay to help Myrna develop her own styl� in ord�r to be differ
ent from that of her idol Hank Snow. While a maJor concern for 
Don was Myrna's young age, they eventually signed a manage
ment contract. Grashey did not think "Petrunka" was "a very good 
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theatrical name" and asked Myrna if she would be willing to change 
it provided they secured a r cording contract. She agreed. Her mid
dle name "Lorraine" was shortened to "Lorrie" and "Myrna Lorrie 
was born." Myrna liked it but her father did not (Grashey 22). 

Grashey lmew a man named Jim Amadeo whom he had met 
in the pool balls of Port Arthur. Amadeo played guitar and sang on 
the weekend with various local bands. Don and Jim decided to 
collaborate as a songwriting team with Grashey writing lyrics and 
Amadeo the music (Grashey 7). They took their songs to CKPR 
in Fort William to be transcribed onto 78 rpm acetate discs with 
the unexpected result of Ralph Parker the station manager, giv
ing Jim his own live half-hour radio show on Satmday mornings 
(Grashey 8). The duo continued to write songs but s on realized 
professional help was required in order to "publish, record, dis
tribute and promote" their works. Grashey found a small indepen
dent recording company in New Jersey that was interested. The 
owner arranged for Jim to sing on Radio Station WHIL's Phila
delphia Hayloft Hoedown and, unknown to Grashey and Amadeo, 
billed him as "Buddy De Val." Grashey questions, "Why [did the 
owner change Amadeo's name to] 'De Val'? Because our mentor 
thought everyone from Canada was French!" Jim Amadeo did not 
object to his new name so, from then on, he was known for singing 
promotional purposes as Buddy De Val6 (Grashey 8-9). 

So how did Myrna Petrunka, a young girl from a farm in 
northern Ontario, find herself travelling to Hollywood, California 
in July of 1954 to record a duet with Buddy De Val which would 
become a major hit? 

Jimmie Rodgers' Memorial Day 

Lorrie's journey to Hollywood began when Don Grashey saw 
an advertisement in a trade paper for a Memorial Day event or
ganized by Hank Snow and Ernest Tubb to be held in Meridian, 
Mississippi. He decided to write a tribute song for the late Jimmie 
Rodgers with lyrics by Grashey and melody by Amadeo. He sent 
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del110 to Carrie Rodgers Jimmie's widow and later received a 
�onnal invitation to attend th event. Amadeo (De Val) refused to 
tate the time off work at Canada Car o only Grasbey travelled to
Meridian (Grashey 17). . . 

At the Jimmie Rodgers' memonal, Grashey met Fabor Robi-
son "one of the most influential, and controversial, independent 
rec�rd owners and talent scouts of the 1950s" (Wolfe, Fabor Ro
b' on") who had founded the Hollywood-based Abbott Records, 
n::inly to promote country singer Johnny Ho�ton (Wolfe, ''.Ab
bott Records"). Fabor introduced Grashey �o Jim Re�ves, Gmny 
Wright, and the Browns who were artists signed to his label and 

ked Don to send him any material suitable for them to record. as 
d h' When he arrived home, Grashey's sister, Millie, encourage im 

to write a song for Jim Reeves resulting in the composition "My 
Rambling Heart"7 with lyrics by Grashey and music by Amadeo 
which he sent to Fabor. To Grashey's great delight, the song was 
recorded by the country music star he describes as "The finest 
young, male vocalist in country music" who did a "first-rate job" 
(Grashey 18-19). 

A Star is Born 

According to Grashey, singer Jim Reeves told Robison "con
stantly" that he thought Buddy De Val had great potential as a re
cording artist (Grashey 20). Since the prominent promoter was al
ready interested in recording Buddy, Grashey hoped that he would 
want to record Myrna, too, once he heard how well their voices 
blended together. One night, within half an hour, Grashey wr�te 
the lyrics for a song called "Are You Mine" and together with 
Amadeo and Lorrie composed a melody for it (Grashey 22-23). 

Grashey explains what transpired as follows. After receiving 
several songs from Grashey, Fabor phoned to say he thought they 
were excellent and "He wanted to record them- at the Lakehead8 !" 
Robison arrived from California with his recording equipment 
and drove to the Petrunka farm to work in Myrna's living room 
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taping just the v�cal� and two �dtars of Myrna and Buddy Witbthe plan of dubbmg m the other m truments later. Unfortw1atet upon Fabor'� r�turn to Hollywood the pitch could not be rnatcb;ctwith the stud10 mstruments so Myrna Buddy, and Don had to trav.el to Hollywood in July of 1954 to redo the song . Since MYrnawas underage, her father accompanied them (Grashey 23). Myrna and Buddy recorded 'Are You Mine" at Western R.e.corders, 6000 Sunset Boulevard Hollywood Califomia9 with en.gineer Don Blake. The session leader and steel guitar player wa Speedy West with the rest of the band formed by the Whippoorwills, famous for being the backup group of Smiley Burnette, thewestern movie sidekick (Grashey 24). 
Interestingly, Lorrie remembers a different sequence ofevents. In a 2011 interview she recalls: 

Fabor called and asked specifically to have the girl whowas on the demo tape come to Hollywood. The first time Iwas with Don [Grashey]. There were some problems, so wehad to come down again and record the song twice. The second time, I drove with my dad - he took time off his job . .. .Iwas a kid. I knew I was there for one reason, and to do mystuff as well a I could. [Fabor] was a good guy; a little bitfatherly. It wa all new to me. I'd never been out ofmy backyard before and here I was in Hollywood. (Everett 9, 11) 
In his autobiography, Grashey claims that the first recording of "Are You Mine" was done at Myrna's home in Cloud Bay.There were no recording studios at the "Canadian Lakehead" sowhen Fabor arrived in Ontario, they went to the Petrunka farmideally situated far from any traffic noises or other disturbancesto tape the songs. It was only when the Hollywood stud{o musicians could not match the pitch of this first recording that a secondwas needed and the group had to travel in person to California.Grashey mentions specifically that due to the fact Myrna was aminor, "She could not legally cross the Canadian-U.S. border
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. con1panied by a parent" so Mr. Petrunka drove them in unless ac . 
summer of 1954 (23). the 
The D Myrna Lorrie, Hello Baby, Juke B�x Pearls relea�ed

Bear Family Records in 2012 lists a l 950� discography
_ 
whichbY 

"A •. You Mine' a being recorded twice. The first record-hows nie · 
R d 6000. states "poss. Summer 1954, poss. �estem . ecor ers,_ mg t Boulevard Hollywood alifomia" but 1t was not issued oose • 
· G h (Weize and Everett 22 . This could be the first tapmg ras ey sa�s 

b . completed at the Petrunka farm that had to be redone m fa 01 

d •d · l' ted asHollywood due to pitch problems. The secon recot mg is 
" oss. Summer 1954, poss. Western Recorder� 6000 Sunset Bou-
p d Hollywood California" is a "re-recording" released as A.b-levar , , • d' · 

bott 172 (Weize and Everett 22). Perhaps t�is �cond recor mg is 
the one Grashey recounts in the July 1954 tnp with Myrna, B�ddy, 
D nd Mr. Petrunka driving from the Lakehead to a stud10 on on, a 

h ·t h blems Sunset Boulevard to redo the song and correct t e p1 c pr_o 
Whichever version is correct, the end result was that m 1955, 

Myrna Lorrie became a "child" star (Cobb 24) when 
_
"Are

_ 
You 

Mine" on Abbott Records, sung as a duet with Canadian smg_er
Buddy De Val, reached #6 on the Billboard country charts (Wh1t
b 245) and #2 on the Cash Box Top 20 Country Chart. In the 
a�::al Disc Jockey Poll of July 1955, Myrna was narn�d # 1 "Best
N Female Singer." On the Cash Box Annual Music Poll, sheew 

d d . "U dplaced third for "Best Female Singer" an secon m
_ 

P an 
Corning" (Grashey 25). Barely a teenager, Myrna Lorne became 
"the first female Canadian country artist to earn Best New �ernale 
Singer honours in the United States" ("Singer Myrna Lorne to be 
Inducted .. . " 1 ). 

. ,,Cobb states that with the success of "Are You Mme 

Myrna had just the kind of break any stage mother ( or 
father) would want for their offspring: a hit song that was a 
success in Canada and the U.S. Myrna sang it (she looked 
older than 14, and her voice was stronger than it is today, s�e 
says, thanks to her father's discipline), and she helped wnte 
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it with singer Buddy De Val and Don Grashey, a Lakeheact
entrepreneur who became her manager. (24)

"Are You Mine" was recorded by several other country stars
including Loretta Lynn and Ernest Tubb, George Jones and Mar
gie Singleton, as well as Red Sovine and Goldie Hill (Delaney 8).
In 1955, Ginny Wright and Tom Tall reached #2 for three weeks
on Billboard with the Grashey/De Val (Amadeo )/Lorrie written
"Are You Mine" on the label F abor 11 7 (Whit burn 4 77). 

Lorrie sang on four issued Abbott singles (172, 177, 185, and
187) recorded in three sessions: the summer of 1954, September
28th, 1954, and September 12th, 1955. Grashey wrote or co-wrote
all eight songs; Myrna's brother, Dave, three; Lorrie, two; Amad
eo (De Val), two; and Ray Coran, one (Weize and Everett 22-23).

Life after Abbott 

Next, Lorrie signed with RCA. Her first producer was Steve
Sholes, who had signed Jim Reeves and the Browns in addition
to Hank Snow, Eddy Arnold, Chet Atkins, and Elvis Presley (Ev
erett 12). The session was held on January 10, 1957 at RCA Vic
tor Studio 1 on East 24th Street, New York City. Nine months
later, on October 31, 1957, Lo1Tie recorded for RCA Victor Stu
dio on McGavock Street in Nashville, Tennessee with producer
Chester B. Atkins which included a song written by Myrna called
"Tradewinds" (Weize and Everett 24). 

Lorrie's first tour in the United States had her opening for
country stars such as Hank Snow, Marty Robbins, Johnny Cash,
Kitty Wells, and Sonny James. She appeared on the Grand 01'
Opry broadcast as a guest of her idol Hank Snow. Later she toured
with Faron Young, Skeeter Davis, Ferlin Huskey, and Porter
Wagoner ("Singer Myrna Lorrie and Editor. .. " 4).
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Changing Times 

After the initial success of her debut song "Are You Mine,"
frank Cameron writes, "Other records follo�ed, but, �s happens

·th so many other singers, a second smash hit was not m the cards
wi . . ,,d Myrna temporarily retired from the Canadian music scene. 
�rneron had been an apprentice at CKEC in Ne� Glasgo:w, No_va
Scotia when Lorrie's hit was climbing the charts m the mid-fifties
but by 1959 when he moved to CHNS in Halifax, she had been
relegated to the "oldies-but-�oodies da( pr?gr�m. "Myrna was
still making records but they Just weren t selling (8). 

In an article for the Globe and Mail, Blaik Kirby reflects on
the negative side of Lorrie's experience as a child star:

. .. she was catapulted into the exhausting, exploiting world
of pop music thanks to the international success of a country
song called Are You Mine?[.] Her promoters milked it and
her for a couple of years of concert tours, and then discarded
her as a heartbroken husk. (32)

Writer David Cobb indicates that life was difficult for Myrna
as she grew up in the Lakehead in the years following her trium
phant beginning on Abbott. There were no more hit songs. She
gave guitar lessons, worked in a record store, and performed at
local service clubs. When asked how she coped, Lorrie responds:

Cope? .. .I didn't. I just went along as I always did. I had
an idea that I had to act a certain way because I had been
"successful," a child star. I was totally unprepared for it all.
I never had any boyfriends. I was a religious fanatic at 18,
spending every lunch hour in church looking for some cen
tre, some peace of mind. My mother wanted me to continue
my schooling, but she was snowed under by the rest of the
family and got lost in the shuffle. (24-25)
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Lorrie continued to sing but as a young woman her perso life changed direction: naJ 

My life took a different tum. You get married· you ha kids. I got married around 1960, and actually took �edaughter on the road with me until she bad to go to schooiThen I took some more time out later because I was burnedout. (Lorrie qtd. in Everett 15) 

The "different tum" to which Lorrie refers is what canhappen to some female performers as discussed in the doctoral dissertation Singing Out! Canadian Women in Country Mus;c whichanalyzes interviews with 30 singers. It notes that gender can havean effect on a music career: 
AJ though most of the participants did not feel they were treat-d differently because they were women some strnctural ban-ietsbecame obvious. Many spoke of the amount of energy required torealize a career performing while at the same time usually beingheld responsible for the majority of homecare and/or childcare.(Daniel ii) 

In particular, women are most often the ones who must dealdirectly with caring for children and may or not have out ide support. As with others whose occupations require evening, weekend,overrright, or extended periods of time away from home such asnurses, firefighters, and flight attendants, more childcare optionsare needed in order to pursue a career perfom1ing country music(Daniel 264). 

The 1960s 

"In 1963 [Lorrie] headlined a country music show at theAtlantic Winter air and th audience loved her" ( ameron 8).Sho1ily after, at the age of 23, she formed the Myrna Lorr;e Showwhich successfully toured the Canadian country music circuit performing at fair small towns, and the algary Stampede until it
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d d in December of 1968. The group included banjo playerdisban e · · · 
u ( bb 25) . Nfullen and gmtanst B1U Wa ace o · .' .. · vie 

d'ng to Larry Delaney in ountry J.4us,c New, L0111eA.ccor 1 
. 6 · h "D eared on the anadian country harts m 19 S wit o nrst 

:� t You Were Free' on Quality (8). In 1968 she topped theou ts 
J try hart with 'Tell Me Not to Go" on Columbia (Pen-fl,PM coun c 

1 b. ("C t 7) and "Turn Down the Music" on Co um ia oun rytelo�e 

") also releasing hanging of the Seasons" and "BashfulM,ustc , 
d b  D T of Sar ·u " produced by Don Grashey. Manage y on urner 

B:a YLorde toured extensively throughout Ontario d�ring t�e late 0
.xties performing in such venues as the Colonial m Samia, t�e 
:elvedere Hotel in London (Pentelope 7 the Maniton�a Hotel m 

kville the Brampton lnn in Brampton, and the Edison Hotel Broe ' · k o t th Cobo .in Toronto also headlining a show with Bue wens a e 
J;lall in Detroit ' ountry Music"). From 1966 to 196_8, Loi:ne 
erformed as a guest on many CBC TV country shows m�lud1�g p 

u ' 1 bz'lee (Miller) With a number of Canadian hits Don messer s u · 

. . . .· · the mid-sixties in addition to her telev1s10n exposme,_ Lorne 
:ad several requests for live concerts ("Singer Myrna Lome to be 
Inducted ... " n.pag.). 

There were times when Lorrie performed even though she was 
ill and needed to rest: 

I'd had mononucleosis in 1967, and people usually take 
six months off to recover, but I kept on going, six nights e�
ery week for three years. There were nights when! coul�n t
tell you what I did on stage. It was purely mechamcal. I JUSt 
prayed I'd have enough br�ath �o last through the next song, 
the next hour. (Lorrie qtd. m Kirby 32) 

Having to perform when not well is a situation in w�ich many 
singers find themselves at various points throt�ghout their careers.
"Being a country music singer is an occupation that �epends on
the ability of the artist to perform when requested. Staym_g healthy 
becomes of utmost importance when there are no sick leave 
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benefits .... ' Additional pressure i felt when a singer's band retie 
on her performance f�r thei�· pay cheques too (Daniel 204-205). s

Severa I women mterv1ewed for a study of Canaruan wollle 
in country music believed that working to ustain one's own phy � 
ical and emotional health was of paramount in1po1tance in deal� 
uccessfully with the kind of lifestyle involved in a pe1fonnin g 

career (Daniel 265). g 
The motivation to feel well and to maintain good health ap. 

peared to outweigh merely staying thin to "look good. Being iD' 

good condition was viewed as important in a job where one could 
spend 1 ng hours singing or travelling, at times under somewhat 
less-than-ideal conditions. Most felt that they had to take good 
care of their health in order to maintain the stamina needed to do
the job. (Daniel 200) 

In the late sixties, after "long years of frustration and weari
ness," the last three doing "the night club grind" and including 
"two physical breakdowns caused by exhaustion," Lorrie quit the 
music busine (Kirby 32). 

The 1970s 

In January of 1970, L01Tie moved to an apartment in Toronto 
and started taking care of her health. She ate organic foods , stud
ied yoga, and went to a health club. By that spring, at the age of 
29, she was "a different woman," much healthier and more in con
trol of her life. In reference to the difficult times of the past, she 
asserts, "without all these things, without the last 15 years, I don't 
think I'd have the depth to sing a song. I'm just learning, after all 
this time, to sing a song the way I want to" (Cobb 25). 

In the fall of 1969, CBC Halifax created a show called Coun

trytime which appeared right after the hockey game for half an 
hour on Saturday night. Myrna was a guest during its first season 
and "she proved to be so charming that producer Cy True and the 
CBC brass invited her to co-host the show with Don Tremaine in 
October, 1970." Asked if she was happy with the show, Myrna 
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. I ouldo't be happier. You know, so many country music
11es c · · · 1 Th t' reP · . 81·1ned at Joe Executive but Countrytzme 1s rea . a s 

ws rue ' . 110 
basi of the whole how. I can choose the matenal 1 want to

tl:e 
1 feel really at home" ( ameron 8). As a result of her tele-

5in�- · · 
posure on Countrytime some tapes Lorrie had recorded

·s1011 ex · 
d f h vi 

t966 were released and she was included on a recor o t e

fr�boW (Kirby 32). From 1970 to 1974, she continued to co-host
T 

,.;me from Halifax Miller). "For five years she rode the
CounOYu . . · · f 197 4 
collUtry mu ic wave as featured singer" but m the spnng o 

the bow was cancelled Keep an �ye.•.)._ . . 
As host of Count,ytime, Lorne was mterv1ewed_ by Bonme

. 11 of the Toronto Daily Star in 1971 for a senes on how
�� . ..· � 

1 f:rom different occupahons stay fit. omell wntes 1e
peop e . . . 

din -
life of a professional performer 1s � exhausting d�1nan. g rou 

· that doesn't include much physical movement. As quoted by
une · 1 Id 't
Cornell, Lorrie states, "People are often surpnsed �o earn on 

get much exercis �n m?' �ob._ ... 1 keep busy but _m ac��l �act I

spend most of my t1me s1ttmg m plane or cab� or m the stud10 or

standing and singing.' L01rie had begun workmg out after peak

. with other performers who told her how much better they felt
mg · · · t t
with regular exercise and "believes phys1cal fitness 1s as 1mpor an 

as keeping her guitar in tune" (Cornell 59). . 
In addition to several other personal appearances, Lome per-

foimed at the National Arts Centre in Ottawa with Canadian enter

tainer Tommy Hunter in the summer of 1971. She was �roadcast

live by CBC Radio as one of the top entertainers performmg at the 

Canadian Open Championship Fiddle Contest m August (Cam

eron 8). In a 1973 interview, Lorrie ac�ow�edges th,� l
arge part

television exposure plays in her populanty with_ fans_: When sev

eral million people see and hear you in one mght 1t helps a lot.

Television is definitely a big booster" (Carl 16). 

On the evening of Thursday, July 25th, 1974, Myrna �or

rie hosted her own summer mini-series called Country Sunshine. 

It consisted of three half-hour shows (July 25th, August 1st, and 

August 8th) with guests such as Mac Wiseman, Sylvia Tyson, and
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Tommy Over tr et 'Keep an Eye ... "). While about half the son 
Lorrie performed were her own compositions, she chose others �i
'make her shows work." 

I'm trying to present country music on a scale that doesn' 
have to be limited. Call me country if you like but listen to wha� 
I have to say. These songs are a further development f what 1 
thought was Myrna Lorrie, probably at the risk of confusing orne 
of my fans." (Lorrie qtd. in Kirby, n. pag.) 

By the mid-seventies, Lorrie was frustrated with the mu
sic business and the limitations others placed on country music 
(Kirby n. pag.) but liked the genre's new direction, describing 
it as less categorized, neither just hillbilly or western, and more 
"sophisticated." She saw young people liking country because it 
was easy to understand and to record, a great choice for anyone 
starting out (Carl 19). 

Lorrie made an impressive appearance at the Mariposa Folk 
Festival on Toronto Islands in the summer of 1976. Described as 
"the big surprise" of the festival, "The Toronto press was out in 
force following her performances" and RPM reported that over 
1000 fans gave her a standing ovation. Alan Guettel wrote, " ... 
Lonie simply reached into her vast repertoire of solid country 
songs of the past 30 years ... and belted them out with the back
up of a fine group of Mariposa musicians with the same new life 
many perfonners are bringing back to country ( qtd. in "Singer/ 
songwriter Myrna Lorrie ... "). 

From 1977 through 1981, Lorrie co-hosted the nationally 
syndicated Toronto TV series Nashville Swing first with Tom Kel
ly and then Tom Bresh (Miller). They were half-hour shows taped 
from Tuesday to Thursday in the discotheque of the Triumph Ho
tel in Toronto with the cast being given the weekends off in order 
to make personal appearances (Everett 17). 

Lorrie appeared on a TV series hosted by Ronnie Prophet 
and Ian Tyson and was a regular guest on the Tommy Hunter Show

("Singer Myrna Lorrie to be Inducted ... " n.pag.). 
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r did many shows with Tommy Hunter; his show was the 
main reason I moved to Toronto. There was an enorm?us 
mount of work - a lot of telethons, a lot of stuff for kids. a 

There were always records on the radio. Before Anne 
Murray, I was the girl who got the gold r�ng in the States. 
The reason I didn't do better at the time was due to 
management. IO (Lorrie qtd. in Everett 18-19) 

A study offemale perfoimers published in 1999 states, "Many 
of the women interviewed commented on the l�ck_ of co?,1pet�nt 
management available to Canadian country music smgers. While 
several respondents indicated there are some good managers, t�ey 

usually too busy to accept any new artists, or someone mightare 
fi . l b k" t dobe interested but she/he does not have the nancia . ac mg o 

the job, or they are not familiar with cm�nt� music. "."s a result
many singers try to do it themselves, wh1�h 1s very d1fficul: and 
can cause their creative side to suffer. An artist can be a great smger 
or songwriter but if she does not have someone who m_anages h�r 
career competently, she can become exhausted attemptl�g to do it 
all: "performing, recording, booking, interviewing'. makmg travel 
arrangements, promoting, doing videos, etc." (Darnel 256-257). 

The Later Years 

In an article from 1985, McDermott Baldwin suggests that 
after a break Lorrie felt more positively about her career and was 
performing for the people rather than the music business. "She 
says singing is more fun now because she is do!ng_ it beca�se she
wants to .... She has gained a 'simplicity of thmkmg' which has
helped her appreciate the business more." 

For several years Lorrie perfom1ed close to hom�,_no longer 
on the national scene. She stopped recording and wntmg songs. 
Then in the late 1980s, she and her brother, Dave Petrnnka, who 
lived in Thunder Bay, fo1med Sibley Records. With Dave as her 
manager, they planned to get Myrna back to making records. The 
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plan worked. "Myrna Lorrie re-established herself in 1989 as 
one of Canada's finest country vocalists, with her No. 1 hit re
cord, 'Blue Blue Me"' (Charney 1). The album Blue Blue Me was 
released in 1990. A series of concert appearances followed, in
cluding a tour with Porter Wagoner in British Columbia ("Singer 
Myrna Lorrie and Editor. .. " 4). Unfortunately, around this time, 
Myrna's brother David died and according to her " ... that sort of 
ended things .... " But the album still went to #1 in Canada and 
Lon-ie continued to perform and record (Everett 19). 

In the summer of 1992, Lon-ie was part of a "Grand 01' Opry 
Comes to Memphis" show along with several other legendary 
country music performers. On November 7th, she was among 
guests to raise funds for the Muscular Dystrophy Association in 
Aurora, Ontario. Myrna Lorrie prepared a special concept show 
entitled "Canadian Women of the 90s" from November 20th 
to 21st, 1992 at the Rosetown Inn in Brampton, Ontario along 
with country singer Elaine Jarvis. Its aim was to highlight female 
country artists and to showcase local singers ("Canadian Music 
Legend ... " 14). 

Eventually, Lon-ie's live performance schedule was curtailed 
drastically by her severe allergy to cigarette smoke ("Singer Myr
na Lorrie and Editor. .. " 4). In a 2011 interview she reflects, "I'd 
been out for a while; second-hand smoke. I'm still grateful I can 
sing and I can write .... " (Everett 19). A Canadian women of coun
try music study refers to the problem of second-hand smoke: 

Smoke was the most common complaint associated with a 
singer's health. Having to sing in smoke-filled venues was be
lieved to have caused many health problems such as sore throats, 
bronchitis, emphysema, asthma, and allergies. Several respon
dents expressed concern for the unhealthy environment in which 
they often perform. (Daniel 204) 

In recent years, new laws that prohibit smoking indoors in 
many jurisdictions have helped to improve the situation but for 
early performers it was a problem with which they had to deal on 
a regular basis, in some cases, with long-lasting negative results. 
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The Shania Twain Connection 

Myrna Lonie was in Timmins, Ontario performing at the 
Mattagami Hotel when she heard a local child named Eilleen 
Twain sing and recognized immediately her ability. L01Tie's pre
diction that the talented Twain was "going to go places" came true 
as Eilleen, better known as Shania, became a world-renowned 
singing star (Eggar 4 7). Performing in the mid-sev�n�ies at t?e
Woodland Hotel in Val Caron, one of Sudbury, Ontano s premier 
country gigs, a young Eilleen and the Canadian country music 
pioneer were said to have estab_lish�d a good r_a�port (52, 55).
Many years later, Lon-ie 's contnbut10n to Shama s phenomenal 
success was acknowledged by the international star when accept
ing an award. Lorrie recounts that Shania " ... got up and saluted 
me as one of the trailblazers on her highway to gold. She was very 
grateful. It was a very nice thing" (Everett 18). 

What Might Have Been 

Jim Kelly writes in the Chronicle-Journal of Thunder Bay, 
Ontario in 1997: " ... Lorrie's career was dogged by bad luck, ill
ness, circumstances, personal relationships and missed opportu
nities that stymied her every time fame and fortune were within 
reach." Former Member of Parliament and mayor of Thunder Bay, 
Jack Masters, who as a local radio announcer in the 1950s was the 
first to tell Don Grashey about the talented young performer and 
to give Myrna her own radio show, still remembered Lorrie as "a 
singer with a world of talent." Her first manager, Don Grashey, 
believed Myrna Lo1Tie "could have made it really big" and gone 
as far as American country superstar Loretta Lynn but thinks she 
was advised poorly by the people around her (Kelly). 

Lon-ie believes her career " ... would have turned out different
ly, ifl' d stayed in the States .... But I was patriotic and stayed here. 
When I wasn't performing, I was writing, or learning the songs 
for the next gig" ( qtd. in Everett 19). Being a singer in the early 
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years in Canada was difficult for many. The number of recordiu 
studios was limited and the anadian recording industry wa jug 
beginning to develop (Daniel 242). One of the respondents ca�� 
egorized a a pioneer in a tudy on Canadian women in country 
music djscusses the limitations she felt in e tablishing 11erself in 
the entertainment busine in 1950s anada. By the early ixties 
she made the decision to pursue her career in the United States'. 
" ... when I went to the States it was because we didn't have a 
many opp01iunities in Canada - that was later to come. And a lot
of Canadian artists were moving to the States to hone their craft 
and to get some better breaks" (Daniel 243). But L01Tie remained 
in Canada. 

Lifetime Achievement 

Lonie received a Juno Award11 in 1970 for Top Country Sing
er, Female and in 1972 for Female Country Singer of the Year 
(Melhuish 196). She won a Big Country Award for outstanding 
performance by a female singer in 1977. On November 1st, 1989, 
Myrna Lorrie, along with her mentor, Hank Snow, was one of 
several inaugural inductees honoured by the Canadian Country 
Music Hall of Fame at the Centre in the Square Theatre in Kitch
ener, Ontario ("Canadian Country Music Hall of Fame ... " 8). De
scribed in a press release as "one of the brightest talents ever on 
Canada 's country music scene," Myrna Lorrie was inducted into 
the Canadian Country Music Association Hall of Honour at the 
Canadian Country Music Awards televised on CTV live from Cal
gary, Alberta on September 9th, 1996 ("Singer Myrna Lorrie to be 
Inducted ... " 1 ). 

In 2012, Bear Family Records acknowledged this Canadian 
country music pioneer's contribution by releasing a CD of Myr
na Lorrie's early recordings entitled Myrna Lorrie, Hello Baby, 

Juke Box Pearls. It contains 22 songs, a 20-page biography by 
Todd Everett with several photographs, and a 1950s discography 
by Richard Weize and Todd Everett (Myrna Lorrie CD). In 2014, 
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• was scheduled to perform with the Country Legends Band

Lorne 2 . 
J uary 26th in Sherwood Park, Alberta. I 

on an 

Conclusion 

In the 1990 article "Myrna Lorrie Mor� Th_an _a �yth," Den

. l1arney writes: 'Stereotyping tbi. elusive mdiv1dual doesn t

m
s 

possible but pictme a radiant, exotic butterfly and you're
seem . · bl d • · te d 

· close ' Known to devote tune to a d1sa e person ms a 
getting · · · d tu ggests 
f · m· g im·portant interviews • Her free spmte na re su 

o g1v ._ ' . . ·t 
h would never survive conventional confines. And a ma.ior pru 

�f;1er attraction is the unprectictability o her flight path' � l • 

Myrna Lorrie's fans have followed her from the_ time she

became a childhood star in the 1950s to her years on national tele

. · wi'th Don Messer Tommy Hunter, Ronnie Prophet , and Ian
v1s10n , . • 

Th know her as co-host n two of her own telev1s1on
Tyson. ey 
series: Countrytime and Nashville Swing where she not only pe1-

formed herself but also graciously welcomed other �ell-known

country music stars of the day. They remember her h1t songs and

the awards she has won over the years (Cham�y l). . . . 
Myrna Lorrie is a talented singer/�ongwnter/g�1tanst who 1s 

one of the first Canadian women to achieve success m the country

music business. From an auspicious beginning at t?e age ?f 14,

she forged a path for herself in the Canadian entertamment mdu�

try and made inroads for ot?ers see�ing to �o the _same: As Shama

Twain says, Myrna Lorrie is a "trailblazer. S�e 1s a pioneer who

has been instrumental in helping other Canadian female country

music singers to achieve their dreams and the role she has played

is invaluable. 
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SINGLES* 
A Partial Discography 

Are You Mine (with Buddy De Val) 1954 

Your Special Day 1966/67 

I'm Your Man (with Buddy De Val) 1955 

Turn Down The Music 1968 

Tears Amid The Laughter 1955 

Changing Of The Seasons 1968 

Life's Changing Scene 1955 

Tell Me Not To Go (Columbia) 1968 

That's What Sweethearts Do 1957 

Tell Me Not To Go (MCA) 1970 

Teenager's Breakup 1957 

Bringing Mary Home 1971 

I'll Be Lonesome When You're Gone 1958 

Don't Take Away Your Love 1975-76 

On A Little Bamboo Bridge 1958 

It's Too Late 1977 

Do You Wish You Were Free 1965 

Blue Blue Me 1989 

Can't Live With Him 1965 

Sometime 1989 /90 

The Longest Day This Year 1966 

Our Love Keeps Coming Back 1990 

ALBUMS* 

Myrna Lorrie n.d. It's Country Time n.d. 

*Encyclopedia of Canadian Country Music by Rick Jackson
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Footnotes 

1. Fort William and Port Arthur were amalgamated 'into the city of

Thunder Bay in 1970. 

z. 45 kilometres

3. Originally known as Don Guarasci

4. An excellent firsthand account of Canadian music history

s. 48 kilometres

6. Jim Amadeo will be referred to as Buddy De Val throughout
the remainder of this paper except when being given writing 
credit. 

7. The title of Grashey's autobiography is the same as his song "My
Rambling Heart." 

8. A reference to the Port Arthur /Fort William area later known as
Thunder Bay 

9. This is the same location where Grashey later recorded an
unknown Loretta Lynn who signed with his Zero Record label 
in 1960. For a detailed account of this story, see "Honky Tonk 
Make Believe" in My Rambling Heart written by Don Grashey 
with Joseph Mauro, pages 45-51. 

10. Lorrie's management problem does not refer to Don Grashey
who by this time had moved on to become involved in the
careers of other singers such as Loretta Lynn and Carroll
Baker.

11. The Juno Award, often referred to as the Canadian equivalent
of the Grammy, is a Canadian recording industry award
established by RPM magazine in 1964. It was known formerly
as the RPM Gold Leaf Award and changed to the Juno in 1970.

12. According to the Ticketmaster website, January 13th, 2014
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Wide Shot: A Short History

of Country Music Vide·os

By Edward Morris

The introduction of music videos in the early 1980s did much

to widen the appeal of country music and to dilute the prevailing

stereotypes that had grown up around i.t, both those imposed by

•out ider ' and the ones self-inflicted. Not only did these videos

create excitement a a new and distinct a1t form, they also allowed

performers to convey their personalities to fans in ways that radio

airplay alone c uld never do. They also revealed that there was a 

great variety to country music, that it was not limited to themes

of farms factorie honky tonks and rodeos. (An almost immedi

ate downside in the flouri bing of country music videos, however,

was that it tended to marginalize performers who didn't look at-

n·active or natmal on camera.)

Much of this history i ba ed on news stories and columns

published in Billboard, the weekly entertainment trade magazine,

where I worked as a country music reporter and editor from 1981

to 1995. 
The proliferation of low-cost videocassette recorders in

homes and offices in the early 1980s enabled record companies

to use music videos to introduce and promote new a1tist . And the

spread of cable television, with the accompanying pecialization

of networks, made the relatively low-cost music videos an ideal

source of programming. MTV went on the air in August l 981 and

soon after customers began streaming into record stores to buy

albums by the act they saw on the new network. Arising as it did

after the downturn in the music business in the late 1970s, MTV

became the brightest sun on the promotional horizon. If MTV

could sell pop records by playing videos, record executives asked,
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why couldn't the same thing happen in country music? Since a music video could be anything from a clip frorn movie or tel�v_isi_on sho� to a speci�lly filmed concept of a Par� ticular song, 1t is impossible to say with any certainty what the fl . .d rst country music v1 eo was. In my l 997 directory Edward Morris,Complete Guide to Country Mu ic Video ( elf-published Starn,Coast Press), two of the more than 3,700 country music video listed - "Cold, Cold Heart" and "There's A Tear In My Beer' � were built around Hank Williams 1952 appearances on CTV's The Kate Smith Evening How: There were also video listed- specifically "Tiger By The Tail" and 'Together Again' - thatwere clipped from Buck Owens yndicated TV series in the late1960s and early 1970s. 
The first stand alone concept piece sp cifical!y designedfor a ingle may have been Jack Clement's 1973 film for DonWilliam ' ' Come arly Morning ' which was released on Iement' own JMI label. The clip is in color, uses various location and graphic effects and looks and sounds veiy much like acontemporary video. 

The late Bob Pinson, a scholar at the Country Music Foundation, recalled seeing filmed performances of individual countrysongs on San Francisco television in the early 1950s. Referred toas "Soundies," these pieces featured such acts as Merle Travis,Bob Wills and Tex Ritter. "They simply went into the studio andperformed these songs," Pinson said, "some of which they hadn'tcommercially recorded .. . .  There was no acting. It was prettymuch straight-ahead scenes of a band perfo1ming on a bandstand.... It didn't la t very long, and I don't know how popular [thesoundies] concept was outside the West Coast." As early as the1940s, he adds, before commercial television came into being,performances of single songs were sometimes filmed for variouspromotional uses. 1 
Soundies, according to the UCLA Film & Television Archive,were produced between 1940 and 1946 and covered a varietyof musical formats. They were displayed on coin-operated film
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, ·n "nightclubs bars, restaurants and other pub-. !(
e
boxes 1 ' 

· ·d I JU 
2 Since thi early manifestation, the rnus1c v1 eo _1a_slie plac

fi

es.m a gee-whiz novelty item in earcb of a place to exh1b1tv Jl ro . I �
o 

finto a marketing necessity for record labe �-
,1 e

l 
A ·1 1981 Door Knob Rec rd , pres1dent Gene K n-In pn 

G dni ht' mmissioned a performance video for Ga1y oo � s 
n_ed�/�'Tell Me So."l Kennedy s aim wa. to promote t�1e smgle 
mg d. not to reach retail consumers dll'ectly. The video cost to ra to -

· ct· · In d and Was ent to 62 reporang ra 10 tat1ons. $3 000 to pro uce ' 
er of the following year, R A created a two-clip the late summ 

d' , d pt video for Earl Thomas onley's Heavenly Bo ies an 
���::ewhere Between Right And Wrong. It went to 40 cable and 
club outlets. 4 

. . • • d · t I J 1982 Mercury Records' Nashville d1v1s1on ma e i sn une , 
. " 1 . ,,s first country video for the Statler Brothers' smgle, , :; �atever;, Other videos cited in the article were T. G. Sh�ppard_ s }mal�;', a

Razzy Bailey two-part concept package - "N1�ht Life and I ve 
H d My Limit Of Two-Timing Women, - designed to show both a 

· M'I ' "A Day Now" and his blues and country sides, Ronme 1 sap s �y 
. Calamity Jane's "I've Just Seen A Face." Keep m mmd these vid

eos were put into play when there were only s�attered outlets and 
no nationwide country networks available to air them. 

Country Music Television made its debut on March 5: 1983 
with a library of approximately 100 videos and a_ potentla! au
dience of 7 .2 million cable subscribers. 6 At first, it called itself 
CMIV but soon shortened its tag to CMT under l�gal pressure 
from the already thriving MTV.? In heaviest rotat10n at CMT 
during its earliest days were videos b� �om Jones, Earl Thomas 
Conley, Waylon Jennings and Hank W1l_llams Jr. . . Country video productions were still so new and fascma�mg 
in the early 1980s that viewing parties were often held to premiere 
new clips, even though most of them_ were p_retty bland a�d u�
imaginative from a strictly artistic pomt of view. (Ma�y are still 
bland and unimaginative, but no one has to attend parties now to 
find this out.) 
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The Nashville Network went on air March 7 1983, but did n initially hav� a show devoted_ to music video . Even so, intere�:in country videos ':�s escalati�g elsewhere. ln September 1983for example, Detroit s PBS station WTVS-TV, and radio Statio WWWW jointly created "The ountry Express." Over the nex�eight months, they syndicated the show, via atellite to 33 Otbe PBS stations. The half-hour program was hosted by WWWW nIChuck Santoni and featured six to seven country videos per seg.ment. 8 In February 1984, CMT announced it would headquarter it operations at Music Village U.S.A. in Hendersonville, Tennessee.!!Music Village was also the site of the new Twitty City entertain.ment complex. The following month CMT programming enteredthe Dallas and Houston markets via the Warner/ Amex cable sy tern. In April, the service became available in Cincinnati throughthe same system. 
It was around this time that country singer, songwriter andguitarist Stan Hitchcock began serving as CMT's program director. Hitchcock, who would eventually ascend to the rank of enior vice president, became the fir t and most vi ible championof country music videos. Under his leader hip CMT developed ascenic rural image for the graphi1Js displayed between its videosand commercials. Hitchcock also created the popular "Heart To Heart" segments in which he conversed, sang and picked guitarwith cmTent recording artists. 

Responding to increasing demands, RCA Records begancharging local TV stations and clubs for its videos in January1984. 10 The price was $30 for videoclips that ran from three to 10minutes and $40 for longer clips. The label also offered 1 O currentcountry music videos on a reel for $40. These fees were waived formajor clubs and syndicated shows. In announcing that it would notfollow RCA's example, Warner Bros. noted it was then servicingclips to a list of 75 clubs and TV shows. MCA also said it wouldnot charge outlets for videos. Early in 1984, the Scene Three production company in Nashville began converting the old MelroseTheatre on Franklin Road into a major video production facility.
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New regional and national country v_i�eos o�t_l�ts were steadi
oing on the air - but quite often failing w1tliin a �ew we�ks 

lY �ontbs. Superstation WTBS in Atlanta ca�celled 1ts _heavily or 
11 hour-long show Anierica s Mustc Tracks, 111 Jaun-ted weec Y 

f 
tou 

1984 after just 15 weeks of operation. 11 A spokesman. oraJY 
t· sa1· d it dropped the show because there were too fewthe sta wn 

·1 bl 'd O to ,,1,·aw from and becau e those that were ava1 a e ���e w . 
:ere generally of a poor quality. The spokesman estim_ated th�t, 

h. ti·me 75% of the new pop singles had accompanymg music at t is ' 
. 1 d. d videos, but that only about 8% of the country smg es I . 

In Nash ville, the heavily promoted 9 5 On 5 show was a?orted 
[our days before its premiere. A joint venture between rad10 sta-
. WSM FM ("Nashville 95") and WTVF-TV (Channel 5), the non -

· d hour-long show planned to air simultaneously the v1d�o a�, au-
d'o versions of current country singles. 12 The planners cited legal 
q�estions" as their reason for not proceeding with the progra�. 
But WSM-FM did manage to deal itself into the coun�ry music 
video game around this time throug� an agree�ent w�th Nash-

·ue's Marriott Hotel which turned its lounge mto a video club 
::ch Monday night. 13 'Nashville 95FM Country Video Night" fea
tured an on-site DJ from the station who alterna�ed three country 
records with two country videos for a total of s1� h�urs. Record 
labels charged the club $75 for a 60-min�te c�mp1lation tape. 

Also in early 1984, Tennessean music wnters Robert�- Oer
mann and Sandy Neese launched a one-hour show - Music Row

Video_ on Nashville's Channel 39. 14 To tie in with Mother's D_ay, 
1984 Mesa Records artist Karen Taylor-Good (then expectmg 
a child) released a single, "Welcome To The World." 1� She �lso 
commissioned an accompanying video to encourage rad10 sta;10ns 
to co-promote the single with local TV outlets. Taylor-Go�d s la
bel created a bit of video history later that year by persuadm� the 
Coors brewing company to help underwrite t�e cost _of her video, 
"We Just Gotta Dance," in return for promment display of the 
Coors Light logo. 16 

In 1985, Louise Mandrell followed smt when RC Cola 
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subsidized her RCA single, "Some Girls Have All The Luck.' Publicist and record promoter Jeff Walker created a new bu . 
t-

ness in 1983 when, as a service of Arista Media A sociate 11 began promoting country videos - initially for independent labels�Taylor-Good was among his first clients. Then in late 1984, hescored his first major label account when EMI America hired hill'}to promote Michael Martin Murpl1ey's video,' What She Wants.''Out of these early efforts has grown the busy and highly respectedAristoVideo agency. Now working videos in the country, Americana and gospel formats , Arista closely monitors the ever-chang.ing country video scene - both nationally and internationally _and rep01ts its findings each year to the music indu try at large. By May, 1984, 18% of the count:ty singles on the Bil/boardchart had accompanying video .17 TV programmers u ing country clips at this time included HBO Showtime, in.emax MT,TNN and such syndicated shows a ountry Express, Cross Country, This Week In Country Music and Music City USA. Then asnow, label executives wondered to what degree - if at all - videosh lped sell records. A particularly cautiou holdout wa apitol, which bad to thi point produced only two country videos both ofthem for their top star, Anne Munay. Writing in the June 2, 1984, issue of Billboard pioneeringmusic video crjtic Andrew Roblin proclaimed there wa a grandtotal of 149 country music videos in circulation. 18 Thi number included every known video produ ed during the past three years forboth the major and independent country record labels. (While subsequent research shows that Roblin had missed a few titles in hissweep, his numbers were essentially on target.) Roblin's "CountryVideo Catalog" occupied less than one page in the magazine . Like Stan Hitchcock and Jeff Walker, Roblin was one of themost important figures in early country videos . While still a musicbusiness student at Belmont College, Roblin persuaded Billboardeditors to let him cover the country video business as a regular weekly beat- wbich he proceeded to do with great enterprise andtenacity. He also began writing about videos - both as a business
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. 
R ma azine. Subsequently, he es-art form - for Music o� g 

. himself as the aod _an
d Music Row's annual video awards , with ablishe 

:o
l
e jud�

e

. . country radio stations now housin� VCR 'With numerou 
. . l' s may well become impor-equipmeot in house, �ountry ;1de�o

c 
��

eak onto playlists," Roblint,.,_,..,t tools for new a1t1sts s�e mg 
f B ·tlboard 19 In support of this 

"'' 
J 1 7 1984 1 sue o 1 · wrote in th u Y 

. . fi· 111 r·adio programmers that blir ·t d tesnmorues ro assertion, Ro 1 c1 e 
A . Last Night" and "Dixie Dream-.Atlanta ' At�anta Bt�

�
d 

nt � had all been boosted by having . g" and Robm Lee s a 

M · s A&R director for 
10 • ·ct anent Johnny om , bad music v1 eo comp . 

b f Billboard's 130 report-'label told Roblin that all ut two o Lees 
CR · t that time had V s . . B 

ing stat10n_s a 
1 MCA/Nashville 's new president, J1m�y ow-Also 111 Ju Y, 

. t start spending moreen, told the p�e�s that �is la�:k::s

o!��:at
o
many MCA clips had money on ind1v1dual videos. 

d $8 000 to $10 000 each. Bowenb CMT for aroun ' ' 
000 

been shot Y 
. . d. . d 1 budgets to at least $20 ,  ·said he intended to raise t

�
e : 1v1

t' �
a 

and the music look cheap,""Cheap videos make bot t e ar l" 
Bowen said, "and everybod� loses. 

rowing but they didn't Budgets for country videos were g 
ndi�g for prominent h rd labels were spe come close to w at reco 

l st certain to land their clips onpop artists, who, after all, were a
-�: d he made the nine-minuteMTV. Director Jack Cole told Bz

f So�dr, Of The Bed" for "slightly . k G a 's "Le t 1 e • mini-movie for Mar r y 
F . Del1·a reported that he spent 0 000 "21 Director ranc1s less than $5 , · 

. h 1 M t-11 Murphey's "Disenchant-$40 000" on Mic ae ar 1 
. ' 

"more than , . . Small brought in Charley Pnde sed,, By contrast, director Robert 
d $20 000 ,, 

. 
ld H One" for "aroun , . "Every Heart Shou a:e 

Fl Los Angeles based video pro-In August 1984, Fusion t 
�

s,_
�l office with Joanne Gardner duction company, opened a Nas v1 e 

at the helm.22 
' . £ his "God Bless The U.S.A.'' wasLee Greenwood s video_ or 

t· and at the National 1984 R pubhcan conven ion played at the 
. � & Jews banquet in Portland, Oregon Conference Of Chnstians 
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later the same year. KHSL-TV in Chico, California used it for it 
nightly sign-off slot.23 

s 

Hank Williams Jr. made a big video splash during the sumine . 
of 1984 �ith his multi-star All My Rowdy riend Are omin; 
Over Tomgbt. Face featured in the clip -wbich wonld go 011 to 
win both tbe Academy of ountry Music's and the ountry Mu ic 
Association's first video of the year awards - included Willie Nel
son Waylon Jennings Bobby Bare, Jessi Colter K.li Kristoffer
son Grandpa Jone Porter Wagoner, Dickey Bett , George Tho
rogood Leon Redbone and comedians Jim Varney and Cheech & 
Chong.24 The clip excited enough interest for MTV to program 
it. This was not however, MTV' fu-st use of a country video. 
That distinction went to Eddie Rabbitt s l982 clip Step By 
Step."25 (Martina McBride's 1992 ''The Time Has Come" was the 
first country video to be clo e-captioned and Tracy Lawrence's 
1994 '1Renegades, Rebels And Rogues the first to have Dolby 
lllTound Sound.) 

Williams deserves an enonnous amount of credit for infus
ing country video with a sense of urprise, spectacle and good 
humor. Instead of participating in them grudgingly as many other 
e tablished artists were then doing, Williams gave a great deal of 
thought, time and money to his videos. And he ucceeded almost 
too well. Between 1985 and 1989, he won six ACM and CMA 
video awards, leading him to observe with some annoyance in 
one acceptance speech that "I make some audio, too." It should 
also be noted that Williams didn't turn to videos to lift a sagging 
recording career. He was already the top charting country artist 
during this period. 

MTV taged its first video music awards show Sept. 14 1984, 
at Radio City Music Hall. Although the network programmed 
occa iona I country videos no country clips were among the 
first nominees. 

It was quite rare, but ccasionally a country video managed 
to raise eyebrows along Music Row. Take Alabama's "(There's 
A Fire) In The Night' for example. Because it bowed flashes of 
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female nudity, some outlets and Alabama's management company 
complained. Accordingly, in September 1984, RCA recalled the 
original video and quickly (and quietly) replaced it with a more 
circumspect version. 26 

In its Oct. 20, 1984, issue, Billboard began inserting a dia
mond-shaped symbol beside the songs on its Hot Country Singles 
chart that had accompanying music videos. That first week, only 
seven of the 100 charted singles boasted them. A story in the Nov. 
I 7, 1984, issue of Billboard reported that each of Rowe Interna
tional's 250 video jukeboxes in the U. S. now carried 10 country 
clips. "It's rare for us to reject a country video," said Rowe's video 
services director Michael Reinart, "because demand is so great 
and availability so limited."27 

Andrew Roblin 's picks for Music Rows first Country Video 
Awards were David Hogan, best director; Mark Gray's "Left Side 
Of The Bed," best video by a new artist; Moe Bandy & Joe Stam
pley's "Where's The Dress," best video by a group or duo; Karen 
Taylor-Good's "Welcome To The World," best video starring a fe
male; and Hank Williams Jr. 's "All My Rowdy Friends Are Com
ing Over Tonight," best video starring a male.28 

As 1984 neared its end, there arose a cry that music videos 
were too violent. However, the National Coalition On Television 
Violence, which made the public complaint, did not cite any coun
try music videos as being offensive.29 A representative said the 
Coalition viewed "nearly 900 clips" in arriving at its conclusion. 
A lso at the close of 1984, record labels were trying to determine 
if videos should be released at the same time as the single they ac
companied. The practice had been for the video to come out after 
(and sometimes long after) the single had been released.30 

In March 1985, TNN began its first weekday show devoted 
to country videos. The half-hour Video Country ran three times a 
day, Monday through Friday.31 It joined TNN's first video show, 
Country Clips, which had been airing on Saturdays and which was 
hosted by Shotgun Red, a puppet. For many artists, the final in
dignity in an already demeaning existence was being forced to 
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converse with a puppet - on camera - to get a video played. Com
menting on the Video Country debut, TNN's director of program
ming C. Paul Corbin, noted that the network had about 250 videos 
in its library, compared to the "50 quality country videos" he said 
were available a year earlier. He added that TNN would use per
formance clips from its 95 episodes of New Counuy (a series that 
showcased recording acts performing current and recent releases) 
to augment the regular videos. 

In the fall of 1985, RCA/Columbia Pictures Home Video re
leased Ronnie Milsap: Golden Video.32 It was the first compila
tion of country videos ever offered for retail sale. Less than a year 
later, Sawyer Brown began selling at its concerts a compilation 
of four of its videos.33 Music Village USA sold CMT to Caribou 
Communications in 1986 for $10 million. 34 The principal players 
among the new owners were James William Guerico, head of Car
ibou; Nyhl Henson, president of CMT; and Peter Wilson, business 
manager for the network. 

A survey release by Aristo Video Promotions in the spring 
of 1986 said that 94% of the music video users polled agreed 
that video program could help break a new artist and 30% of that 
group claimed to have evidence that video play could boost record 
sales.35 Additionally, 30% said they preferred concept to perfor
mance videos, while 51 % expressed no preference. 

With videos becoming more commonplace, some artists and 
directors tried to heighten viewer interest by linking videos to
gether to form a continuing narrative. Thus, K. T. Oslin's '"80s 
Ladies" spawned the thematic sequel "I'll Always Come Back." 
Travis Tritt's video for "Anymore" (199 l) introduced the battle
crippled and embittered war veteran, Mac Singleton, who would 
re-appear again in "Tell Me I Was Dreaming" (1995) and "If I 
Lost You" (1998). In 1994, Tracy Lawrence played a time-traveler 
who leaps from video to video, surfacing as a race car driver in "If 
The Good Die Young," a gunslinger in "Renegades, Rebels And 
Rogues," a high school hero in "I See It Now" and a pirate in "As 
Any Fool Can See." (All four videos were released in 1994.) 
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The practice of "spicing up" country videos with celebrities 
from othe� fields - as Hank Williams Jr. did in 1984 with "All My
Rowdy Fnends Are Coming Over Tonight" - continued through 
the '80s and '90s. That same year, Lee Greenwood tapped Dal

las actor Patrick Duffy to play a supporting role in "You've Got 
A G�o� Lov_e Comin'." In 1985, Ricky Skaggs shot his "Country
Bo� video m New York with then-mayor Ed Koch, actor David 
Keith and dancer Charlotte D'Amboise as guests. Reba McEntire 
also embraced the technique early, beginning in 1986 with Da
vid Keith in "What Am I Gonna Do Without You" and continuing 
with Bruce Boxleitner in "Cathy's Clown" (1989) and rock star 
Huey Lewi� in t�e mini

_
-movie "Is There Life Out There" (1991).

Jo-El Sonmer patred with actor Judge Reinhold in his 1988 clip 
"Tear-Stained Letter." 

' 

Garth Brooks probably set the record for the number and va
riety of guest artists in a single music video with his 1993 plea for 
toleranc

_
e'. "We Shall Be Free." With news footage of war, vio

lent political protests and mass starvation serving as background, 
�rooks, then at the height of his fame, elicited words of inspiration 
m 

_
cameos from Paula Abdul, Burt Bacharach, HaITy Belafonte, 

Michael Bolton, John Elway, Boomer Esiason, Whoopi Goldberg, 
Amy Grant, Julio Iglesias, Bernie Kosar, Jay Leno, Marlee Matlin, 
Reba McEntire, Warren Moon, Eddie Murphy, Martina Navrati
lova, Craig T. Nelson, Gen. Colin Powell, Michael W. Smith, Pat
rick S:"ayze, El�zabeth Taylor, Lily Tomlin and Kristi Yamaguchi. 
The video premiered during the 1993 Super Bowl. 

Although the count1y music charts were essentially all white 
during this period - with Charley Pride, Ray Charles and Cleve 
Francis being the chief exceptions - directors saw to it that actors 
from racial minorities appeared regularly in artists' videos. The 
examples are legion, but a few of them include Skaggs' "Country 
Boy," Eddie Rabitt's "The Wanderer" (1988), Paul Overstreet's 
"Seein' My Father ln Me" (1989), Billy Dean's "Only Here For 
A Little While" (1990), Alan Jackson's "Chasin' That Neon Rain
bow" (1990) Martin Delray's "Get Rhythm" (starring Johnny 
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Cab 1991) Vince Gill's "Pocket Full Of Gold" (199L) and the 
J udds 'Love Can Build A Bridge ' ( 1991 ). Black actor Barry Scott 
co-starred in Travis Tritt' 'Mac Singleton" video trilogy (1991-
1998) as Mac' best friend. 

Billboard introduced "The Clip List" column in its Nov. 11 
l 987 i sue. It listed the top videos that week for such services a�
MTV, Black Entertainment Television, TNN, VH-1, The All New
Record Guide, Hit Video USA, The Beam and Night Tracks. Be
fore this the magazin had can-ied only MTV's weekly lineup.
Seven months later, in its May 14, 1988, issue, Billboard added
CMT's playlist to this weekly report..

On April 1, 1988, Rowe International introduced the first 
all-country reel for its Video Jukebox. Each reel contained 
38-40 videos.36 

In early 1988, video director Jack Cole publicly criticized
TNN for not including video directors in its new "Viewer's 
Choice" video awards. 37 At this point, TNN recognized only the 
video's stars and producers. The following year, directors were 
added. Also in 1988, the Country Music Association announced 
it would no longer confer a video of the year award. The category 
was restored, however, in 1989. 

By today's standards, country videos were still relatively 
scarce. In May, 1988, CMT's Hitchcock reported that his network 
had a library of 450 titles. TNN's Corbin estimated his network's 
video holdings at "well over 600."38 Despite these modest num
bers, though, video production was gaining momentum. CMT 
added 140 new videos to its playlist in 1988, compared to 104 in 
1987. In early 1989, CMT initiated its Country Video Countdown

to spotlight the week's Top 10 clips. Rankings were determined 
by viewer comments and movement on Billboard's singles chart. 

Billboard reported on the front page of its April 22, 1989, 
issue that the new Kenny Rogers futuristic music video, "Planet 
Texas," would cost $600,000 to produce, a figure, the article spec
ulated, "might make it the highest-priced short-form music video 
ever produced."39 The five-and-a-half minute clip, which was 
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financed by Warner Bros., NBC and "various outside sources," 
was unveiled May 20, 1989, on Rogers' NBC-TV special, which 
co-starred Dolly Parton and Willie Nelson. In spite of the hoopla 
5u1-rounding the video, the "Planet Texas" single rose only to No. 
30 on the Billboard chart. 

Reacting to country music's growing appeal then being pow
ered by Garth Brook's massive ticket and records sales, VH-1 es
tablished This Is VH-1 Country in early 1990, billing itself as "the 
show for people who didn't know they liked country music."40 

Among the acts, other than Brooks, whose videos were featured 
on the show were Marty Stuart, Foster & Lloyd, the O'Kanes, 
Clint Black, Rodney Crowell and Jason D. Williams. 

On June 1, 1990, Radio & Records announced the results of a 
Street Pulse Group survey that said CMT was attracting younger 
viewers than TNN.41 While this may have been so, the fact re
mained that CMT was still programming videos by artists of all 
ages, using graphics aimed at older and rural viewers and carrying 
ads that appealed primarily to adults. 

In mid-1990, TNN appointed Larry Pareigis its music video 
programmer. Because Pareigis was also serving as music director 
for WSM-AM/FM, his appointment raised the question of wheth
er video channels might become as tightly programmed as radio.42 

On Nov. 28, 1990, MPI Home Video released The Judds:

Love Can Build A Bridge, a 60-minute package that contained 
a 3-D version of the music video "Love Can Build A Bridge" 
and the story surrounding its making. Each package came with 
two pair of 3-D glasses. According to the news release announc
ing this project, it was "the world's first Three Dimensional 
Music Video. "43 

Opryland USA and Group W Communications purchased 
CMT on Jan. 16, 1991, from James William Guercio and the Siller
man Companies. Robert H. "Bob" Baker was immediately named 
CMT's director of operations, and Ric Trask, who had helped pro
gram CMT since 1987, was appointed manager of programming. 
At this point, CMT claimed 12.5 million subscribers. Under the 
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new .ownership, T� took c�arge of CMT's programming, engj.
neermg and techmcal operat10ns, while Group W handled adve ._. . l 

tlsmg sales, marketing, affiliate relations and public relations. 
From the moment they made their purchase, Opryland anct 

Group W let it be known that CMT would seek a more youthful audience than the one TNN had been building. The new manage.
ment quickly discarded CMT's old-fashioned and typographically
ornate logo, dropped the sweeping and majestic landscape graph
ics and dismissed Stan Hitchcock, who had not only been CMT's
chief programmer but also its only on-camera personality. 

Hitchcock moved to Branson, Missouri where on April 3 ' ' 
,1993, he launched the Americana Network. Initially, it aired as 

part of the Nostalgia Channel. Like the original CMT, Americana 
had a distinctly rural and small-town look and an older, more tradi
tional country music sound. Here, Hitchcock revived the popular 
"Heart To Heart" segments he originated on CMT. At Americana 
music videos were a relatively small part of the overall program� 
ming, but they were sometimes used quite imaginatively. A Wall
Street Journal reviewer raved about Americana's quirky Night Air
series that used several music videos by the same artist as the core 
of each of its hour-long episodes. The series took place on the 
night shift of mythical radio station KANT. Jim Kalal, "The All 
Night Guy," would hover over his turntable and ramble on about 
life, art and fellow station personnel. When he started his turnta
ble spinning, a video by the featured star came on. Unfortunately, 
Americana was never able to find a sustainable cable niche and
thus closed as a network in 1994. 

(In an Aug. 2, 2013 e-mail to the author, Hitchcock wrote: 
"Americana was sold to Liberty Media, in 1995, who intended 
to relaunch it on a cable channel that they owned. However, this 
was during the period of time when politicians were trying to re
regulate cable and the FCC would not let Liberty switch the chan
nels. And so Americana rested on their shelves for some time. I 
purchased the Americana libra1y and assets from the Liberty 
group a few years later and have used the library as supplemental 
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programming for ow· cun-ent cable network, BlueHighways TV 
so our concept is still at work.") 

The new management at CMT lost no time in establishing its 
authority over video content. Barely four month after the switch 
in 0wnersliip, the network dropped Garth Brooks' The Thunder 
Rolls from it playlist, asserting its story of infidelity dom stic 
abuse and homicide wa too violent. On July 22, 1991 Ric Trask 
i sued a directiv to the video departments at record labels com
plaining of 'non-musical video intros" and rnai11taining CMT's 
right to edit ii, cooperation with the labels) videos that did not fit 
the network's format.44 When MCA Record released Reba McEn
tire 's "Is There Life Out There" in late 1991, CMT wrote a letter 
to the label that said it was airing the video "with very strong mis
givings." In the letter, Director of Operations Baker complained: 
"With more than two minutes of dialogue in the middle, this 
project is more a mini-movie than a music video. CMT programs 
music videos, not movies."45 

Aiming to assess the power of music videos to generate fan 
feedback, Columbia Records released two video interpretations 
of Stacy Dean Campbell's first single, "Rosalee. "46 The first one 
was a concept video in black-and-white; the second, released to 
outlets 10 days later, had color footage and showed Campbell per
forming. It was tagged with a "Stacy Dean Campbell Infonnation 
Hotline" message that invited viewers to call an 800 number, vote 
on which of the two videos they preferred and submit certain de
mographic data. Ambitious though the project was, "Rosalee," the 
single, peaked at an ignominious No. 54. 

While it is risky to ascribe success to single sources, there 
was a general sense within the music industry at the time that the 
videos for "The Dance" and "Achy Breaky Heart" were crucial in 
transforming Garth Brooks and Billy Ray Cyrus into superstars. 

"The Dance," released in 1990, was Brooks' second video, 
but it had all the drama and majesty his first video, the gentle and 
gauzy "If Tomorrow Never Comes," lacked. Trading on images of 
John F. Kennedy, Martin Luther King Jr., John Wayne, the recently 
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departed Keith Whitley, the crew of the doomed Challenger rocket
and the killed-in-action rodeo star Lane Frost, the video seemed 
to be making a profound statement, even if one had to listen to the 
lyrics of the song to discern what it was. ("Our lives are better left
to chance/I could have missed the pain/But I'd have had to miss
the dance.") The video marked Brooks as a man with a message, a 
role he reinforced with his next video, the dark and brooding "The 
Thunder Rolls." Both videos won CMA video of the year awards. 

Similarly, the "Achy Break Heart" video (1991 ), which pre

ceded the release of Cyrus' corresponding single, was a perfor
mance clip designed to present him as a full-blown rock star. 
Here's how Sandy Neese, the chief publicist at Mercury Records 
when Cyrus signed to the label, recalled the video's impact: 

The video had everything to do with BRC's success. 
When we were brainstorming in a meeting about what to do 
with BRC and "Achy Breaky Heart," Claudia Mize [from 
the A&R department] said, "Why don't we do a dance?" 
We decided to put out the video early and use the dance to 
introduce the country to him. "The Achy Breaky" [ dance J 
was choreographed by Melanie Greenwood. Because BRC 
was such an unusual artist and already had such an avid 
fan base in his home area, Mark Ball from Scene Three 
and I talked [Mercury's general manager] Paul Lucks into 
letting us do the video in Ashland, Kentucky. Thus, all the 
enthusiasm you saw on screen was legit. Melanie went up 
early and taught a bunch of folks the dance, which was 
featured in the video, too. This was during the height of the 
popularity of country line dancing, so we also filmed an 

instructional video with Melanie on "How to Do the Achy 

Breaky" and sent it to clubs all over the country, along 
with the actual video. Club owners loved the idea and thus 

' 

promoted both the [dance] contest [Mercury created] and 
the video heavily .... The winning couple, ironically, was 
from a dance club on Long Island! 

That was the marketing ploy we used to make the country 
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familiar with him before the single was released. By the time the

video went on CMT, there were women calling the label and CMT,

ringing the phone off the hook. One lady even said they had to tell

her when the video was going to air so she could get her work

ers out of the break room and back to work, assuring them that

they could dash back to the room every time the video aired. That

demand helped push the single onto the radio and [give BRC the

only No. 1 single of his career]. 47

On Oct. 19, 1992, CMT launched CMT Europe, with a pro

gramming mix of videos by American and European country- or 
country flavored - acts. Subsequently, the network extended its 
reach into Europe and also branched into areas of Latin America 

and Asia. Although it had been operating in Canada for 10 years, 
CMT was kicked out of the country on Jan. 1, 1995. Bowing to 
its own "domestic content" policies, the Canadian government 
gave its blessings to a hastily assembled Canadian-owned service 
called New Country Network. CMT's exile was only temporary, 
however. On June 5, 1995, New Country Network announced 
that it had made a deal to buy 20% of New Country Network 
from its owners, Rogers Communications and Rawlco Com
munications.48 The new service would be called CMT: Country 
Music Television (Canada). 

CMT noted in a Sept. 29, 1995 news release that a number of 
country artists had gone outside the U. S. to film their music videos. 
As examples, the release cited Reba McEntire's "And Still" (shot 

in Santiago Atitlan, Guatemala), Shania Twain's "The Woman In 
Me" (Cairo), Lari White's "What A Woman Wants" (Rome), John 
and Audrey Wiggins' "Has Anybody Seen Amy" (Devon, Eng
land) and Tim McGraw's "Refried Dreams" (Tijuana). This same 
release boasted that CMT was seen "in over 39 million television 
homes worldwide, including the United Kingdom, Scandinavia, 
Germany, Ireland, the Netherlands, Latvia, the Czech Republic, 
Poland, Russia, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia and Georgia." 

CMT got some domestic competition on Dec. 31, 1995, 
when Jones International Networks, of Englewood, Colorado, 
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opened Great American Country, an around-the-clock country 
music video network. 

Despite a threat by some major label executives to cut back 
on music video production in 1996, the year ended with about as 
many videos released as the year before, around 220. In December 
1996, CMT estimated that its worldwide audience had grown to 
more than 50 million cable households. 

On Feb. 10, 1997, Westinghouse/CBS announced it had 
reached an agreement to buy TNN and CMT from Gaylord En
tertainment, including its share of CMT Canada. Gaylord said it 
would maintain ownership of CMT Europe. 

With refinements in digital technology in the late 1990s, 
music videos began appearing on enhanced CDs and were rou
tinely available for viewing on the Internet. Marcus Hummons' 
low-budget video, "Looking For The Child," made its Internet 
debut on Dec. 10, 1999. The rising cost of music videos during 
this period, coupled with a significant decline in country record 
sales, caused record labels to be more cautious in commissioning 
videos. In the early 2000s, it became common for labels to wait 
until a single showed chart potential before producing a video on 
it. With more live and specialized long-fonn programming, CMT 
cut back severely on the number of videos it showed. 

By 2000, the music video had reached its maturity and settled 
in as just another promotional tool on the musical landscape. The 
exciting newcomer then competing with videos for viewer atten
tion was the Internet. 

Even so, country music videos continue to be a vital - if 
alternative - form of entertainment. Aris to Video's 2012 report 
on country video outlets cited four national networks - CMT, 
GAC, The Country Network and GMC - plus such online sites 
as You Tube, MTV.com, VHl .com, Yahoo Music, Yallwire and 
Roughstock. 49

Also listed are numerous regional video shows, as well 
as county video outlets in Australia, Canada, Norway, Romania, 
Germany, Mexico and Bulgaria. 
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But beyond their economic and promotional importance 
country videos have also developed artistically; Although the; 
still don't aspire to the flash and glitter of their MTV cousins, the 
best country videos have a thematic and dramatic wholeness that 
exists quite separately from the songs that give them birth. There 
can be no serious history written of country music in the last two 
decades of the Twentieth Century that doesn't take music videos into 
account. And a footnote or two won't do it. 
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The Linguistic Construction 

of an Oppositional 

Country Music Voice 

By Catherine Evans Davies 

Department of English, The University of Alabama 

Abstract 

This study, unusual in that it is informed by reactions of the 

songwriter, is a discourse analysis of the lyrics of a song that pres

ents an oppositional country music voice within the politically con

servative culture of American country music. It documents how 

the songwriter uses the resources of classic country music form 

and style to craft a (white) working-class voice that attempted to 

speak across the partisan divide in 2004 at the same time that the 

song was used by local Democrats in the presidential campaign. 

Constructed as a message to the unnamed President, the song ap

propriates the ballad form for expository purposes, in an attempt 

to persuade the typical country music audience. The context of the 

song is analyzed in terms of Bakhtinian "vari-directional double 

voicing," as a minority group plays on intertextuality by using the 

conventions of the majority discourse community to express a 

critical political stance. 
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1. Introduction:

Whereas a range of political opinion can be found within th world of country music, it is generally accepted that mainstre e 
country music in the United States is oriented to a politically c

a
m. . on-ser:�t1ve a�dien�e ( cf. Willman 2005). Dramatic evidence of thispolitical onentat10n was provided by the negative reaction of th 

fans and _ t�e industry to a critical comment about President Bus� 
by t�e Di_xie Chi?ks on a British stage in 2003. 1 Before the 2004 
presidential elect10n, the newly-organized Music Row Democrats2 
used as a theme song "Takin' My Country Back," written by David 
Kent.3 According �o Willman (2005:203), the song "was capably 
performed by sess10n players and singers dubbed 'Honky Tankers 
for Truth' after some closeted Democratic stars declined to give it 
a croon." The song was then widely disseminated as a free MP3.4 
�h�s the Mu_sic Row Democrats, in the city where the country mu
sic mdustry is based, raised a challenge to the dominant discourse 
of c�nservatisn� and uncritical hyper-patriotism within the country 
music commumty. 

David Kent (personal communication, 5/23/09) decided to 
aim for "sincerity, depth, message and believability." Instead of 
writing something humorous that would be oriented to an audi
ence of partisan Democrats, he set out to write a song that would 
reach out to somebody who was a real country music fan, i.e., a 
s?�� that would be listened to and that would thus have the pos
sibility of persuading the listener to reconsider opinions, laying 
out real arguments that would ring true. For this reason he rewrote 
a Bush-bashing original bridge (including "you ain't a common 
man" and "thousand-dollar cowboy hat") that partisan Democrats 
loved, in order to try to find political-party-free common ground. 
Kent commented that he was treading a fine line in writing the 
song, and gave the analogy of "telling your best friend that his 
wife is cheating on him." He wanted to lay out as much fault as 
he could while couching it in a way that was palatable, because he
knew that he had an unsympathetic audience. 
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The strong focus on the verbal in country music allows lyrics 
to be foregrounded, a characteristic that the Music Row Demo
crats used to advantage in launching their ideological challenge. 
This song as data source is unusual, unlike most song lyrics, be
cause we know the intent of the creator of the song, and the gener
al purposes of the group that used the song: it is addressed to typi
cal country music fans in hopes of convincing them to recognize 
their own interests, and it attempts to arouse them as citizens by 
giving them a voice. Bakhtinian multivocality ( cf. Bakhtin 1981) 
is particularly apropos here, in particular "vari-directional double 
voicing," as a minority group plays on intertextuality by using 
the conventions of the majority discourse community to express 
a critical political stance. Unlike satire and parody, however, the 
intent was not to mock but rather to create a believable country 
music persona, using all of the conventions of the genre, to try to 
get a hearing for a different point of view. In effect, the singer is 
modeling what a Democratic country music fan would believe and 
would say. At the same time, the audience of partisan Democrats 
within the industry and elsewhere could enjoy the song because 
of the clever "translation" of their ideas from the discourse of the 
political campaign into the language of country music. 

Using an approach to discourse analysis based in interactional 
sociolinguistics (Gumperz 1982, 1992, 2001; Goffman 1981; Tan
nen 1993; Schiffrin 1994; Coupland 2007) with elements drawn 
from positioning theory in discursive psychology (Davies & Har
re 1990, Potter 2005) combined with the analysis of metaphor in 
American political discourse (G. Lakoff 2002, 2004), this study 
analyzes how the song, "Takin' My Country Back," uses the re
sources of classic country music form and style to craft a critical 
country music voice that speaks across the partisan divide. The 
focus will naturally be on the lyrics, but interactions of the music 
with the lyrics will be touched on as appropriate. The study will 
refer to all aspects of language that are drawn upon as resource: 
accent, word choice, grammar, and patterns of language use. 
An unusual dimension of this study is feedback from the writer 
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himself, who graciously read and commented on the analysis; his 
reactions are documented in the text and in footnotes. 

In this study I draw on previous scholarship on the form and 
style of country music lyrics, and attempt to build on that work 
from an interactional sociolinguistic perspective in order to dem
onstrate, in the course of the entire analysis, the following about 
the discourse of this particular song: 

how the "voice" of (white) working-class experience typical 
of country music (Malone 1998, 2002; Fox 2004) is positioned to 

speak for the nation; 
how what Rogers (1989) calls the "sincerity contract" is 

honored, and how a relationship between singer and addressee is 
constructed through pronouns, terms of address, and vernacular 

language choice; 

further, how the relationship between singer and addressee 

is appropriate to the critical stance of the song, pursuant to G. 
Lakoff's identification of metaphor in political discourse; 

how typical themes of country music (Rogers 1989) are 
deployed, and how simple, concrete language typical of country 

music (Ackerman 1966) translates more abstract domestic and 

foreign policy ideas; 
how the characteristic wordplay of country music based on 

the "hinge construction" (identified by Rogers and Williams 2000) 
is used and elaborated; 

how metacommentary (including the musical semiotics of 
country music) and intertextuality are effectively employed; 

how the ballad form is transformed for expository purpos
es, so that we find what looks like an essay format with a topic 

sentence and supp01iing points; 

how the song represents an interesting example of Bakhtinian 

"vari-directional double voicing. 

The entire text of the lyrics is located in the appendix, orga
nized into natural units of the musical form. The study will move 

through the lyrics in order by numbered lines, repeating them in 
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the text for ease of the reader. 5 

2. The first, introductory, stanza of the ballad:
The introductory stanza of the song begins by naming typi

cal country music themes that are presumably conceptualized as 

"non-political": 

1. COUNTRY MUSIC'S GOT MAMAS AND DADDYS

2. WE GOT BAR ROOMS AND OLD HEARTBREAK SONGS

This metacommentary, showing reflexive awareness of 

themes and conventions of country music, is a way for the singer 

to say ''I'm one of you" (Kent, personal communication).6 The 
themes alluded to here are family ("mamas and daddys"), drink

ing ("bar rooms"), and failed love ("old heartbreak songs"). Lexi
cal characteristics of country music, based in Southern vernacular, 

can be seen in "mamas and daddys, "7 rather than the more formal 

"mothers and fathers," or the equally informal but not characteris
tic "mommies," or "papas" (Cassidy and Hall, 2003). Vernacular 
fo1ms of language, as an essential element of the class persona of 
the singer, can be seen in the reduced auxiliary of "we got" rather 

than "we've got." 

The singer then pivots on the adversative coordinating con
junction "but" in line 3, creating a contrast between the typical 
country music themes just mentioned and what the singer is about 
to present. This is going to be something different from typical 
country songs. 

3. BUT I'M HERE TODAY TO STAND UP AND S AY
4. HOW I FEEL ABOUT MY HOME SWEET HOME

The singer uses deictic terms oriented to place ("here") and 
time ("today") to locate each perf01mance or playing of the song 

in the immediate present location. The singer "stands up" to speak, 
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metaphorically becoming visible and "taking a stand." He is stand
ing up to be counted, in an allusion both to voting in a democratic 
process, and also more directly to the American citizen's right to 
free speech under the First Amendment to the Constitution. No. 
tice, however, that the singer does not express this in terms of 
what he "thinks;" rather, he is going to he express "how he feels." 
Thus his opinion is framed in emotional terms, whereas we con
ventionally oppose thought and emotion, assuming that emotion 
will color thought and damage its objectivity. In fact, in ordinary 
vernacular language, people often express opinions in terms of 
"how I feel about sornethin.g, i.e., using "feel" as an epistemic 
verb like "think." Consider the difference if the singer had said 
"I'm here today to stand up and say what I think about my horn� 
sweet home." "How I feel" makes it stronger, and the combination 
of "how I feel about" with the nominal construction "my home 
sweet home" is ve1y powerful with the repetition of the emotion
ally resonant word "home" ( compared with something like "how 
I feel about the current situation of the United States domestically 
and internationally"). 

This use of "feel," I suggest, is related to an aspect of the 
"sincerity contract" identified by Rogers (1989: x) as essential 
to country music: "A country song is treated as a special form 
of communication---communication that more closely resembles 
interpersonal or face-to-face communication between two people 
than do other types of mass appeal music. The close bond that ex
ists between audience and performers, as well as the unique treat
ment of the song topics, fosters the acceptance of what is described 
here as a 'sincerity contract' .... " Conforming to the sincerity con
t�act is essential for establishing credibility and acceptability. It is 
lmked both to self disclosure, and also to presenting what appear 
to be a singer's own personal statements in the song. What is sug
gested here is that the singer's message will be experienced as 
sincere because of the implied emotional basis of his judgment; 
we often speak of an authentic communication as "heartfelt." 
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In line 5 we come to the "hinge constructio_n," identified by 
Rogers and Williams (2000) as a type of wordplay that is a distinc
tive characteristic of count1y music. 

5. WHAT'S LEFT, WHAT'S RIGHT AND WHAT'S WRONG ...

Here we have a series of three short clauses modifying - by
standing in apposition - to the clause "how I feel about my home 
sweet home," which is a noun clause serving as direct object of 
''I'm here today to stand up and say." Thus line 5 could be sub
stituted for line 4, yielding, "I'm here today to stand up and say 
what's left, what's right and what's wrong." Each consists of the 
subject "what," the contracted copula ("'s"), and a different pred
icate adjective. The comma after the first clause conventionally 
replaces the conjunction "and" in the series of three. 

Rogers and Williams talk about "hinging a phrase to allow 
the second half to negate the first" (2000:5 0). The most common 
type has a verb in each half, as in "you're out doing what I'm 
here doing without" (A. Frizzell/ B. Roberts, 1983). Rogers and 
Williams also cite examples of hinge constructions based on ad
jectives: "you were unbelievable and I was seventeen; back when 
you were blue and I was green." ("When you were blue and I was 
green," Kin Vassy 1981). These constructions appear to be a form 
of 'garden path sentences' (Fodor and Fen-eira, F., 1998) in that 
the reader or hearer is "led down the garden path" by the grammar 
to favor one particular interpretation and then suddenly thrown a 
grammatical loop, so to speak, that forces a retroactive reinterpre
tation. A similar phenomenon occurs on a more complex level in 
the punch lines of jokes (Attardo, 2001), and a very primitive form 
of this hinge idea occurs in popular culture on the show "Wheel of 
Fortune" where the word puzzle is called "Before and A fter." An 
example (5/25/06) was "Flower [ child] safety seat," with "child" 
as the hinge between "flower child" and "child safety seat." On the 
basis of the elaborated hinge construction in this particular song, 
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I would challenge Rogers and Williams 's general analysis that the 
subsequent part of the construction "negates" the earlier part. It 
seems to me that each hinge, as it forces a retroactive reinterpreta
tion of an earlier part, adds another layer of meaning. Traces of 
the �rst interpretati_on linger even as the newer one is laid on top,
addmg depth and nchness to the semantics of the song. I hope to 
make this point in the analysis that follows. 

In the case of the line "what's left, what's right and what's 
wrong" there appears to be a double hinge. 8 The first clause 
"what's left" is conventionally interpretable as "what remains" � 
presumably after a negative event in which something has been 
removed or destroyed. Thus a first interpretation is that the singer 
is talking about a sort of triage after the damage that has been 
done to the singer's "home sweet home" from the singer's point 
of view by an unnamed agent or cause. In 2004 this could have 
been interpreted as a reference to the 9/11 event, and also, in a 
typical country music stance favoring nostalgia for the "good old 
days," it would be a negative allusion to change. But almost im
mediately a nice ambiguity is created by the hinge in the predicate 
adjective in the second part of the figure, the syntactically parallel 
"what's right." The hinge forces a retroactive reinterpretation of 
"what's left" as political in contrast with "what's right." Within 
the typical context of country music, presumably, "political left" 
has negative connotations, and "political right" has positive con
notations. Actually, this also highlights the semantic advantage 
of conservatives who can claim the word "right" to describe their 
politics. Then the second hinge based in the third predicate adjec
tive again forces yet another retrospective reinterpretation with 
the third part of the figure, the syntactically parallel structure 
"what's wrong." With this double hinge construction we have 
gone from left (meaning "remains") to political left and right, to 
a moral opposition between right and wrong. In my reading of 
these lyrics, the third part of the figure subtly calls into question 
the first two parts considered as a unit. A possible message here 
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is that th re i ometbing wrong in the country that tran cends 
politica� pai:ti anship and needs to be addressed. t �l o u�ge. ts,
by irnplicat10n, that we need to move beyond polanzed thinkmg 
tbat split everything between the left and the right. This stance 
would be consistent with my interpretation of the rest of the song 
and matches David Kent's intention. 

3. The first version of the refrain:

The tempo now picks up, the typical country music instru
mentation fills out,9 and the volume increases, all conveying a 
movement from commentary and reflection to action, and the song 
now moves directly into the refrain, which begins with an expan
sion of the title line of the song: 

6. I'M TAKIN' MY COUNTRY BACK

The use of pronouns is very striking in this line. The first per
son pronoun that begins the line is an active subject, who is tak
ing something back. Here we have the voice of white working 
class experience claiming to speak for the nation (Malone 1998, 
2002; Fox 2005). It is the singular voice of the individual who is 
speaking for the "common man" representing "the people" in the 
American democracy, and a profound opposition is created be
tween the "I" of the singer and the "you" of the President who is 
being addressed directly (although of course we don't realize that 
the President is being addressed until the next line). The President 
is also the unnamed agent in relation to two grammatical construc
tions. What is suggested (and intended) through the grammar is 
that the addressee is responsible for the damage implied in the first 
interpretation of "what's left." He is also the unnamed agent from 
whom the country needs to be taken back by the singer. This will 
be discussed further below in relation to the verb in this line. 

Matching the first person singular subject pronoun is the 
possessive pronoun "my" modifying "country." In light of the 
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sincerity contract, it is interesting that these are not plural pro
nouns: "We're takin' our country back." The writer has created a 
nice balance between singular and plural first person pronouns·
("we/us/our") are in fact used in the song in eleven different place·
within the ballad stanzas and the variable parts of the refrain, ere� 
ating an intertextual allusion to the "we the people" of the U.S 
Constitution. The singular pronoun is used in the repeated parts of 
the refrain, at the beginning of the third stanza of the ballad, and in 
the bridge, discussed below, which provides further identification 
of the singer. The singer thus claims, through pronouns, both to 
speak as an individual for "the common man," and to speak for the 
entire audience. I suggest that "I" is deployed in these places in the 
song not only because of the typical conventions of the "sincerity 
c_ontract," but also because of a grammatical peculiarity of Eng
lish. Some other languages (e.g., Tok Pisin in New Guinea) allow 
a speaker to distinguish between inclusive we (I and you together) 
and exclusive we (I and the rest of us as opposed to you), bu� 
English does not. The singer needs to create a clear distinction be
tween the "I"of the "common people" and the "you" of President 
Bush (representing the current administration and control of the 
government). The singer could conceivably have used Southern 
�ernacular plural "y'all" in certain places to indicate the Repub
lican Congress, for example as the missing subject pronoun for 
"cussin' each other on the Senate floor" in line 50, but the writer 
intended the addressee to be President Bush. 

Yet another layer of possible meaning is suggested in this title 
phrase in the introductory stanza; "my country" could also refer to 
the genre of country music itself, which had been supportive of the 
Bush Administration. If the singer had said "I'm takin' America 
back," there would be no such possibility of polysemy. 

The verb is also an effective lexical choice. It is a vernacu
lar construction from the core Germanic base of the vocabulary, 
"to take back," as opposed to the more formal Latinate synonym 
"reclaim" which would not fit the vernacular tone of the song as 
characteristic of country music and of the class persona of the 
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singers. Tl1e nasal fronting or more colloquially "droppfog of tbe 
g' in "takin' is also important becau e it signals vernacular and 
I would argue also thereby " incerity." The singer is talking nor
wally and not "trying to be somebody he's not.'' Nasal fronting is 
characteristic of most English vernaculars, and occurs even more 
frequently in the Southern vernacular that forms the basis for the 
country music style (Malone 2002: Davies 2003, 2005). The verb 
is also ambiguous because it creates the presuppo ition that the 
country ha been taken away from the inger by somebody else, 
by implication the President, as noted above, and needs to be taken 
back. The use of the present progressive "I'm taking" is also inter
estingly ambiguous in English; it has both a present meaning and 
a future meaning as action that starts in relation to the present and 
extends into the future. Consider the difference with the use of the 
conventional future construction: "I will (shall) take my country 
back;" it conveys a sense of future intention rather than already 
initiated and continuing action. Yet at the same time the predicate 
has meaning potential within the frame of country music that is 
oriented to a nostalgic past, as in "I'm takin' my country back to 
the way it used to be in the good ol' days." 

Turning now to the next three lines in the refrain, we see how 
language is used to convey a complex relationship between the 
singer and the addressee, in this case President Bush. 

7. SON, YOU AIN'T BEEN DOIN' HER RIGHT

Notice that President Bush is never directly named, but is ob
viously the single addressee of the song. Thus we have the single 
voice representing the common man addressing the single person 
serving as Pre ident repre eating the entire US government. Rog
ers points out that country singers are known for singing "to' their 
audiences, not at" them (1989: 35). Yet the relationship being 
constructed here is complicatedly reflexive in terms of the "sin
cerity contract." The singer's per onal voice is being positioned 
to speak for the audience in addressing the President, and yet the 
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audience is also listening in, so to speak, on this conversation i 
which it is an interlocutor. 

n 

George Lakoff's ideas (2002) concerning the metaphorical 
framing of the �epublican Party around a strong father image 
allows an analysis of political opposition here in which the "peo
ple" speaking through the singer assume the father role. The use of 
the address term "Son" is a powerful choice of language because 
it adds rich layers of meaning to the message. In the first place it 
is wonderfully ambiguous, in a typically Southern vernacular w�y, 
between power and solidarity (Davies 1997; Johnstone 2003). On 
the one hand, it conveys a reprimand of sorts, and yet at the same 
time it is potentially affectionate. The addressee is simultaneous
ly being reminded that he is in fact hierarchically inferior to the 
singer who is taking the role of the "father" to the "son" (using the 
metaphor of the country as a family), and yet at the same time the 
addressee is being reassured that he is part of the family. Simulta
neously, given the fact that the addressee is actually the President 
of the United States, such a term of address could be interpreted as 
remarkably disrespectful. On the other hand, it seems to have been 
invited by George W. Bush's public persona as a good old boy that 
the common man would enjoy socializing with. Yet another (in
tended) layer of interpretation arises out of the fact that President 
George W. Bush is, in fact, the son of former President George 
Herbert Walker Bush who is widely believed to disapprove of his 
son's actions as President. The familiar tone of the address term 
is consistent with the choice of vernacular language in "you ain't 
been doin' her right." 

Notice that the country is personified as a woman, and the 
singer (by addressing the President as "son") seems to be put
ting himself not just in the superior role of father, but in the role 
of the father-in-law who gave his daughter away in marriage 
and now reclaims his daughter from the young husband who is 
mistreating her. 10 

. The use of the address term "Son" evokes an image that
rs profoundly democratic with a small "d." The singer as the 
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"common man" representing "the people" is speaking to the Presi
dent as a "son," a younger member of the community who is not 
yet wise enough to serve in that capacity. The older an.d wiser 
voice is reclaiming its power from a leader who is not acting 
appropriately, or in the best interests of the whole commm1ity. The 
repetition of the word "rigbt" in this context reinforces both the 
rooral judgment that is the culmination of the hinge constructions 
in line 5, and also, in its negation of'rigbt," an undesirable politi
cal connotation for a conservative audience. The addressee is not 
acting "right." Consider the difference if the line had been "you're 
doin' her wrong" (with appropriate modifications for meter), which 
is a perfectly acceptable paraphrase, in the language of country 
music, for "you ain't been doin' her right." The negation allows 
use of an iconic vernacular form, "ain't," which would not occur 
in a positive verb phrase with the negative complement "wrong." 
The [ ai] diphthong in "right" allows a form of rhyme with "like" 
and "stripes," and also allows a pronunciation iconic for country 
music (monophthongization of [ai]) to be repeated. 

The comment "you ain't been doin' her right" is paraphrased 
in the next lines for clarification: 

8. OH I BEEN WATCHIN' YOU AND I DON'T LIKE
9. HOW YOU'VE BEEN TREATIN' MY STARS AND STRIPES

The singer notes that he has been paying attention and doesn't
like what he sees, with the implication not only that he has been 
following politic but also that he hasn t b en fooled by any sort 
of political "spin." A further vernacular fmm occurs in the first 
part of the compound structure of ling 8, with omission of the 
contracted auxiliary "have.' otice that the United States is now 
represented as my star and tripes" with the singular possessive 
pronoun (i.e., not 'our stars and stripes") - so that the President 
is excluded by the pronoun. The fir t person pronoun i repeated, 
with the strong statement "I don't like" as a negative judgment on 
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the addressee's behavior. 

Now we skip two lines to go down to lines 12 and 13 for th 
rest of the refrain: 

e 

12. YOU BLEW THE BUDGET AND YOU BOTCHED IRAQ
13. SO I'M TAKIN' MY COUNTRY BACK

In these lines we see how a speaker can challenge authority
through word choice, by selecting the words "blew" and "botched" 
that are not only too informal for the status of the addressee, but 
also insulting through their connotation of incompetence. Consid
er the difference between "you have pursued ineffective domestic 
and foreign policies" and "you blew the budget and you botched 
Iraq." Also, of course, from a poetic point of view, they are nicely 
alliterative. 11 

The typical "country music" stereotyped Southern vernacular 
accent is used by the singer as an essential part of the persona re
quired as part of the "sincerity" contract within the genre (Davies 
2005). There �s- one particular pronunciation that also potentially
conveys a political stance. In the repeated line 'you blew the bud
get and you botched Iraq," the name of the country is pronounced 
"eye-rack" [ainek]. Those who opposed the war and the policies 
o�the Bush Administration often pronounce it "ee-rock" [irak] or
with reduced initial stress "uh-rock" [ grak ], whereas those who
tend to support President Bush often pronounce it as the singer 
does. Thus the singer's pronunciation suggests that he is a former 
supporter of Bush, but this was not the intention of the writer who 
simply needed a rhyme with "back" and an appropriate amount of 
stress on the first syllable. 

In terms of the dominant country music themes identified by 
Rogers (1989: 11), based on content analysis (73% "love " 27% 
"living"), this song appears to draw cleverly on both cat;gories. 
In_ terms of content, it clearly falls in the 'living category. It deals
with lack of good job debt, regre sive taxation, and war. The 
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song is also about how things were better before Bush's admin
istration, and what he has done to destroy those good conditions 
(as an aspect of the "good old days" theme within the "living" 
category). Yet at the same time the song appears to draw meta
pborically on the love category ("Lord knows I love this land"), 
especially through the personification of America as "she" and the 
core image of the singer as the male protector (father/guardian) 
who is taking her back from the man who "ain't been doin' her 
right/ain't been treating her right." The writer, however, did not 
intend to draw on the "love" theme. 

Turning now to the overall rhetorical structure of the song, 
the writer affirms that the ballad form is here transformed for ex
pository purposes. Instead of telling a story, the singer is explain
ing why he thinks what he does and why his proposed action of 
"takin' my country back" is justified. The writer is constructing 
an argument designed to appeal to the mentality of the typical 
country music fan. The repeated line "you blew the budget and 
you botched Iraq" is, in rhetorical terms, a topic sentence relating 
to domestic fiscal policy and foreign policy, which the speaker 
will then elaborate with supporting points. If it is true that mature 
men and women make up the country music audience (Rogers 
1989), then presumably they would care about domestic and inter
national politics. Whereas the expository rhetorical structure was 
intentional, Kent notes the power of music in persuasion. He com
ments that "certain things can get through in a song if you handle 
it delicately enough." People may not follow the argument, but 
they may sense, through the invocation of Southern vernacular 
consciousness and values, that they have been voting against their 
own best interests. 

The singer uses simple and direct language that connects with 
the lives of working people (Ackerman 1966), rather than abstract 
language. For example, in the first refrain he sings, "YOU TOOK 
OUR JOBS AND SENT 'EM OVERSEAS" rather than refer
ring to the "outsourcing of jobs." In the next line he sings, "NOW 
WE OWE BILLIONS TO THE RED 12 CHINESE," rather than 
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describing the situation as "a massive increase of foreign debt 
especially to a communist country whose human rights policie� 
we condemn." In the second stanza of the ballad, which continues 
the theme of debt, the singer translates "regressive tax policies" 
into "You gave tax breaks to the millionaires and tried to make 
the workin' man pay" in lines 18-19. There is also an intertexual 
reference with "deeper in debt" in line 16, obvious to anyone fa
miliar with countty music, to the song "Sixteen Tons" (Merle Tra
vis, 1946), which described the entrapment of working people in 
company towns where they were exploited by the mine owners. 
This stanza is accompanied by a honky tonk piano obbligato, part 
of the country musical vocabulary which could suggest the despair 
of a "down and out" status. 

4. The third stanza of the ballad:

. Another aspect of the "sincerity contract" is displayed in the
t�md stan_z� of the ballad. In keeping with the use of the poten
tially positive term of address "son," there is also a gesture in the 
direction of fair-mindedness, of taking the perspective of the other 
person whom you are criticizing. A subtle musical touch here is 
the violin accompaniment which may signal sincerity and emo
tional intensity within the musical vocabulary. Although not inten
tional in this case, 13 the musical conventions potentially convey a 
mocking stance. 

30. NOW I CAN UNDERSTAND WHY YOU WERE HOT
31. 'CAUSE BIN LADEN NEVER DID GET CAUGHT

. Notice that the singer even avoids the direct challenge and
msult of the active voice in the second line: he could have said 
"'cause you never caught Bin Laden." Instead he uses the col
loquial passive construction with "got" which allows him to use 
grammar. to avoid naming the agent who failed. The passive
construction moves the agent subject into a prepositional phrase 
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with by" that an then be deleted without creating ungrammati
cality. Thus "Bin Laden never did get caught by you" an be 
rendered as Bin Laden never did get caught.' But that p tential 
yinpathy is immediately undercut by a description f Bush's 

respon e namely the misrepresentation of the role of Saddam 
flu ein and the preemptive war on lraq. 

32. SO YOU SAID W ◄ HAD SADDAM TO BLAME
33. TRI D TO TELL US IT WAS ALL THE SAME:

The use of the "you said" and "tried to tell us" (as well as
promised" later in line 36 all undercut the validity of the nomi

nal clauses that are th direct objects: 'we had Saddam to blame" 
and "it wa all the same. The presupposition i that what the ad
dres ee said, ' told us, and "pro1msed" is false. And then in line 
34 the potential sympathy i fu1ther undercut by reference to the 
timespan that ha elap ed, and the mounting American casualties. 
In this case there was no altemativ to u ing the fir t person plural 
possessive adjective potentially including the addressee; on the 
other band it is well known that President Bush's daughters have 
not joined the military. 

34. BUT NOW THE YEARS ROLL BY AND OUR KIDS
KEEP DYIN':

Further global criticism of the President's planning is strength
ened by the use of the minimalizer "even" in "YOU DON'T EVEN 
HAVE A PLAN TO BRING 'EM HOME." 

The final line of the stanza, " HEY ADMIT IT, YOU FIG
URED IT WRONG" is effective and consistent with the stance 
that the singer has taken. It again addesses the Pre ident famil
iarly in an interesting kind of populist stance like the use of "son' 
above and the move toward ' ympathy" in under tanding how 
the President might have felt. The "Hey" is ambiguous, show-
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ing both solidarity and disresp ct. It also draws on an import 
American value that the Bush Administration refused to ho 

ant

1 . . . uor 
nam� y reco�mg 1n1 tak_es and admittin� them. If George La.
koff s metaphorical analysis of the Republican strategy is accu ..
rate (G. Lakoff 2002 2004) then this is a manifestation of th 
idea that the Pre ident as "strong father" can t afford to adr �

· ak · . l11t 
mist es or his power will be compromised. Again there i 
repetition of the word 'wrong ' here that we saw in the opene:
to the song. "You figured it wrong" i intere tingJy ambiguou .
A a vernacular paraphrase of "you were wrong" jt allude both
to per onaJ. apability_ and intellectual capacity as well as to gen
eral strategic caJculation and planning ability by the entire Bush
Administration.

5. The bridge and third refrain:

The "voice of (white) working class experience" that is the
conventional voice of country music15 is elaborated in the bridge
between refrains 2 and 3:

38 .. NOW YOU DON'T KNOW MY NAME, BUT YOU
KNOW WHO I AM 

39. I'M YOUR EVERYDAY WORK HARD, PLAY HARD
40. RAISE KIDS AND PRAY HARD COMMON MAN ....
41. AND LORD KNOWS I LOVE THIS LAND ... THAT'S

WHY (I'M TAKIN' MY COUNTRY BACK)

The singer has already created a contrast between himself
as the "common man" and the President whom he has described
as having too many ' fancy friends" in line 26 and being treated
'lilce royalty" by the Saudis in line 27. The moral authmity that

was suggested in the opening stanza of the song by claiming to

lmow what's "wrong ' is again invoked when he identifies him
self as a_ worker, as a parent, as a churchgoer, and as a patriot
(but obv10usly not a patriot who is blindly obedient to authority).
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The clever structur of modification 'wod hard play bard, raise

kids and pray bard" which fits between everyday" and "com

r:non combines vernacular ungrammaticality with a stress pattern

that emphasizes the verbs and highlights "conservative values. " 16 

These values are stated again in the penultimate line, "I got my

family and my church and flag," which the singer speaks at a

slower tempo before concluding the song with a rousing rendition
of the title line accompanied by the "audience." The "audience"
bas gradually increased its participation in the song, as if to rep
resent the rhetorical power of the singer 's message. The audience
cheers after the third stanza, and then sings along for most of the
final refrain, and then cheers and claps at the end.

6. Conclusion

Interactional sociolinguistic discourse analysis offers a tech
nique for demonstrating how the lyrics of this song (as performed
by a particular singer, in a particular musical structure) draw on
linguistic resources in complex ways in the service of construct
ing a critical country music voice that attempts to communicate
across the partisan divide. It has examined how the "voice" of
(white) working-class experience typical of country music is po
sitioned to speak for the nation; how the "sincerity contract" is
honored, and how a relationship between singer and addressee is
constructed through pronouns, terms of address, and vernacular
language choice; further, how the relationship between singer and
addressee is appropriate to the critical stance of the song, pursuant
to G. Lakoff's identification of metaphor in political discourse;
how typical themes of country music are deployed, and how sim
ple, concrete language typical of country music translates more
abstract domestic and foreign policy ideas; how the characteristic
wordplay of country music based on the "hinge construction" is
used and elaborated; how metacommentary (including the musi
cal semiotics of country music) and intertextuality are effectively
employed; and how the ballad form is transformed for expository
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purposes, so that we find what looks like an essay format with a 
topic sentence and supporting points. 

An unusual feature of this analysis is the input from the writer 
concerning both his intentions and the analysis itself. In order to 
counteract hyperpatriotic songs by Toby Keith and Darrell Worley 
at the time, Kent and Scholten originated this song in a sincere at
tempt to express ideas and attitudes that they believed "needed to 
be said." Feedback from the songwriter allows us to see how the 
critical ideological stance was intentionally crafted, and also to 
learn how the song was deployed for political purposes by the Mu
sic Row Democrats. We have also seen how the writer attempted 
to capture the voice of the common man. He addressed the song 
to a particular person as audience (President Bush), but with the 
real audience in mind as typical conservative country music fans 
who might accept the song as authentic and thus be willing to lis
ten to the arguments put forth in the lyrics. The singer's personal 
voice is being positioned to speak for the audience in addressing 
the President, and yet the audience is also listening in, so to speak, 
on this conversation in which it is an interlocutor. The singer is 
modeling what a country music fan who had become a Democrat 
might think and say. The writer wanted the singer to convey to the 
country music audience, "believe me, I'm just like you: you could 
have written this song." 

The song represents an interesting form of Bakhtinian "vari
directional double voicing." where there is "a clash between the 
speaker's stance and the voice he is appropriating" (Coupland 
2007: 102). Not intended to be satirical or parodic, and not simply 
a form of imitation (because of its association with Democratic 
politics), the song presents a complex structure in terms of Goff
man's ( 1981) "participation framework." The "author" of the text 
has a political message that he tries to convey by crafting within 
the genre a typical voice and persona associated with the political 
opposition. The voice, through the animating singer, is addressed 
to a particular person, but as a form of popular music is obvi
ously addressed to the audience of typical country music fans. The 
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appropriated voice, while resonating with the conservative audi

ence through representation of their values, expl'esses different

political ideas. The goal of the writer is to convince the audience 

to believe that he is just like them, and to allow them to identify

with the ideas expressed and be persuaded by the argument elabo

rated in the song. At the same time the other audience for the song, 

Democrats who agree with the critique expressed by the singer, 

can embrace the song as part of a political campaign and appreci

ate its translation of more abstract campaign ideas into the simple 

and concrete language of country music. 
I won't presume, however, to judge whether the song can be 

said to be successful in "fabricating authenticity" in Peterson's 
(1997) terms, especially given its critical stance. That is, even if 

a song is formally and thematically "good" according to country 
music conventions, can it be experienced by a conservative audi
ence as "authentic" if it expresses a different political ideology? 
David Kent comments that we will never know because the song 
never had the necessary exposure, but he expresses the opinion 
that it may have been "a foolish aspiration to think that a song like 
this would change votes, rather than simply cheering on our side." 
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Appendix 

"Takin' My Country Back" 

Written by David Kent, Performed by Tony Stampley 

[located through Honky Tankers for Truth, Music Row Democrats) 

Reproduced here by permission of David Kent. 

INTRO: (first stanza of ballad form?) 

1. COUNTRY MUSIC'S GOT MAMAS AND DAD DYS

2. WE GOT BAR ROOMS AND OLD HEARTBREAK SONGS

3. BUT I 'M HERE TODAY TO STAND UP AND SAY

4. HOW I FEEL ABOUT MY HOME SWEET HOME

5. WHAT'S LEFT, WHAT'S RIGHT AND WHAT'S WRONG ... AND

REFRAIN 1: 

6. I'M TAKIN' MY COUNTRY BACK

7. SON, YOU AIN'T BEEN DOIN' HER RIGHT

8. OH I BEEN WATCHIN' YOU AND I DON'T LIKE

9. HOW YOU'VE BEEN TREATIN' MY STARS AND STRIPES

10. YOU TOOK OUR JOBS AND SENT 'EM OVERSEAS

11. NOW WE OWE BILLIONS TO THE RED CHINESE

12. YOU BLEW THE BUDGET AND YOU BOTCHED IRAQ ["eye-rack")

13. SO I'M TAKIN' MY COUNTRY BACK

SECOND STANZA OF BALLAD: [honky tonk piano] 

14. WE HAD A BUNDLE IN THE TREASURY DRAWER

15. MORE THAN THERE HAD EVER BEEN BEFORE

16. BUT EVERY DAY WE'RE DROWNIN' DEEPER IN DEBT

17. MAYBE FOUR YEARS SHOULD BE ALL YOU GET

18. THEN YOU GAVE TAX BREAKS TO THE MILLIONAIRES
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19. AND YOU TRIED TO MAKE THE WORKIN' MAN PAY

2o. BUT YOU CAN'T TAX A MAN WHEN HIS JOB'S NOT THERE

21, NOW LOOK AT WHERE WE ARE TODAY ... HEY

REFRAIN 2:

22. I'M TAKIN' MY COUNTRY BACK

23. SON, YOU AIN'T BEEN DOIN' HER RIGHT

24. OH I BEEN WATCHIN' YOU AND I DON'T LIKE

25. HOW YOU'VE BEEN TREATIN' MY STARS AND STRIPES

26. YOU GOT TOO MANY FANCY FRIENDS FOR ME

27. THE SAUDIS TREAT YOU LIKE YOU'RE ROYALTY

28. YOU BLEW THE BUDGET AND YOU BOTCHED IRAQ

29. NOW I'M TAKIN' MY COUNTRY BACK

THIRD STANZA OF BALLAD: [violin] 

30. NOW I CAN UNDERSTAND WHY YOU WERE HOT

31. 'CAUSE BIN LADEN NEVER DID GET CAUGHT

32. SO YOU SAID WE HAD SADDAM TO BLAME

33. TRIED TO TELL US IT WAS ALL THE SAME

34. BUT NOW THE YEARS ROLL BY AND OUR KIDS KEEP DYIN'

35. YOU DON'T EVEN HAVE A PLAN TO BRING 'EM HOME

36. AND THOSE W.M.D. YOU PROMISED ON T.V.

37. HEY ADMIT IT, YOU FIGURED IT WRONG ...

38. SO I'M TAKIN' MY COUNTRY BACK

[ cheers from "audience"]

INTERLUDE: 

39. NOW YOU DON'T KNOW MY NAME,

40. BUT YOU KNOW WHO I AM

41. I'M YOUR EVERYDAY
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42. WORK HARD, PLAY HARD, RAISE KIDS AND PRAY HARD

43. COMMON MAN

44. AND LORD KNOWS I LOVE THIS LAND ... THAT'S WHY

REFRAIN 3: [audience begins to sing along] 

45. I'M TAKIN' MY COUNTRY BACK

46. SON, YOU AIN'T BEEN DOIN' HER RIGHT

47. OH I BEEN WATCHIN' YOU AND I DON'T LIKE

48. HOW YOU'VE BEEN TREATIN' MY STARS AND STRIPES

49. YOU SAY "UNITE" BUT YOU DIVIDE US MORE

SO. CUSSIN' EACH OTHER ON THE SENATE FLOOR [audience 
sings louder] 

51. AIN'T WE SUPPOSED TO BE ABOVE ALL THAT?

52. HEY I'M TAKIN' MY COUNTRY BACK

53. I GOT MY FAMILY AND MY CHURCH AND FLAG ... [solo-slower]

54. NOW I'M TAKIN' MY COUNTRY BACK [sing-along]

[cheers and some applause from "audience"] 
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Footnotes 

1. Further evidence for the political orientation of.the country
music audience was provided by the contrast with the
supportive reaction of audiences for other music genres to
criticism of President George W. Bush, as chronicled in Time
Magazine (5/29/06): (Bruce Springsteen 10/2003, Green Day

9/2004, Eminem 10/2004, Kanye West 9/2005, Pearl Jam
3/2006, Pink 4/2006, Neil Young 5/2006). Since the March
10, 2003 remark by Natalie Maines, the President's approval
ratings had substantially eroded to a very low point as of the
spring of 2006 and continued to be low through the end of

his term in office. The Dixie Chicks appeared on 60 Minutes
in mid-May of 2006, unrepentant, with a new CD including

the song "Not Ready to Make Nice". At the American Country
Music awards in late May of that year, host Reba McEntire,
presumably reflecting continued disapproval of the political
stance of the Chicks, commented: "I don't know why I was so
nervous about hosting this show this year. If the Dixie Chicks
can sing with their foot in their mouths, surely I can host this
sucker" (Associated Press, 5/24/2006).

2. "Music Row" is the local name for the area of the city of
Nashville where the business of country music is located, with
Belmont University at the end of that street. As can be seen
from the website of www.musicrowdemocrats.com, several of
the founders are highly-placed in the industry.

3. According to the songwriter, David Kent, "the actual nascence
is simply that my friend and fellow Democrat Paul Scholten
called me one day and, already familiar with my songwriting
style and political views, suggested I write something
humorous, to take a few pokes at the president, who was
up for re-election in just a few months. Paul is a talented
drummer and studio owne1� and he noted that if we had a

piece of worthy material, he could secure the gratis pro-bona
services of a number of top notch session musicians and
engineers who shared our views. Therefore, with a song, a
studio, an engineer and players all at our disposal, we could
produce the whole thing for free. We weren't sure what we
would do with it when it was completed, but we decided to
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make the record first and cross that bridge later. It was my 
idea to go beyond writing a simply comical "Bush bashing" 
laugh piece, and to attempt something with more sincerity, 
depth, message and believability. The rest ( contacting MRD, 

putting Tony's voice on it, printing, publicizing it, distributing 
it to radio, trying to get airplay, etc.) evolved and unfolded in a 
'learn as we go' fashion." Kent and Scholten offered the song 
to the Music Row Democrats to use for their own purposes. 

David Kent also acknowledged some trepidation in offering 
the song for public performance, fearing a possible negative 
effect on his career in the country music business. He said that 
he could certainly understand why a country singer would 

refuse to perform the song. 

4. I heard about the song and the group from a piece in my

local NYT affiliate newspaper, and then I found an article on
Buzzflash on the web written by Kim Webber that provided
the background on the song. She was aware that David Kent
had written the song, and that it was performed by session
musicians with Tony Stampley as the singer. It was played
at an appearance by Michael Moore in Nashville on Oct. 9,
2004, and can be heard in the documentary made of his tour,
"Slacker Uprising." The Music Row Democrats subsequently
gathered together a collection of critical songs from Country
Music artists who are Democrats, and the whole collection

was available on their website as a fund-raising tool for
Democratic candidates in the 2006 midterm election.

5. The song , widely disseminated as a free MP3, was available on
the website of the Music Row Democrats.

6. People familiar with country music saw this opening as an
intertextual allusion to the song "You never even called me
by my name," written by Steve Goodman and made famous
by David Allen Coe (1996), that plays with the idea of the

essential themes for the "perfect" country song. David Kent

did not intend to make that allusion.

7. The spelling is intentional, because the spelling "daddies"

would be too "feminine," according to Kent.

8. David Kent points that there is another famous popular
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song that uses "left" and "right" as part of a three-part hinge 

construction: 'Tm left, you're right, she's gone,"·.(Stan Kesler/ 
William E. Taylor), recorded by Elvis Presley in 1954. 

The instrumentation here is: guitars ( electric, acoustic, bass, 
and pedal steel), drums, piano, and fiddle. 

10. Kent says that this interpretation goes too far; he was simply
drawing on the conventional use of the feminine pronoun.

11. David Kent, a native of Ohio, comments that Southern speech
is economical and direct. He notes, from country music

lyrics, 'Tm savin' on a washer and a diamond ring," which is
much more economical than 'Tm saving my money so that

eventually I can buy a washer . . .  "

12. Kent comments about his choice of the adjective 'red' here,
that "I brought that out of history to be offensive." In effect, he

is reminding the audience of their experience of the ideology
of the Cold War, in which communists were represented as the

mortal enemies of the United States. Another allusion, but not
intended by Kent, is to the signature red color symbolizing the
Republican Party, in contrast to the blue of the Democrats.

13. The use of the piano in the previous section and the violin here
occurred because of a formulaic approach to accompaniment,
according to Kent.

14. The use of "figured" was not intended to allude to intellectual
capacity; it was chosen for its sound.

15. Kent comments about the bridge that he wanted the singer to
convey to the country music audience, "believe me, I'm just
like you: you could have written this song."

16. Kent describes these as "clicheed attributes" about which

country music fans are proud, and comments that thus
they are proud of being ordinary and humble, creating a

contradiction by being proud of not being "prideful."
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The Wagoner's Lad: 

An American Folk-Operetta 

By Eric Hermann 

Introduction 

The folksinger Buell Kazee (1900-1976) is perhaps best

known for his work during the late l 920s, when he recorded fifty

two songs for Brunswick's "Songs From Dixie" hillbilly music 
series. During the urban Folk Revival of the 1960s and '70s, he 

earned recognition once again for his perfo1mances at the New

port Folk Festival and at college campuses around the country. 
Another area of Kazee's involvement in folk music, however, has 

largely been overlooked: his work as a songwriter and composer. 

In the 1920s, Kazee wrote and recorded several songs modeled 

on folksong genres, including the bluesy work song, "Steel A

Going Down," and the romantic western ballad, "The Cowboy's 

Trail." More significantly, in the 1930s and '40s, he composed two 

large-scale, dramatic works based on Appalachian folk music: The 

White Pilgrim, a "folk-cantata" co-written with Morehead Col
lege music professor Lewis Henry Horton and published in 1940 

(with a foreword by shape-note scholar George Pullen Jackson); 

and The Wagoner's Lad, an unpublished "folk-operetta." The fol

lowing paper offers an examination of the latter work, focusing on 

its libretto, music, and significance to Kazee's folk music career. 

Kazee initially sketched The Wagoner's Lad in the late 1940s, 

but set it aside for several decades; although he returned to the 
work at the end of his life, he never had it published. The story, 

a semi-autobiographical tale about Appalachian life in the early 

twentieth century, is based on one of Kazee's most well-known 
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ongs "The Wagoner' Lad, " which be recorded for Brunswick 
in 1928. The libretto, with its idyllic mountain setting, quaint
characters Appalachian dialect and allusions to Kazee' child
ho d paints a nostalgic and sometimes comi portrait of life in the 
mountains of eastern Kentucky. Like Kazee's earlier large-scale 
composition, Tbe White Pilgrim, thi work pre ent folk music in 
the context of an art-music genre. While the tructure of the pjece 
resembles an operetta ( or a musical comedy), the music consists 
entirely of Appalachian folk songs. In writing The Wagoner's Lad,
Kazee brought to fulfillment his conception of folk music as a 
literary a11 form, and one that is ideally suited to dramatic repre
sentation. 

The Influence of Georgetown College 

Ultimately, the roots of The Wagoner's Lad can be traced to 
Kazee's childhood in Burton Fork, KY, where he learned, first
hand, the ballads, dances, and play-party songs of southern Ap
palachia. More directly, however, the work grew out of his ex
periences at Georgetown College, a small university located in 
the flatlands of central Kentucky, which he attended from 1921 to 
1924. At Georgetown, Kazee received a broad, liberal arts educa
tion, taking courses in English, ancient languages, and literature. 
He also studied music theory, piano, and classical voice. Under 
the tutelage of his voice teacher, C. Frederick Bonawitz, an opera 
singer who also directed the Georgetown College Glee Club, he 
developed a passion for classical music and opera. During these 
years, he witnessed "all the greats in concert at Lexington - John 
McCormick, France's Alda, Paderewski, Rachmaninoff, Albert 
Spalding, Schumann-Heink, Kreisler, Grainger and many others." 
Kazee also involved himself in a wide range of extracurricular 
musical and literary activities. According to his transcript, he was 
Editor of "The Quarterly" (1925), President of the Scribblers' 
Club (1925), a member of the Glee Club (1921-25) and the Cho
ral Club, and a participant in various social and church-related 
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activities. By graduation, Buell had earned a strong reputatio_nmong his peers for his musical and intellectual talents, as ev1-
�enced by the caption next to his yearbook -�hoto, �hich read:
''The silver-throated songster of our class; a gifted wnter of verse 
and a literary man of more than passing excellence. A man solid in 
his attainments, idealistic, high-minded, and true." (figure 1) 

Figure 1. Kazee's 1925 Georgetown College yearbook photo. 

During his college years, Kazee also began, for the first time, 
to study folk music in an academic context. After initially leav
ing his banjo at home, due partly to his embarrassment over its 
hillbilly associations (it was "too 'hillbilly' for modern culture"), 
he soon experienced a change of heart. As he studied English and 
Scottish ballads he realized that much of the peculiar, old-fash
ioned language of the ballads had been preserved in the dialect of 
his native Eastern Kentucky, leading him to conclude that, "we 
were literature living." Instilled with a greater appreciation for his 
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musical and cultural heritage, he returned to campus sophomore
year with his banjo and began to give folk music concerts. He con
centrated on the ballad literature, honing his abilities as a storytell
er and refining his banjo accompaniment, which developed into
a subtle narrative tool. He learned to effectively arrange ballad 
texts by studying the major folk music songbooks of the period, a 
fact confirmed through a close comparison of the songbooks with 
Kazee's commercial recordings from a few years later. The most 
influential book was perhaps Twenty Kentucky Mountain Songs 
(1920), a collection compiled by the classically-trained perform
ers Loraine Wyman and Howard Brockway; arguably, this book, 
more than any other, provided Kazee with a model for how to 
effectively arrange folk music, both textually and musically. He 
borrowed texts and melodies from this book, as well as from Jose
phine McGill's Folk-songs of the Kentucky Mountains (1917) and 
John Harrington Cox's Folk-songs of the South (1925). 

The idea of presenting folk songs dramatically was likely nur
tured during Kazee's years performing in the Georgetown College 
Glee Club (figure 2). The Club, started in 1921, reflected both the 
rising national interest in folk music and the popularity of college 
instrumental clubs. Concert reviews printed in the The George
tonian, the college newspaper, show that the Georgetown Glee 
Club gave semi-theatrical performances - often dressed in cos
tume - which included a "reader" that recited poems and narrated 
the action. The Club performed a variety of folk or folk-inspired 
songs, including light and melodious popular numbers ("Beside a 
Babbling Brook," "Follow the Swallow"), Hawaiian songs ("My 
Island Home," "Hawaiian Guitar Duet" - both featuring Kazee) 
novelty numbers ("The Swing Song"), minstrel show standards 
("Come Where My Love Lies Dreaming"), and various black "di
alect" songs ("My Little Banjo," "Fetch Along the Hoe-Cake," 
"Po Lil' Lam"). The highlight of the program was the Club's vocal 
quartet, The Lamp-Post Lizards, a group founded in 1921 by Ka
zee and three of his classmates (last names: Oglesby, Blankenship, 
and Taylor). ln the words of The Georgetonian, The Lizards are 
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"the best collegiate quartette in the state," and they "please every
audience before which they appear." 

Figure 2. Georgetown College Glee Club. Professor Bonawitz 
and Kazee are pictured top right. 

After graduating from Georgetown, Kazee continued to pres
ent folk music dramatically in his own concert recitals. Like other 
classically-trained folk music interpreters of the 1920s - including 
Wyman and Brockway, John Jacob Niles, and Marion Kerby -
Kazee 's live performances were semi-dramatic, theatrical produc
tions that unfolded in a loose narrative structure that mixed songs, 
anecdotes, personal reminiscences, impersonations, and bits of 
"local color." He invited audiences to imagine a particular scene 
or setting, often wearing elaborate costumes, including blackface. 
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His concert on February 24th, 1927, in Ashland, KY, for instance 
consisted of Appalachian folk songs and African-American spiri� 
tuals, and he came on stage dressed in a tie and tails, wearing a 
large top hat. For the Appalachian portion of the show, he wrote 
in the concert program, "Social life of the Kentucky Mountains 
about 25 years ago," suggesting both the nostalgic frame and 
dramatic context in which he expected the audience to hear the 
music. Overall, Kazee's rich musical and intellectual experiences 
at Georgetown, and during the years immediately following his 
graduation (including his work for Brunswick) , prepared him to 
take on a much larger project: The Wagoner's Lad, a work that 
merged his deep knowledge of Appalachian folk music with his 
enduring interest in musical drama. 

The Wagoner's Lad: Libretto and Synopsis 

In constructing the libretto for The Wagoner's Lad, Kazee 
used an apparently novel literary technique: he took a pre-existing 
folk song, with an incomplete story and partial dialogue, and ex
panded it into a full-blown drama, adding characters, dialogue, 
and plot twists. Kazee's source for the story was "The Wagoner's 
Lad," a well-known Appalachian folk song that had been pub
lished in several early-twentieth-century folksong collections, 
including Cecil Sharp's English Folk-Songs from the Southern

Appalachians and Loraine Wyman's and Howard Brockway's 
Lonesome Tunes (figure 1). Kazee's 1928 recording of the song, 
"The Wagoners Lad (Loving Nancy)," used Wyman's and Brock
way's arrangement almost verbatim, including all five stanzas of 
text and the basic melody. The Wyman-Brockway/Kazee version 
of the text provided the basis for Kazee's libretto, although, as we 
shall see, he developed the story and characters substantially be
yond his source material. 

The original folk song follows a familiar literary archetype: 
a young person defies the wishes of his or her parents and cross
es social boundaries in pursuit of true love. In this case, a young 
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girl, known as Nancy in some versions, has fallen in love with a 
boy mysteriously known as the "Wagoner's Lad." The Wagoner's 
Lad has been courting Nancy "by night and by day." Because he 
is poor, however, Nancy's parents forbid her to see him. When 
Nancy learns that the Lad is set to depart, she is heartbroken, and 
laments her unfortunate circumstances. In many versions of the 
song, the two characters engage in a dialogue while the Wagoner's 
Lad prepares his wagon and horses for departure. Nancy pleads 
with him to stay, but he refuses. 
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Figure 3. Excerpt of "Loving Nancy" (i.e., "The Wagoner's 
Lad") from Wyman and Brockway's Lonesome Tunes (1916). 

The text of Kazee 's 1928 Brunswick recording adheres to this 
basic storyline. The tale unfolds in five verses, and, as in Wyman 
and Brockway's songbook version, we hear the voices of three dif
ferent characters: the narrator, Nancy, and the Wagoner's Lad. In 
verse 1, the narrator dispenses the song's moral lesson: 
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The heart is the fortune of all womankind, 
They're always controlled, they're always confined· 
Controlled by their parents until they are wives, '

Then slaves to their husbands the rest of their lives. 

ln verse 2, Nancy is stricken with grief (the quotations indicate 
dialogue): 

"I've been a poor girl, my fortune is sad, 
I've always been courted by the Wagoner's Lad; 
He courted me daily, by night and by day, 
And now he is loaded and going away." 

In verses 3, 4, and 5, Nancy and the Wagoner's Lad engage 
in a back-and-forth dialogue, sometimes changing voices in 
the middle of a stanza. This exchange provides the audience 
with the necessary back-stmy: 

"Your parents don't like me because I am poor, 
They say I'm not worthy of entering your door; 
I work for a living, my money's my own, 
And if they don't like me, they can leave me alone." 

"Your horses are hungry, go feed them some hay, 
Come sit down here by me as long as you stay." 
"My horses ain't hungry, they won't eat your hay 
So fare thee well darling I'll be on my way." 

"Your wagon needs greasing, your whip is to mend 
Come sit down here by me as long as you can." 
"My wagon is greasy, my whip's in my hand, 
So fare you well darling, no longer to stand." 

In the libretto to The Wagoner 's Lad, Kazee expands the story 
considerably from the song version. The basic scenario, however, 
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is more-or-less the same: Annie Pendleton, the youngest daugh

ter of respected citizen Matt Pendleton, has fallen. in love with a

111y sterious orphan boy called "the Wagoner's Lad." Because he is

poor ( and plays the banjo - an additional strike against him) Matt 

Pendleton will not allow his daughter to see him. The setting of the 

operetta, "The Kentucky Mountains" in "August, about 1900," is 

a description quite similar to the one that Kazee used in his Ash

land concert. It suggests an idealized, Eden-like world, unspoiled 
by the modem forces of commerce, industrialization, and popular 
culture - an ideal setting for the performance of folk music. 

From this skeletal framework, Kazee adds flesh to the sto
ry, introducing new characters and extending the plot. Early in 
the drama, Matt Pendleton introduces Annie to Allen Caudill a ' 

well-off "country bachelor" in the hopes that Annie will forget 
her youthful infatuation with the Wagoner's Lad. Though well
mannered, Allen is arrogant; Annie, who believes in marrying for 
love rather than for more practical considerations such as money, 
refuses his advances. Meanwhile, Annie's older sister Lizzie feels 
frustrated by her failure to attract a marriage partner and hopes 
that Allen will choose her instead; however, he does not seem in
terested. When Matt Pendleton runs into financial difficulties he 
turns to Allen Caudill, who lends him money but then exploits the 
situation by using the threat of bankruptcy to compel Pendleton to 
support his bid to marry Annie. Annie's grandparents are mean
while advising Annie to follow her heart. As she continues to meet 
clandestinely with the Wagoner's Lad, tempers flare on all sides. 
One day, the Wagoner's Lad announces to Annie that he is leaving 
the village for undisclosed reasons, but that he expects to return 
later in the year if his plans are successful. Annie is confused and 
heartbroken. As the Wagoner's Lad is packing his gear, she speaks 
to him one final time (i.e., the dialogue scene from the original 
song), but fails to convince him to stay. Returning home, she con
sents to her father's wishes and agrees to marry Allen Caudill. 

The climax of the operetta occurs in the final scene, Act 
III, Scene 4. With the whole village gathered for the wedding 
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ceremony, Annie disappears. Fearing that she has gone to meet th 
Wagoner's Lad, Matt Pendleton sends out a search party. Annie ,

e

older sister, Lizzie, provides comfort to Allen, who is demora!� 
ized after being left at the altar. Fallowing a failed search, Annie 
and tbe Wagoner's Lad - who �as suddenly returned from his trip 
- emerge from the woods arm-m-arm, and Matt Pendleton is furi
ous. As befitting a comedy, however, we are given a happy and
unexpected twist: Allen and Lizzie now declare that they are in 
love and intend to marry. Moments later we learn that the Wag.
�ner's Lad (whose real name is John) is in fact a land surveyor 
Just returned from a coal-mining expedition, where he has pur
chas�d nea:by land and signed a contract with a railroad company 
to bmld a lme near the village and haul the coal. Everyone is rich! 
Matt Pendleton receives a stem lecture from Grandpa and admits 
his mistake, and the two young couples agree to be married in a 
joyous double-ceremony. 

This delightful story, though obviously fictional, is filled with 
details drawn from Kazee's childhood in Burton Fork, KY. In the 
story, the village's fiddle-and-banjo duo are called the "Salyers 
boys," likely a reference to Salyersville, the town adjacent to Bur
ton Fork, and to John Morgan Salyer, a famed Magoffin County 
fiddler with whom Kazee used to occasionally play music. The 
village banjo player, Bate Salyer ("the banjist-pickinist boy in 
these parts") is probably a portmanteau of John Salyer and Bate 
LeMaster, who according to Kazee was once the "leading banjo
picker" in Burton Fork. Throughout the story, Kazee adds touches 
of homespun humor (often at the expense of the banjo player), 
some of it probably based on real memories. In one of the hoe
down scenes, for example, Bate Salyer is comically unable to tune 
his instrument; as the audience becomes increasingly exasperated, 
he requests some "artificial inspiration" (i.e., whiskey) to help him 
finish the job. In a later scene, Matt Pendleton comments on the 
Salyer boys: "Course, don't guess they'll ever amount to much. 
Seems like a banjer-picker don't ever 'mount to nothin'." While 
obviously a light-hearted comment, such a sentiment was common 
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for its time and carried with it more serious undertones, which Ka
zee knew first-hand; after all, it was this very attitude that likely 
accounted for his decision to leave his banjo at home in the fall of 
1921. It seems reasonable, in fact, to speculate that Kazee viewed 
himself as a kind of Wagoner's Lad - a banjo-picking boy who 
had gone off to see the world, achieved his dreams, and returned 
home to his mountain village. 

Folk Music in The Wagoner's Lad 

The term "folk-operetta," which appears in the title page of 
the libretto, is a fitting description of The Wagoner's Lad. In terms 
of structure and format, the work resembles a nineteenth-century 
Gilbert and Sullivan operetta ( or twentieth-century musical com
edy), with its mixture of singing, dancing, and spoken dialogue. At 
the same time, the work is made up entirely of Appalachian folk 
songs. Unlike The White Pilgrim, which includes a musical score, 
The Wagoner's Lad consists only of a libretto. Throughout the li
bretto Kazee provides written musical instructions, indicating the 
song to be performed, the character(s) doing the singing or play
ing, the mood of the performance (e.g., "sadly"), the position of 
the musicians onstage, and in some cases, the specific set of lyrics 
to be used. In general, the directions for each song make clear the 
intended instrumentation, performers, dynamic level, and mood. 

In the pre-industrial setting in which the st01y takes place, 
music is a natural expression that accompanies all aspects of life. 
With the exception of church, all major aspects of Appalachian life 
- work, social time, courting and relationships, children's games -
are represented in the operetta. For each scene, Kazee selects a folk
song genre that is appropriate to the social occasion. Depending on
the situation, we hear fiddle tunes ("Sourwood Mountain"), ballads
("The Old Maid"), love songs ("Careless Love"), play-party songs
("Go In and Out the Window"), work songs ("Roll On, John"), or
blues ("Poor Boy, Long Ways From Home") (Table 1 ).
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Table 1. Songs performed in The Wagoner's Lad. Unless
otherwise noted, all are solos. 

Act I, Scene 1 "Somwood Mountain" (chorus), "Chewing 
Gum," "They'll Be Comin' 'Round the 
Mountain," "I Wish I Was Single Again," 
"The Old Maid" 

Act I, Scene 2 "The Quaker's Courtship" 

Act II, Scene 1 "Wagoner's Lad," "On Top of Old Smokey" 

Act II, Scene 2 "Roll On, John," "Wagoner's Lad" (duet) 

Act II, Scene 3 "Poor Boy, Long Ways From Home" 

Act III, Scene 1 No music 

Act III, Scene 2 "Wagoner's Lad" 

Act III, Scene 3 "Careless Love" 

Act III, Scene 4 "In The Pines," "Moonshiner," "The 
Prisoner's Song," "I Wish I Had Someone To 
Love Me, "Look Up, Look Down That 
Lonesome Road," "Go In and Out the 
Window," "Down In the Valley" ( duet with 
chorus), "Rye Whiskey" (duet with chorus) 

The opening scene illustrates Kazee 's method of interpolating 
folk songs into the drama. As the operetta begins, the residents of 
the small village are gathered at the home of Matt Pendleton to 
participate in a "bean-stringing," a traditional Appalachian ritual 
involving the stringing (i.e., tearing open) and breaking apart of 
bean pods, which is followed by a feast with music and dancing. 
The group is dressed in their "Sunday-best," enjoying the conver
sation and convivial atmosphere as they casually flip the beans. 
Suddenly, a man ignites the crowd with a spirited call: "All right, 
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folks! Le's git a-goin' hyur, an git somp'n staited." The Chorus

(probably accompanied by fiddle and banjo although Kazee does 

not pecify then launches into a lively rendition of the traditional 

fiddle tune "Sourwood Mountain," a moment that seems to affirm 

the simple joys and virtue of mountain life. 
Yet Kazee inserts folk songs into the drama in other ways as 

well. The songs sometimes serve as props to create an atmosphere, 

for instance, during a party when the libretto calls for background 
fiddles and square dancing to be heard coming from a back room 
during a dialogue scene. In other cases, the songs comment on 

the unfolding drama like a Greek chorus. For instance, in Act III, 
Scene IV we hear "In The Pines" ("Little girl, little girl, don't lie to 
me I Tell me where did you sleep last night"), a subtle foreshadow
ing of Annie's flight from the wedding ceremony into the moun

tain brush to meet the Wagoner's Lad. Most commonly, however, 
the songs function as they typically do in an operetta or a musi
cal comedy: as the personal thoughts and feelings of individual 
characters ( or multiple characters in the case of a dialogue). Thus, 
a romantically frustrated Lizzie sings "On Top of Old Smokey" 
("Courting's a pleasure, and parting is grief I A false-hearted lover 
is worse than a thief'), while The Wagoner's Lad expresses his 
grief by singing "Poor Boy, Long Ways From Home," a reflective, 
aria-like blues. 

Finally, in a few instances Kazee combines personal reflec
tion or dialogue with responses from the Chorus, such as in the 
fascinating duet between Allen Caudill and Annie Pendleton (Act 
I, Scene 2). The two perfonn "The Quaker's Courtship," a tradi
tional courting song typically perfo1med as a dialogue between a 
man and a women. As Allen courts Annie with his business-like 
propositions, Annie scoffs at his proclamations of wealth and sta
tus. The two characters thrust and parry in a musical dialogue, 
with the "Chorus" periodically interjecting the song's refrain, 
"Fa-da-linktum, fa-da-lay!": 
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ALLEN: Madam, I have come a-courting. 

CHORUS (outside,joining): 0 dear, o dear, o dear me! 
ALLEN: Come a-courting, not a-sporting 
CHORUS: 0 dear, o dear, o dear me! 

ANNIE: Well, if that is yore desire. 

CHORUS (joining): Fa-da-linktum, fa-da-lay! 
ANNIE: You can sit and court the fire 

CHORUS: Fa-da-linktum, fa-da-lay! 

The musical high point of the operetta occurs in Act III, Scene 
4, the wedding scene, which also marks the dramatic climax of 

the story. The scene begins with the village's evening "lamp-light

ing" ritual, an occasion that inspires an unusual musical setting 
by Kazee. The stage directions state that four males singers, each 
performing a different song ("In The Pines," "Moonshiner," "The 

Prisoner's Song," and "I Wish I Had Someone To Love Me"), 
should walk on stage from four different directions, each rising 

to a crescendo as they reach center stage (although it is not clear 

whether the songs are performed simultaneously or in succes

sion). After the Wagoner's Lad sings the mournful blues, "Look 

Up, Look Down That Lonesome Road," the scene shifts back to 

the party, where the children are playing games and singing play
party songs such as "Go In and Out the Window." At the end of 

the scene, we hear the distant voices of Annie and John emerg

ing from the woods and singing a duet version of "Down In the 
Valley," joined by the Chorus. Finally, the drama closes with a 

full-ensemble performance of the high-spirited fiddle-tune "Rye 

Whiskey." The lesson of the story - love's enduring power - is 

expressed in an apparently original verse by Kazee: 

Good fortune, good fortune! Let the mountains resound 

With love's thrilling chorus, for love they have found. 
Through ages and ages the story is told, 
Of love 's scorning riches of silver and gold. 
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Folk Music Ambassador 

In a 1969 letter to folklorist Archie Green, Kazee expressed 

his hope that The Wagoner's Lad would serve as a "good vehicle 

for traditional folk music." Overall, the work is infused with an 

educational or didactic spirit. From the stage directions, it is clear 

that Kazee expected the work to be performed, most likely at high 

schools and colleges as The White Pilgrim had been. During the 
hoedown in Act I, Scene 2, for instance, he instructs the concert 

director to insert additional folk songs at his or her discretion 
("Here is a place for a program of Ballad singing, and playing 

special fiddle tunes. Other instruments and program [sic] may be 

substituted if banjo and fiddle players are [not] available"). "[T]he 
idea," Kazee writes, "is to present folk music." 

Kazee's purpose, however, was arguably much broader than 
simply educating students. Throughout his career as a composer 
and perfonner, he seems to have viewed himself as a folk music 

ambassador, whose job it was to educate audiences on the value 

of American folk song. As a performer, he strived to maintain a 

balance between entertainment and education; he enticed his 

audience with colorful songs and stories, but always made sure 

to "[keep] the litera1y value in the foreground." With his back
ground in mountain ballad1y and later training in art music, he 

was uniquely qualified to serve as an intermediary between these 

two very different musical cultures. In borrowing the terminology 
and forms of classical music - recital, cantata, operetta - to pres

ent folk music, he conferred upon folk music the status of "art," 
no doubt a selling point for some urban, middle-class listeners. 

Further, he helped to educate the general public on the virtues of 
Appalachian music, thus laying the foundation for the widespread 

acceptance of an earthier, more hard-edged style of Appalachian 
music in the 1950s and '60s. 
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The Beatles 

and Country Music 

By Don Cusic 

When the Beatles' American album, Yesterday and Today, 

was released on Capitol in the United States, Beatle fans - as well 

as country music fans--were surprised to hear a popular country 

song, "Act Naturally," sung by Ringo Stan-. The song had been 

a hit for Buck Owens in 1963. That connection to country music 

may have surprised Beatles fans as well as American country mu

sic fans, but it would not have surprised those who knew Richey 

Starkey from his early Liverpool days. 

Beatles drummer Ringo Stan-, born Richard Starkey, had no 

interest in music until saw the Gene Autry film, South of the Bor

der where Autry sang the title song while riding a horse. This was 

around 1948 when Starkey was about eight and was a "Eureka 

moment" for him which he never forgot, naming Autry as "The 

most significant musical force in my life." 1 Autry was "my first 

musical experience as a kid," said Starkey. "I remember getting 

shivers up my back when he sang 'South of the Border.' He had 

three Mexican guys behind him singing 'Ay-yi-yi-yi' and he had 

his guitar. "2 

From this point forward, young Richard Starkey was a fan of 

singing cowboys and country music. 

George Harrison, lead guitarist for the Beatles, was also in

fluenced by country music and country performers. The first re

cord that intrigued him because it featured a guitar was "Wait

ing for a Train" b/w "Blue Yodel No. 4" ("California Blues")" by 

Jimmie Rodgers, The Singing Brakeman.3 George's father, Han-y 

HaiTison, had been a seaman, serving as a steward on the White 

Star Line and first visited the United States in 1927. Han-ison 
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worked on the White Star Line until 1936; this is how the Ha1Tison 
household came to own the Jimmie Rodgers recording.4 

Slim Whitman was an American country singer who was a 
pioneer in bringing country music to Europe after World War II. 
Although he had a series of chart records on the American country 
chart, Whitman was much bigger in England where, in 1955, his 
single "Rose Marie" reached number one on the pop chart and 
held the record for most weeks at number one for 36 years. His 
follow-up, "Indian Love Call," also released in 1955, was a hit in 
the U.K. 

George Harrison's mother, Louise, purchased both "Rose Ma
rie" and "Indian Love Call" in a Liverpool record shop. The first 
time George Han-ison saw a guitar was when he saw Slim Whit
man - either in a print advertisement or on television - holding 
one. After he saw Whitman and his guitar, "he knew instantly he 
had to have one. "5 

Slim Whitman was right handed but played the guitar left 
handed because the second finger on his left hand - the hand that 
forms chords - was almost gone, a result of an accident. In July, 
1957, Paul McCartney obtained his first guitar. McCartney is left
handed, which caused problems as he endeavored to play until 
he saw a picture of Whitman, probably on the album cover of 
the album, Slim Whitman and His Singing Guitar. In the picture, 
Whitman is shown playing the guitar left-handed and McCartney, 
seeing this photo of Whitman, went home, took the strings off his 
new guitar and reversed them so it fit a lefty.6 

Country music was a lesser influence on John Lennon, al
though the first guitar Lennon saw was "in the hands of 'a fully 
dressed cowboy in the middle of Liverpool, with his Hawaiian 
guitar. .. He had the full gear on. "'7 

As they grew into their teen years, country songs and albums 
were important to Ringo/Richey, who regularly sang the old Hank 
Snow hit, "Nobody's Child" at family parties when he was around 
15.8 George Harrison loved Chet Atkins and owned albums by the 
Nashville guitarist. He also knew and sang Hank Williams songs. 
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During 1963, when the Beatles took some time off while Beatle
mania ':as raging in England, George and his brother, Peter, vis
ited their sister, Louise, who lived in Benton, Missouri, about 200 
miles from St. Louis. Harrison was the first Beatie to visit America 

and he came when he wasn't known as a Beatle. 
In Benson, George met Ken Welch and Gaby McCarty, who 

were in a popular local group, The Four Vests. Welch and Mc
Carty, who had heard the Beatles first album, Please Please Me 

from George's sister, Louise, invited George to sit in with them 
when they played a dance at a VFW hall in Eldorado. "I thought 
he was going to play some of those Beatles songs," remembered 
McCarty, "but he played Hank Williams tunes."9 

Skiffl.e 

The folk roots of country music were found in "skiffle" in 
the U.K. The group that evolved into the Beatles was originally 
The Quarry Men, a skiffle group led by John Lennon with some 
of his school friends. The skiffle craze began in England in 1956 
when Lonnie Donegan released "Rock Island Line" on Decca. 
"Rock Island Line," originally recorded by American bluesman 
Leadbelly, was released as a single and became a huge hit, reach
ing number eight on the British pop charts, and sparked a skiffle 
craze in England. 

"Skiffle enthralled Liverpool audiences," wrote Bob Spitz 
in his biography of the Beatles, "not because it was new but be
cause it was so unexpectedly familiar. In it, they heard the influ
ence of country-and-western music, which had long enjoyed pop
ularity among sailors and dockhands who trolled the Merseyside 
wharves. There was a time, right after the war, when Liverpool 
was regarded as 'the Nashville of the North' for its rich deposit of 
attractions; local groups such as Hank Walters and the Dusty Road 
Ramblers, the Blue Mountain Boys, Johnny Good and His Coun
try Kinfolk, and nearly forty contemporaries perfom1ed regularly 
throughout the 1950s, including the latest country rave as soon as 
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another ship anchored in p01i. But while country and western had 
its share of admirers, it was skiffle that created a sensation."10 

In addition to "Rock Island Line," Donegan had a series 
of skiffle hits. In 1957, Donegan's skiffle singles, "Cumberland 
Gap" and "Gamblin' Man"/"Puttin' On the Style" each reached 

number one on the British pop charts. 11 That same year John Len

non formed a skiffle group, The Quarry Men, named after Quarry 

Bank High School, which Lennon and his bandmates attended, 

The Quarry Men's repertoire consisted of a number of songs re

corded by Donegan, including "Rock Island Line," "Cumberland 

Gap," "Freight Train," "Midnight Special," "Railroad Bill," "Wor

ried Man Blues" and "Long Black Train."12 

Rock'n'Roll 

Rock and Roll first hit England in December, 1954 when 

Bill Haley's "Shake, Rattle and Roll" entered the British pop 

chart. Haley's "Rock Around the Clock" charted in January, 

1955, then was re-released in the Fall. The re-released "Rock 

Around the Clock" entered the British pop chart in October, 

1955 and remained on the chart until late winter, reaching the 

number one position. 

Many rock historians ignore or give little credit to the impor

tance of country music to early rock and roll, preferring instead to 

emphasize the blues and rhythm and blues roots of rock; however, 

early rock and roll has deep roots in country music. 

Bill Haley grew up in Chester, Pennsylvania and, like Ringo 

Starr, had Gene Autry as his hero. Haley became a country music 

disc jockey on WPWA in Chester and formed a band, The Four 

Aces of Western Swing, who performed locally and recorded 

for Cowboy Records. Their first record, in 1948, was a cover of 

the Hank Williams song, "Too Many Parties, Too Many Pals" 

b/w "Four Leaf Clover Blues." Their second release was a cover 

of George Morgan's "Candy Kisses" b/w "Tennessee Border," a 

cover of Red Foley's hit. 
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Haley changed the name of his band to The Saddlemen and 

had a string of releases. In 1953 Haley got rid of his sideburns 

and cowboy hat and renamed his group Bill Haley and the Com

ets. He signed with Decca Records and recorded "Rock Around 

the Clock" on April 12, 1954 in New York; he followed that with 

a recording of the Big Joe Turner song, "Shake, Rattle and Roll" 

in June. 

In 1956 Elvis hit; his first release in Britain was "Heart

break Hotel" and it, too, made a great impact on John, Paul, 

George and Ringo. When RCA signed Elvis in late 1955, he was 

signed as a country act to the Nashville division of the label. 

Elvis and the white artists who were signed and nurtured by 

Sam Phillips on Sun Records in Memphis were country artists 

whose rockabilly sound was first on the country charts before 

their popularity and record sales led major labels to move them 

over to the pop division. 

Elvis first received national attention on Billboard's country 

chart and four of his releases on Sun, "Baby Let's Play House," 

''I'm Left, You're Right, She's Gone," "I Forgot to Remember to 

Forget" and "Mystery Train" were on the country chart. Elvis' first 

RCA release, "Heartbreak Hotel," was number one on Billboard's

country chart for 17 weeks; it was followed by a string of songs 

on the country chart: "I Was the One," "I Want You, I Need You, 

I Love You" (#1), "My Baby Left Me," "Don't Be Cruel" (#1 

for 10 weeks), "Hound Dog" (#1 for 10 weeks), "Anyway You 

Want Me (That's How I Will Be)," and "Love Me Tender" were 

all on the Billboard country chart during 1956. In 1957, Elvis had 

"Love Me," "Too Much," "Playing For Keeps," "All Shook Up" 

(#1),"Teddy Bear" (#1),"Loving You," "Mean Woman Blues," 

"Jailhouse Rock" (#1), and "Treat Me Nice" on Billboard's coun

try chart. Elvis' records consistently appeared on the country as 

well as Hot 100 in Billboard until 1961, when "Are You Lone

some Tonight" appeared; after that, it was not until 1968 when he 

re-appeared on the country chart. 13 

Carl Perkins was on the Billboard country chart with his Sun 
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releases "Blue Suede Shoes," "Boppin' the Blues," "I'm Sorry 
I'm Not Sorry," and "Your Tme Love." John Lennon loved "Blu� 
Su�de Shoes" by Perkins as well as the flip side, "Honey Don't," 
which he referred to as "cmmbly and western" instead of"country 
and westem." 14 

The Everly Brothers, another major influence on the Beatles 
has a string of early hits on the country chart, including "Bye Bye 
Love" (#1 for seven weeks), "Wake Up Little Susie" (#1 for eight 
weeks), "This Little Girl of Mine," "Should We Tell Him," "All I 
Have to Do Is Dream" (number #1 for three weeks), "Claudette " 
"Bird Dog" (#1 for six weeks), "Devoted To You," "Problems'." 
"('Til) I Kissed You" and "Ebony Eyes" during the 1957-1961 
period. T?os� songs, except for "Ebony Eyes," were produced by 
Chet Atkms m the RCA Studio in Nashville. 

Buddy Holly was signed to Decca's country division and re
corde_d s�veral songs in Nashville, produced by Owen Bradley,
?ut his �its came from his recordings produced by Norman Petty 
m Clovis, New Mexico. His first hit in the U.K., "That'll Be the 
Day" was released as "The Crickets" and entered the British chart 
at the end of September, 1957 and rose to number one. Records 
were also released under "Buddy Holly" ("Peggy Su�," "Rave 
One�" "It Doesn't Matter Anymore" - which reached number one)
but it was The Crickets who had the greatest influence on young 
British skiffle groups. 

"Buddy Holly wasn't pure rock and roll, nor was he rhythm 
and blues, he was country and western with a beat," stated Mark 
Lewisohn. "Holly, Carl Perkins, Jerry Lee Lewis and sometimes 
Elvis were all showing that rock could be country too." 15 

. Thos� hits, released in Britain, came during a formative peri
od m the lives of the future Beatles; at the beginning of 1958 John 
Lennon was 17, Paul McCartney was 15, George Harrison was 14 
and Richey Starkey was 17. 
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From Skiffle to Rockabilly 

John, Paul and George first gravitated to skiffle; it was easy 
to play and skiffle songs were among the first they played as each 
learned the guitar. However, by the end of 1957, early rock'n'roll, 
particularly that made by Elvis, Carl Perkins, the Everly Brothers 
and Buddy Holly, were their major musical inspiration. 

John Lennon had formed his skiffle group with school friends; 
along the way, he invited Paul McCartney and George Harrison to 
join. The Quarry Men obtained a manager, Nigel Walley, a school 
friend of John's, before Paul and George joined. Walley had 50 
business cards printed that announced: 

"Country-Western-Rock'n'Roll-Skiffle 
The Quarry Men 
Open for engagements 
Leosdene, Vale Road, Woolton, Liverpool 16 

In 1959, Rory Storm's group, with Richey Starkey as dmm
mer, began performing at the Casbah, a local coffee house where the 
Quarry Men also performed. Stonn 's real name was Al Caldwell 
but he changed it to Jett Storm and then to Rory Storm and the 
Hurricanes. There was a western flavor in the group. Caldwell 
stated that "Rory" came from London rocker Rory Blackwell but 
Rory Calhoun was an American actor famous for western roles, 
particularly in the TV series "The Texan." 

Guitarist Johnny Byrne became Johnny Guitar (which was the 
name of a 1954 movie directed by Martin Scorsese and starring 
Joan Crawford and Sterling Hayden) and Richey Starkey, known 
as "Rings" because he wore three rings on his fingers, became 
"Ringo." The "Ringo" name may also be attributed to "Johnny 
Ringo," an outlaw possibly killed by Wyatt Earp and Johnny Ringo 
was the name of John Wayne's character in the film Stagecoach.

Author Mark Lewisohn has traced influential records that 
John, Paul and George acquired and noted that John loved an LP 
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by Johnny Burnette and the Rock'n 'Roll Trio. The trio consisted 
of Johnny Burnette on rhythm guitar, his brother Dorsey on bass 
and Paul Burlison on electric lead guitar. In addition to the trio'
drummer Buddy Harman Jr., pianist Owen Bradley and the Anit� 
Kerr Singers were also on the album, Johnny Burnette and the

Rock'n 'Roff Trio. The album was produced by Owen Bradley at 
the Quonset Hut in Nashville and was released in the U.K. in 1957. 

Another important album was Dance Album by Carl Perkins 
released in late 1959 on London Records (Sun Records had a� 
agreement with them for U.K. releases) which featured the songs 
"Blue Suede Shoes," "Honey Don't," "Movie Magg," "Your True 
Lo " "M t hb " "S F 11 " ve, a c ox, ure to a , "Only You," "Tennessee," 
"Gone Gone Gone," "Wrong Yo Yo," "Boppin' the Blues" and 
"Everybody Trying to Be My Baby." Lewisohn noted that "This 
was country music with a backbeat, the genuine slapback Sun 
�ound �rom Memphis, right up their collective alley. For George 
m particular there was a whole new bunch of guitar solos to 
cherish and master, to study note by glorious note."17 

Becoming The Beatles 

The group comprised of John Lennon, Paul McCartney, 
George Harrison, and Stu Sutcliff evolved through several names 
("Johnny and the Moon Dogs" and "The Silver Beatles") until 
they settled on The Beatles, a name derived from Buddy Holly's 
gro�p, �he Crickets. George and Paul bought electric pick-ups for 
the1r gm tars and they became a 1950s cover band. They did some 
short tours, backed a singer, Johnny Gentle, on a Scotland tour and 
had several drummers play with them for short stints until Pete 
Best joined, just before they headed to Hamburg in August, 1960. 
They performed in Hamburg until December of that year. 

Before they returned to Hamburg in Spring, 1961, they played 
at the Cavern Club on Matthew Street in Liverpool; their first ap
pearance was on February 9, 1961. They eventually performed 
at the Cavern Club 292 times and a list of songs, compiled by an 
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early Beatles fan, showed an impressive range of songs, including 
country songs, in their repertoire. 

In addition to numbers by Little Richard, Chuck Berry and 
other R&B artists, the Beatles did Hank Williams' "Hey Good 
Lookin"' (sung by George), Carl Perkins' "Matchbox" and "Lend 
Me Your Comb," the Billy Lee Riley song on Sun, "Red Hot," early 
Elvis numbers "I Forgot to Remember to Forget," "I'm Gonna Sit 
Right Down and Cry," "It's Now or Never," "Wooden Heart," and 
the Frank I-field hit, "I Remember You." They also did the country 
sounding "Picture of You" from Joe Brown & The Bruvvers. 

First Recordings 

The Beatles first professional recording session was on June 
22, 1961 in Hamburg, Germany, during the time they performed 
at the Top Ten Club. 

During the session they backed Tony Sheridan on "My Bon
nie," ("My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean"); "The Saints," ("The 
Saints Go Marching In," which had been recorded by Jen-y Lee 
Lewis) "Why" (written by Sheridan); "Take Out Some Insurance," 
( originally done by bluesman Jimmy Reed); while the Beatles per
formed "Ain't She Sweet" and the instrumental "Beatle Bop." On 
that session, they also recorded the old Hank Snow song, "No
body's Child," that had been a favorite song of Ringo's. Ringo 
was not in the group at the time; Pete Best was the drummer. Sher
idan played guitar and sang "Nobody's Child," accompanied by 
McCartney on bass and Pete Best on drums. 18 

Gretsch Guitars 

George Harrison had long dreamed of owning a Gretsch gui
tar, which was the guitar played by Chet Atkins; Harrison's Chet 
Atkins albums pictured the Nashville guitarist with a Gretsch. 

Harrison was a long-time fan of the Nashville guitarist and 
purchased albums by the guitarist until he owned 11 by 1963. 
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Harrison "studied Atkins note by note, and he discovered inver
sions, realizing how the same chords could be used in other posi
tions." During the time when school boys Hanison and McCart
ney got together to practice, the two learned a Bach composition 
played by Atkins, "Courree," which was on Atkins 1957 LP Hi-Fi 
in Focus.

19 

American-made Gretsch guitars were difficult to obtain be
cause Britain imposed a trade embargo after World War II. How
ever, Harrison heard about a merchant seaman, who had a Duo Jet 
Gretsch and purchased it from him. 

Ringo Added 

During 1961-1962, the Beatles line-up was John Lennon 
Paul McCartney, George Harrison and drummer Pete Best, but th� 
three guitarists decided to dismiss Best and hire Ringo Starr as 
drummer; the new line-up recorded their first single in September. 
Their second single, "Please Please Me," began a string of num
ber one hits in England for the Beatles and led to the outbreak of 
"Beatlemania" during 1963. This, in turn, led them to be booked 
on "The Ed Sullivan Show" in February, 1964. 

During their first American performance, TV viewers saw a 
direct connection between the Beatles and country music because 
lead guitarist George Harrison was playing a Chet Atkins "Coun
try Gentleman" Gretsch guitar. This appearance - as well as pic
tures of Harrison playing Gretsch guitars (he also played a Ten
nessean model) caused the sales of Gretsch guitars to skyrocket. 

Carl Perkins 

When the Beatles made their first appearance on "The Ed 
Sullivan Show" and Beatle records were all over American radio 
Carl Perkins was only vaguely aware of the group because his son'. 
Stan, was a fan. In March, a month after the Ed Sullivan show 
appearance, Perkins received a phone call from his agent, Bill 
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Denny, asking if he'd like to do a tour of England with Chuck 
Ben-y. Perkins was reluctant; it had been eight years since "Blue 
Suede Shoes" hit and he wondered if people remembered him; 
however, since he would tour with Chuck Berry, Perkins decided 
to go. 

During the three week tour, Perkins played to packed houses 
and enthusiastic fans. On the last night of the tour, he was invited 
to a post-concert party hosted by The Beatles, who had done two 
shows that evening. 

At three the following morning, Carl Perkins found himself 
sitting on the floor playing guitar while the four Beatles sat on 
a couch in a jam session. Perkins was amazed the group knew 
all of his old songs. On the evening they met Carl Perkins, The 
Beatles invited him to a recording session at the EMI Studios on 
Abbey Road. At that session, Ringo asked Perkins if he could re
cord "Matchbox" and Perkins was privileged to watch the Beatles 
record his song. They also jammed, according to Perkins, on "Ev
erybody's Trying to Be My Baby," "Glad All Over," "Your True 
Love," "Sure To Fall," "Lend Me Your Comb" and "Right String, 
Wrong Yo-Yo."20 

Carl Perkins came back to the United States a changed man, 
and Beatles fans learned of the influence of Carl Perkins on the 
Beatles. 

When Carl Perkins died, on January 19, 1998, George Harri
son and his wife flew to Jackson, Tennessee for his funeral. During 
the service, Harrison was invited to perform. He got up and, after 
saying "God Bless Carl Perkins," sang "Your True Love," with an 
acoustic guitar. 

Country Fans and the Beatles 

Country music fans during the 1960s were not, on the whole, 
enthralled by the Beatles. To a conservative audience who were a 
counter to the counterculture of the 1960s, the Beatles represented 
a culture and society headed in the wrong direction. The long hair, 
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the drugs, the counterculture itself, and then John Lennon's quote 
"We're more popular than Jesus" meant that the country audience 

on the whole rejected the Beatles. Instead, during 1964 when the 
British invasion, led by the Beatles, hit America, the top coun

try songs were "Begging To You" by Marty Robbins, "B.J. The 

D.J." by Stonewall Jackson, "Saginaw, Michigan" by Lefty Friz

zell, "Understand Your Man" by Johnny Cash, "My Heart Skips
a Beat," "Together Again" and "I Don't Care (Just as Long As

You Love Me)" by Buck Owens, "Dang Me" by Roger Miller, "I

Guess I'm Crazy" by Jim Reeves, and "Once a Day" by Connie

Smith. Of those songs, only one, "Dang Me" by Roger Miller,

crossed over to the pop charts.

During the 1964-1970 period, which was the height of the 

Beatles fame, the biggest country hits were by artists such as Mar

ty Robbins, Stonewall Jackson, Buck Owens, Roger Miller, Son

ny James, Eddy Arnold, Jimmy Dean, Jim Reeves, Little Jimmy 
Dickens, Glen Campbell, Loretta Lynn, Merle Haggard, George 

Jones, Tammy Wynette, Bill Anderson, Johnny Cash, Jeannie C. 

Riley, Conway Twitty, Jerry Lee Lewis and Charley Pride, 

The country charts were dominated by Buck Owens who 

had a string of number one singles during this period, including 

"Love's Gonna Live Here," "My Heaii Skips a Beat," "Together 

Again," "I Don't Care (Just As Long As You Love Me)," "I've Got 

a Tiger By The Tail," "Before You Go," "Only You (Can Break My 

Heart)," "Buckaroo," "Waitin' In Your Welfare Line," "Think of 

Me," "Open Up Your Heart," "Where Does The Good Times Go " 
' 

"Sam's Place," "Your Tender Loving Care," "How Long Will My 

Baby Be Gone," "Who's Gonna Mow Your Grass," "Johnny B. 
Goode," and "Tall Dark Stranger." 

Eddy Arnold had an international hit with "Make the World 

Go Away" and number one hits with "What's He Doing In My 

World," "I Want To Go With You," "Somebody Like Me," 

"Lonely Again," "Turn The World Around" and "Then You Can 

Tell Me Goodbye." 

Roger Miller was the country artist with the biggest 
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international impact; his single "King of the Road," released in 
January, 1965 was a hit in the United States and Great Britain 

where, for one week, it was number one on the British charts, 

ahead of "Ticket to Ride" by the Beatles. 
There was a "Nash ville Invasion" of Britain at the same time 

there was a British Invasion of America. In Spring, 1965, 30 out 

of 100 records on the American Pop chart were by British acts, 

while in England there was a series of albums released on Lon

don Records titled Country Music Who s Who comprised of re

cordings leased from Starday. There were also albums from Porter 
Wagoner, Don Gibson, Ernest Tubb and Roger Miller during this 

period. Singles on the British pop chart included Roy Orbison, 

Roger Miller, Johnny Cash, the Everly Brothers, Elvis Presley and 
Brenda Lee and two by Jim Reeves - all Nashville-connected acts. 

Perhaps the biggest acknowledgement from country music to 
the Beatles was the Chet Atkins album, Pickin' On The Beatles, 

consisting of instrumental versions of Beatie hits. Released in 

1966, it rose to number six on Billboards Country Chart and was 
Atkins' most commercially successful album 

Liner notes to the album were written by Beatie George Har

rison, who said, "I have appreciated Chet Atkins as a musician 

since long before the tracks on this album were written; in fact, 
since I was the ripe young age of seventeen. Since then I have lost 

count of the number of Chet's albums I have acquired, but I have 
not been disappointed in any of them." 

Harrison continued, ''I'll Cry Instead," "She's a Woman" and 
"Can't Buy Me Love," having a country feeling about them, lend 

themselves perfectly to Chet's own style of picking, which has in

spired so many guitarists throughout the world (myself included, 

but I didn't have enough fingers at the time). "21 

Paul is Dead Story 

In 1969, a rumor that "Paul is dead" surfaced in the media. 

The story originated with a student who wrote an article for 
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a school newspaper alleging that McCartney was killed in a car 

crash in 1966 and, since that time, a "stand in" was used to keep 

the Beatles going. The article was picked up by various college 

newspapers across the country. 

A student at the University of Michigan, Fred LaBour, 

wrote an article for the school newspaper, The Michigan Dai

ley, published on October 12 under the headline, "McCartney 

Dead: New Evidence Brought to Light." The article contained a 

review of the Beatles new album, Abbey Road, and alleged that 

the cover photo of the Beatles crossing Abbey Road was actual

ly a funeral procession. LaBour had a grand time citing "clues" 

from various Beatles albums that proved McCartney's death. It 

was intended as a tongue-in-cheek satirical piece but the rumor 

quickly caught on. That same day, WKNR-FM disc jockey Russ 

Gibb learned of the article and its clues and discussed the rumor 

on the air. 

A two hour feature on WKNR-FM, "The Beatle Plot," aired 

on October 19, 1969, fueling the story, which was then picked up 

by Roby Yonge, a disc jockey on WABC in New York on Octo

ber 21 and he discussed the rumor on the air. WABC reached a 

large audience and the next day the Beatles press office released 

statements denying the rumor. 

Ironically, there is a connection to country music. The writer 

of that newspaper article, Fred LaBour, moved to Nashville in 

1970s to pursue a career in music; he played bass in various bands, 

including Dickey Lee's, and wrote songs. In 1977 LaBour became 

a member of the western group, Riders in The Sky, which went 

on to provide the soundtrack to Pixar's Toy Story 2, which won a 

Grammy. The group also won a Grammy for their album of songs 

inspired by the film Monsters, Inc. 

Riders In The Sky are members of the Grand Ole Opry and 

have been a pivotal group in the resurgence of Western music, 

bringing back a number of Western classics originally done by 

the Sons of the Pioneers, Gene Autry and Roy Rogers. Fred La

Bour, lmown as "Too Slim" in the group, has the unique honor of 
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winning two Grammys as well as being a source of the Paul is 

Dead rumor about multi-Grammy winner Paul McCartney.22 

Solo Beatles 

During 1969 the Beatles recorded songs for their Let It Be 

and Abbey Road albums, with the last song on the Let It Be album, 

George Harrison's "I, Me, Mine" recorded on January 3, 1970 by 

George, Paul and Ringo with John in Denmark on a holiday. Dur

ing that year John Lennon recorded several projects with Yoko 

Ono and a live concert with the Plastic Ono Band. 

The first solo musical project recorded by a Beatle was 

Ringo's Sentimental Journey. The project began in October, 1969 

and was completed in March, 1970; on March 27, a few weeks 

after completion, the album was released. On the album were two 

country songs, "I'm a Fool to Care" and "Have I Told You Lately 

That I Love You." 

"I'm a Fool to Care" was written by Ted Daffan, who com

posed the country classics "Born to Lose" and "Truck Driver 

Blues," one of the first truck driving songs, which became a staple 

in country music. "Have I Told You Lately That I Love You" was 

written by Scotty Wiseman of Lulu Belle and Scotty, who had 

been stars of the National Barn Dance in Chicago. 

Ringo recorded an uptempo big band version of "Have I Told 

You Lately That I Love You." 

George Harrison: All Things Must Pass 

In May, 1970, George Harrison began work on his album, 

All Things Must Pass. Ringo played drums on the album; other 

musicians were Bobby Whitlock, Jim Gordon, Carl Radle, Bobby 

Keys, Jim Price, Eric Clapton, Billy Preston, Klaus Voormann, 

Gary Wright, Alan White and Dave Mason. Joining them was 

Nashville steel guitarist Pete Drake. 

Pete Drake had played on three Bob Dylan albums, John 
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Wesley Harding and Nashville Skyline (both in 1969) and Self
Portrait (] 970), all produced by Bob Johnston in Nashville. Al�o 
recording on Dylan's Nashville sessions was Charlie Daniels. 

On May 1, 1970, Dylan, drummer Russ Kunkel and Charlie 
Daniels (playing bass) were joined by Beatle George Harrison for 
a session in New York that included "Working On a Guru," "Time 
Passes Slowly" and "If Not For You." Those songs were intended 
for Dylan's New Morning album. Daniels stated that "George Har
rison was a really nice, down-to-earth little guy, the furthest thing 
from what you'd think of as one of the most popular musicians in 
the world. He and Dylan just wanted to spend time and jam. We 
were standing there listening to a playback and George asked who 
played steel guitar on Dylan's stuff. I said 'Pete Drake. "'23 

George Harrison told Daniels that he was going to do an 
album and would like to use Drake. Daniels gave him the phone 
number. 

When George Harrison called Pete Drake's office, located 
on 18thAvenue, just off Music Row, Drake's assistant and wife, 
Rose, answered. When she told Pete that George Harrison was 
on the line, Pete replied, "Who is George Harrison?" "It never 
crossed his mind that THE George Harrison would be calling," 
remembered Rose. The two talked and arrangements were made 
for Drake to travel to London to record with Harrison on his 
solo project.24 

Pete Drake took his steel guitar, a dobro, a Harptone guitar 
�nd �is "voice activator" box with him to London; accompany
mg him was songwriter Chuck Howard, who was signed to Pete's 
publishing company, Window Music. The Harptone guitar was a 
gift for Harrison. 

At the London airport, Drake and Howard were picked up 
by someone driving Ringo's car. The car had a number of coun
try tapes in it, including those by Ernest Tubb and Buck Owens. 

Whe� they arrived at the studio, Ringo asked Drake, "Were you 
surpnsed that I'm really a country music fan?" 

On the album All Things Must Pass, Drake played on "All 
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Things Must Pass," "The Ballad of Sir Frankie Crisp," and a 
country song, "Behind That Locked Door." It is·· by far the most 
"country" song George Han-ison ever wrote or recorded. 

During the Harrison sessions, on which Ringo Starr played 
drums, Ringo told Drake he wanted to do a country album, but 
wanted it done in London because albums took weeks and months 
to record. Drake replied that it wasn't done that way in Nashville, 
that Dylan only took two days to record an album in Nashville, 
and that a country album for Ringo could be done in a few days. 
Drake told Starr he would an-ange everything for him - gather 
songs, set up the session and produce the album. 

Starr had discussed doing a country album with Bob John
ston, Dylan's producer, but Johnston wanted a lot of money to 
do it, so Starr dropped the idea. He briefly contemplated flying 
Nashville musicians to London, but relented to Drake's idea. 

On Monday, June 22, 1970, after the Hanison sessions for 
All Things Must Pass were finished, Ringo arrived in Nashville. 
Ringo told Drake there were two things he wanted to do in Nash
ville: go to the Sears, Roebuck store and to Ernest Tubb 's Re
cord Shop. At Sears, Ringo bought a number of toys and shipped 
them back home to his kids, then spent the rest of the afternoon at 
Ernest Tubb's Record Shop on Broadway. The rest of the time in 
Nashville they worked.25 

Drake contacted the writers with his publishing company to 
come up with songs and Chuck Howard and Sorrells Pickard pro
vided most of the material. Howard had gotten to know Ringo dur
ing the Harrison sessions in London and Starr liked him and felt 
relaxed around him. The agreement, set by Allen Klein, who was 
managing three of the Beatles at that time, was that all the songs 
recorded would be published by Starling, the publishing company 
owned by Ringo. 

"All the writers signed to Pete started pitching songs and we 
even went outside the company trying to find songs," remembered 
Rose Drake. "It was funny because Dave Kirby was one of the best 
country songwriters around at that time but Ringo didn't like his 
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sense of humor, which was ve1y dry, so he didn't want to hear an 
of his _songs." Pete Drake "thought there were a couple of song�
that Rmgo should record because Kirby was writing hit songs but 
Ringo didn't want to do them. "26 

Drake played songs for Ringo and Ringo decided which ones 
he wanted to do. On Thursday, June 25, the group went into the 
studio and recorded five songs in the morning and five songs in the 
aftemo�n. The next day they did the same thing and on Saturday 
they fimshed; on Wednesday, July 1, StaIT flew back to London. 

They recorded at Music City Recorders on 19th Avenue 
South, where the engineer and owner was Scotty Moore, Elvis's 
guitar player from his Sun days and D.J. Fontana, Elvis's drum
mer, played drums. Guitarists Charlie Daniels, Dave Kirby, Chuck 
Howard, Sorrels Pickard, Jerry Reed, and JeITy Shook played gui
tar on the sessions; Roy Huskey, Jr. played bass, Buddy Harman 
played d�ms, Charlie McCoy played harmonica, George Richey 
played piano, Grover Lavender and Jim Buchanan played fiddle, 
�nd Pete Drake and Ben Keith played steel guitar. It was a busy 
time for the session musicians and some could not play on all the 
sessions because of other commitments. 

Ringo recorded 15 songs in Nashville, but only 12 were re
leased on his album Beaucoups of Blues. Songs on the original 
LP were "Beaucoups of Blues," written by Buzz Rabin, "Love 
Don't Last Long" by Chuck Howard, "Fastest Growing Heartache 
in the West" by Larry Kingston and Fred Dycus, "Without Her" 
by S_orrells Pickard, "Woman of the Night" by Pickard, "I'd Be
Talkmg All The Time" by Chuck Howard and Larry Kingston, 
"$15 Draw" by Pickard, "Wine, Women and Loud Happy Songs" 
by Larry Kingston, "I Wouldn't Have You Any Other Way" by 
Chuck Howard (recorded as a duet with Jeannie Kendal), "Los
er's Lounge" by Bobby Pierce, "Waiting" by Chuck Howard and 
"Silent Home Coming" by Pickard. 

Not included on the album was a song credited to Ringo, 
"Coochy Coochy" and "Nashville Jam," credited to session mu
sicians Chuck Howard, Sorrells Pickard, Jim Buchanan, Charlie 
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Daniels, Pete Drake, D.J. Fontana, Buddy Harman, Junior Hus
key, Ben Keith, Dave Kirby, Charlie McCoy, Jerry Reed, George 
Richey and Jerry Shook. The final song, "The Wishing Book" was 
never released. 

The country music industry defines country music as the mu
sic that is acceptable to the country audience, through radio airplay 
on country stations, appearances on country TV shows, and the 
self-definition of country performers. Ringo did not fit this mold 
and consequently was never considered a "country" artist; instead, 
he was viewed as a rock artist who made a country album. The 
end result was that Ringo Starr's country album was not played on 
country radio or accepted by the country audience, although the 
album reached number 35 on Billboard's count1y chart. 

The rock audience didn't particularly care for it, either. Al
though it did chart on the Billboard pop chart (#65) and the single 
reached number 85, the sales were not strong. This was during a 
period when there was a huge divide between the worlds of coun
try and rock. Country music represented a conservative America, 
the "silent majority" and the people Merle Haggard sang about in 
"Okie From Muskogee." Rock, according to the traditional coun
try audience, represented the counterculture of free love, smoking 
grass, LSD, hippies, long hair in a short hair world, and unwashed 
masses high on drugs. 

Ringo, for his part, loved country music and probably felt that 
his album would be accepted by the countiy audience. After all, 
he was a Beatle - a group with a huge following - and the album 
was definitely, in terms of sound, Nashville Country. There were 
reports that EMI, which distributed Apple, the Beatles label, never 
really pushed the album; it fell in the cracks with the pop promo
tion department unable to reach the pop audience and the country 
promotion staff out of the loop. 

Ringo's follow-ups did much better; his next seven singles 
were all top ten on the pop chart ("Back Off Boogaloo," "Pho
tograph," "You're Sixteen," "Oh My My," "Only You" and "No 
No Song") and two ("Photograph" and "You're Sixteen") reached 
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number one on Billboard's Hot 100 chart. His two following 
albums, Ringo and Goodnight Vienna, were both top ten on 

Billboard'.� pop album chart. 

Ringo did not give up recording country songs; on his Good

night Vienna album, released in 1974, he recorded Roger Miller's 

"Husbands and Wives." On Ringo's Stop and Smell the Roses 

album ( 198 l) Nashville steel guitarist Lloyd Green played on 

three songs ("Private Property," "Attention" and "Sure to Fall") 

produced by Paul McCartney; he also recorded "You Belong to 

Me," a song written by Country Music Hall of Farner Pee Wee 

King with Redd Stewart and Chilton Price. On his I Wanna Be 

Santa Claus album ( 1999), Ringo recorded "Blue Christmas" and 

on his albums Ringo Rama (2003), Choose Love (2005), Liverpool 

8 (2008) and Y Not (2008), Ringo used songs written by song

writers Gary Burr and Gary Nicholson, who had success writing 

country songs. 

On his album Ringo 2012 (2012), Ringo reached back to 

his early Liverpool days and recorded "Rock Island Line" and a 

Buddy Holly song, "Think It Over" as well as a song co-written by 

Gary Nicholson. 

Paul McCartney in Nashville 

On Thursday, June 6, 1974, Paul McCartney with his wife, 

Linda, and three daughters (Heather, Mary and Stella) landed in 

Nashville for six weeks; his new band, Wings, followed a day 

later. McCartney said the reason he chose Nashville was because 

"I rather fancy the place. It's a musical center. I've just heard so 

much about it, that I wanted to see for myself."27 

McCartney stated the reason he chose Nash ville was "to re

hearse, relax and ride" and to use it as a rehearsal base for his 

upcoming tour. McCartney stated he loved country music, "I was 

raised on it!" and "may record here. I don't know, it depends on 

how things go."28 

On Sunday, June 16, the McCartney's visited Opryland, 
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where they sat and watched the third annual "Grand Masters Fid

dling Contest." During intermission at the contest, Porter Wagoner 

and Dolly Parton performed. During the show, which was Porter 

and Dolly's last show together, Dolly dedicated a song to Porter 

she had just written for him, "I Will Always Love You."29 

Paul McCartney and his family visited Chet Atkins at the gui

tarist's home in Nashville. Chet noted later that Paul "asked a lot 

of questions about recording the Everly Brothers." Chet offered 

to record a song with McCartney and in July, Paul, Chet, pianist 

Floyd Cramer and banjoist Bobby Thompson recorded "Walking 

In The Park with Eloise," a song written by Paul's father, Jim Mc

Cartney. Engineering the McCartney session was Ernie Winfrey. 

McCartney also visited Johnny Cash at the singer's home in 

Hendersonville, where Cash asked if he could write some songs 

for him. In his press conference, McCartney acknowledged that 

"he had made several promises to write songs for several Nash

ville musicians although he had doubts about keeping them. 'The 

trouble is that since I've been here I promised a lot of people I 

would write songs for them,' said McCartney. 'It's amazing the 

people who want songs - like Johnny Cash and Charlie Rich. 

You'd think they'd have plenty of good material but they all tell 

us that they don't have enough good songs. '"30 

McCartney wrote and recorded "Sally G" and "Junior's 

Farm" in Nashville at Sound Shop Studios; in the former song, 

he enlisted Lloyd Green and Buddy Spicher to give the song a 

"country" feel. 

Act Naturally Redux 

In 1989, Ringo recorded "Act Naturally" with Buck Owens at 

the Abbey Road Studio in London. Owens had left Capitol, where 

he had his string of hits, but in 1988 Jim Fogelsong, head of Capi

tol's Nashville office, persuaded Buck to re-sign with the label. 

Capitol wanted to revive Buck's career and encouraged him to 

do an international tour. Through his long-time friend and British 
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country concert promoter Mervyn Conn, Owens arranged to re

cord a duet with Ringo during the time that Buck was in England 

during an international tour. 31 

Owens stated that during the session "me and Ringo just sang. 

I didn't play guitar and he didn't play drums. We let the Buckaroos 

just do their thing. "32 

The single and video were released in June. "Ringo told me 

he'd always been a big country music fan, so he was happy to have 

his first single to hit the country charts." The duet reached number 

27 on Billboard'.,;; country chart in 1989 and was nominated for a 

Country Music Association Award for "Vocal Event of the Year" 

but lost to Hank Williams and Hank Jr. 's recording of "There's a 

Tear in My Beer." 

Ringo At The Ryman 

On July 7, 2012, Ringo Starr celebrated his 72nd birthday 

with a concert at the Ryman Auditorium in Nashville. In Ringo's 

"All Starr Band" were Steve Lukather (formerly of Toto), Rich

ard Page (of Mr. Mister), Mark Rivera (formerly with Billy Joel), 

Gregg Rolie (formerly with Journey and Santana), Todd Rundgren 

and Gregg Bissonette. Ringo played drums as well as sang. 

Ringo kicked off the concert with the Carl Perkins classic 
'

"Matchbox," then sang "It Don't Come Easy" and "Wings" before 

Todd Rundgren did the Hank Williams classic, "I Saw the Light." 

Gregg Rolie did a song from his Santana days, "Evil Ways" 

while Steve Lukather brought back "Rosanna" from his days 

with Toto. Richard Page followed with "Kyrie Eleison," a hit 

from Mr. Mister. 

Ringo came back to the vocal mike and did "Don't Pass Me 

By," a song he wrote for the Beatles, then Todd Rundgren did 

"Bang the Drum All Day" before Ringo did "Boys" and "Yellow 

Submarine" from his Beatles days. Greg Rolie did another San

tana song ("Black Magic Woman") before the band and crowd 

launched into "Happy Birthday" for Ringo. 
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Following this, Ringo sang "Anthem" and John Lennon's 

song, "I'm the Greatest" before special guest Joe Walsh - and a 

former member of Ringo's "All Starr Band" - performed "Rocky 

Mountain Way" followed by Richard Page doing "You Are Mine." 

One of Toto's biggest hits, "Africa," was sung by Steve Lukather, 

then Gregg Rolie sang "Everybody's Everything." 

Ringo took over vocals again with the Beatles' "I Wanna 

Be Your Man," then Todd Rundgren did "Love Is The Answer," 

Richard Page did "Broken Wings" and Steve Lukather did "Hold 

the Line." 

The concert ended with three songs from Ringo: "Photograph," 

"Act Naturally" and "With a Little Help From My Friends," that 

segued into "Give Peace a Chance." 

On "With a Little Help From My Friends," Ringo was joined 

by Nash ville country stars Brad Paisley, Vince Gill, Kix Brooks, 

songwriter Gary Burr, Brendan Benson and former All Starr Band 

alums Richard Marx and Felix Cavaliere. 

Beatles Songs in Country Music 

The country song that connects the Beatles with country mu

sic best is "Bigger Than the Beatles" by Joe Diffie, which was on 

the Billboard Country chart 1995-1996 and rose to number one, a 

position it held for two weeks. The song was not a "Beatles" song 

but compares his love to the Beatles and says his love is "bigger" 

than the legendary group. In terms of success on country radio and 

the Billboard Country chart, the biggest Beatles song is "I Don't 

Want to Spoil the Party" by Rosanne Cash, which was a number 

one country hit in 1989. The next best showing on the Billboard

Country Chart of a Beatles song is "I Feel Fine" by the Sweet

hearts of the Rodeo, which reached number nine in 1989. 

Other Beatle songs on the Billboard country chart were 

"All My Lovin"' by Mundo Earwood (#58 in 1982); "I've Just 

Seen a Face" by Calamity Jane (Pam Rose, Mary Fielder, Linda 

Moore and Mary Ann Kennedy; #44 in 1982). "Yesterday" by 
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Billie Jo Spears (#60 in 1979) and "Get Back" by Steve Wariner 
(#72, 1995). 

In 1995, Liberty Records released an album: Come Together: 

America Salutes the Beatles. On that album were "I'll Follow the 

Sun" by David Ball, "Something" by Tanya Tucker, "One After 

909" by Willie Nelson, "The Long and Winding Road" by John 

Berry, "Come Together" by Delbert McClinton, "If I Fell" by 

Sammy Kershaw, "Let It Be" by Collin Raye, "We Can Work It 

Out" by Phil Keaggy and PFR, "Yesterday" by Billy Dean, "Can't 

Buy Me Love" by Shenandoah, "Nowhere Man" by Randy Travis, 

''Oh! Darling" by Huey Lewis, "Help!" by Little Texas, "In My 

Life" by Susan Ashton and Gary Chapman, "Get Back" by Steve 

Wariner, "All My Loving" by Suzy Bogguss and Chet Atkins and 

"Paperback Writer" by Kris Kristofferson. 

In 2005, American Beat released Yesterday: Country Music 

Tribute to the Beatles. On that album were "Eight Days a Week" 

by Lorrie Morgan, "Something" by Willie Nelson, "You've Got to 

Hide Your Love Away" by Waylon Jennings, "Yesterday" by Wil

lie Nelson and Merle Haggard, "I Don't Want to Spoil the Party" 

and "I'm Only Sleeping" by Rosanne Cash, "I Feel Fine" by the 

Sweethearts of the Rodeo, "Help!" by Dolly Parton, "Let It Be" by 

John Denver, "Blackbird" by Collin Raye, "Fool on the Hill" by 

Ray Stevens and "Michelle" by Chet Atkins. 

In 2013 Reviver Records released Let Us In Americana: The 

Music of Paul McCartney. On that album were "Come and Get 

It" by the Wood Brothers, "Yellow Submarine" by Buddy Miller, 

"Band on the Run" by Will Hoge, "I'm Looking Through You" by 

Jim Lauderdale, "My Love" by Holly Williams, "Let Me Roll It" 

by Teddy Thompson, "Fool on the Hill" by Bruce Cockburn, "Get 

Back" by Ollabelle, "Let 'Em In" by Lee Ann Womack, "I Will" 

by Steve Earle, featuring Allison Moorer, "Every Night" by Rod

ney Crowell, "Yesterday" by Matraca Berg, "Give Ireland back to 

the Irish" by Ketch Secor, "I've Just Seen a Face" by Sam Bush, 

"Uncle Albert/ Admiral Halsey" by Ed Snodderly and "Let It Be" 

by The McCrary Sisters. 
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"I've Just Seen a Face" has been recorded by Pure Prairie 

League, Billy Burnette (son of Dorsey Burnette); The Dillards, 

and the Forester Sisters. "I'm Looking Through You" and "One 

After 909" were recorded by Steve Earl. and "Let It Be" was re

corded by John Denver, and Gary & Randy Scruggs. On Emmylou 

Harris' first album, Pieces r�f the Sky, she recorded "Here, There 

and Everywhere." 

Bluegrass has been most open to Beatles songs. An album, 
Bluegrass Beatles by Craig Duncan, was comprised of "Love Me 

Do," "Ticket to Ride," "Can't Buy Me Love," "All My Lovin'," 

"Here There and Everywhere," "We Can Work It Out," "Ifl Fell," 

"I Want to Hold Your Hand," "I Will," "Eleanor Rigby," "And 1 

Love Her," "Yesterday" and "Hey Jude." 

On Pickin' On the Beatles: A Bluegrass Tribute, the two 

disc CD set contained "Strawberry Fields Forever," "And I Love 

Her," "Ticket to Ride," "Norwegian Wood," "I Want to Hold Your 

Hand," "Paperback Writer," "Can't Buy Me Love," "Hey Jude," 

"She Loves You," "Yellow Submarine," "Hard Days Night," "El

eanor Rigby," "Eight Days a Week," "Get Back," "Blackbird," 

"With a Little Help From My Friends," "Hello, Goodbye," "If I 

Fell," "Help," "Love Me Do," "Penny Lane," "We Can Work It 

Out" and "Let It Be. 

The Del McCoury Band recorded "When I'm 64" on their 

Money/and album and "Eleanor Rigby" was recorded by Sam 

Bush and Alan Munde on their Together For the First Time album. 

Alison Krauss recorded "I Will" on her 1995 album Now That I've 

Found You: A Collection. 

Other bluegrass renditions of Beatles songs are: "Blackbird" 

by The Jaybirds, "Norwegian Wood" by Tim O'Brien, "One Af

ter 909" by Belle Monroe, "The Night Before" by Larry Rice, 

"I'm Down" by the New Grass Revival on their Friday Night in 

America album, "Because" by Mike Marshal, "You've Got to 

Hide Your Love Away" by 2nd Generation, "Yesterday" by Bobby 

Clark, "Don't Let Me Down" by The Dillards, "Two of Us" by 

John Reischman on Butch Baldassari 's Tribute album The Road 
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Home and "I've Just Seen a Face" by New Tradition. 

The Charles River Valley Boys did an album, Beatles Coun

try, that contained "I've Just Seen a Face," "Baby's in Black," "I 

Feel Fine," "Yellow Submarine," "Ticket to Ride," "And Your 

Bird Can Sing," "What Goes On," "Norwegian Wood," "Paper

back Writer," "She's a Woman," "I Saw Her Standing There" 

and "Help." 

The Grassmasters are a bluegrass group that performs Beatles 

songs. On their album, Beatles Grass, they recorded "We Can 

Work it Out," "Dr. Robert," "I'm Looking Through You," "Things 

We Said Today," "Can't Buy Me Love," "Hard Days Night," "Act 

Naturally," "Do You Want to Know a Secret," "What Goes On," 

"Another Girl," "I've Just Seen a Face" and "Yesterday." 
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